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Resumen en español

El uso de plataformas de cómputo heterogéneas está considerado como una
estrategia eficaz para crear sistemas de altas prestaciones. En lugar de utilizar
un único procesador, los sistemas heterogéneos combinan diferentes elementos
de cómputo especializados en ejecutar distintos tipos de aplicaciones. El uso de
elementos de procesamiento especializados tiene varias ventajas, como una mayor
capacidad de cómputo y un menor consumo de energía. El principal reto de los
sistemas heterogéneos es hacerlos accesibles a todo tipo de usuarios, sin necesidad
de requerir amplios conocimientos de bajo nivel de las arquitecturas subyacentes.
Para simplificar el diseño de los sistemas heterogéneos, muchos fabricantes han
desarrollado flujos de diseño basados en lenguajes de programación que abstraen
la arquitectura del sistema.

Las FPGAs pueden combinarse eficazmente con procesadores de propósito
general formando este tipo de sistemas heterogéneos. En este contexto, el
procesador ejecuta aplicaciones de control, mientras que la lógica programable de la
FPGA se utiliza para implementar circuitos específicos que explotan el paralelismo
de aplicaciones con grandes necesidades de cómputo. Además, la flexibilidad
que ofrece la lógica programable de las FPGAs puede incrementarse utilizando
reconfiguración parcial y dinámica (DPR). La DPR permite cambiar parte del circuito
mientras el resto sigue en funcionamiento. Esto puede utilizarse por diversas
razones como, por ejemplo, para intercambiar diferentes aceleradores a lo largo del
tiempo, permitir la adaptación dinámica en entornos cambiantes o para replicar un
acelerador múltiples veces para mejorar el rendimiento o tener tolerancia frente a
fallos.

La mayoría de los fabricantes de FPGAs están tratando de simplificar el uso de
sus dispositivos, permitiendo utilizar síntesis de alto nivel para diseñar aplicaciones
con lenguajes de programación. Aunque esto simplifica el diseño, sigue siendo
necesario tener conocimientos sobre FPGAs para poder realizar diseños eficientes.
Por otro lado, el uso de DPR todavía se considera un flujo de diseño avanzado con
una curva de aprendizaje pronunciada. Esta tesis pretende simplificar el uso de
las FPGAs en determinadas aplicaciones, presentando una metodología de diseño
para construir aceleradores automáticamente mediante el uso de DPR. Para ello
es necesario generar una biblioteca de elementos básicos de cómputo (PEs) que
estén preimplementados para poder ser reconfigurados en tiempo de ejecución.
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Estos PEs pueden combinarse de múltiples maneras para componer arquitecturas
2D adaptadas a cada aplicación. La metodología propuesta se ha implementado
mediante el diseño de herramientas de reconfiguración, arquitecturas y aplicaciones
que muestran cómo puede utilizarse en diferentes escenarios.

La metodología propuesta requiere el uso de técnicas avanzadas de DPR que
no están disponibles en las herramientas de reconfiguración comerciales actuales.
Por este motivo se ha diseñado e implementado IMPRESS, una nueva herramienta
de reconfiguración que amplía las capacidades ofrecidas por las herramientas
comerciales. En particular, IMPRESS ha sido diseñado para ser compatible con
DPR de diferentes granularidades. Los diseños con diferentes granularidades se
benefician de diferentes capacidades de reconfiguración. Por esta razón, esta tesis
propone una nueva clasificación que categoriza la DPR en reconfiguración de grano
grueso, medio y fino. La reconfiguración de grano grueso consiste en intercambiar
módulos monolíticos que suelen abarcar grandes regiones de la FPGA. En cambio,
la reconfiguración de grano medio se utiliza para reconfigurar PEs individuales
que forman parte de aceleradores modulares que se componen de varios PEs
interconectados entre sí (por ejemplo, overlays o matrices sistólicas). Por último, la
reconfiguración de grano fino se utiliza en aplicaciones en las que sólo es necesario
modificar la configuración de primitivas individuales de la FPGA (por ejemplo, la
tabla de verdad de una look-up table).

IMPRESS es la primera herramienta de reconfiguración que ofrece características
avanzadas para cada granularidad, permitiendo combinar varias granularidades en
un único diseño. En particular, las reconfiguraciones de grano medio y fino pueden
combinarse eficazmente para componer aceleradores en tiempo de ejecución. Para
ello el sistema estático se diseña con una región reconfigurable que inicialmente
está vacía. Después, en tiempo de ejecución, se puede usar la reconfiguración de
grano medio para insertar PEs dentro de la región reconfigurable formando una
arquitectura 2D. Posteriormente se puede utilizar la reconfiguración de grano fino
para configurar cada PE rápidamente, sin necesidad de tener una comunicación
directa con el sistema estático, lo que mejora la escalabilidad de la arquitectura.

Para validar la metodología propuesta y las capacidades de reconfiguración
proporcionadas por IMPRESS, esta tesis propone dos alternativas para automatizar
la composición de los PEs y su configuración. La primera alternativa sigue un
enfoque determinista en el que los aceleradores se describen utilizando lenguajes
de programación software. Este enfoque utiliza overlays reconfigurables para mover
el cómputo de bucles software sin sentencias de control del procesador a la FPGA.
Las aplicaciones se mapean en el overlay en tiempo de diseño. Para ello el código
de software de alto nivel se compila para obtener su representación intermedia
en LLVM que, posteriormente, se transforma en un DFG (data flow graph) que se
mapea en un overlay genérico. La composición y la configuración del overlay se
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guardan en un bitstream que puede utilizarse en tiempo de ejecución para construir
el overlay mediante el uso de la reconfiguración de grano medio y fino. Por último,
para poder transferir el cómputo del procesador a la FPGA, el código original se
transforma en llamadas a funciones que gestionan las transferencias DMA (Direct
Memory Access) para mover los datos entre el overlay y el procesador. El rendimiento
del overlay depende del número de iteraciones, del tamaño del DFG y del número de
entradas/salidas, obteniendo una aceleración máxima de 3.18× para una aplicación
de multiplicación de matrices, seleccionada como uno de los ejemplos.

La segunda alternativa propuesta utiliza un enfoque evolutivo para componer
los aceleradores. Esta alternativa se basa en redes neuronales basadas en bloques
(BbNNs) que tienen un PE configurable que se replica en una cuadrícula 2D. Cada PE
está conectado a sus cuatro vecinos más cercanos, siendo cada puerto configurable
como puerto de entrada/salida. Cada puerto de salida del PE se comporta como
una neurona de una red neuronal convencional que realiza una suma ponderada
de todas las entradas del PE y procede a la aplicación de una función de activación.
El entrenamiento de la BbNN se realiza mediante un algoritmo evolutivo que, dado
un objetivo de referencia, trata de encontrar una configuración que se acerque a
dicho objetivo. La principal ventaja de utilizar técnicas de reconfiguración avanzada
con la BbNN es que es posible cambiar el tamaño de la red en tiempo de ejecución
utilizando reconfiguración de grano medio. Esto se ha aprovechado para diseñar un
algoritmo evolutivo que escala automáticamente el tamaño de la red para encontrar
una solución válida. El objetivo de dicho algoritmo es encontrar el menor tamaño de
red capaz de resolver una aplicación determinada. Para ello, inicialmente se fija una
red con una sola fila. Si pasado un número de generaciones el algoritmo evolutivo no
ha conseguido encontrar una solución válida, se añade una nueva fila a la red. Este
proceso se repite hasta que se logra encontrar una configuración de la BbNN válida.
La BbNN propuesta se ha aplicado con éxito en un problema de clasificación XOR
y también en la implementación de controladores para dispositivos físicos como en
las aplicaciones de inverted pole y mountain car disponibles en la plataforma OpenAI
[Brockman’16].

Hay aplicaciones en las que no es posible componer los aceleradores utilizando
ninguno de los dos enfoques anteriores. Para estos escenarios, las técnicas
avanzadas de reconfiguración de grano grueso de IMPRESS se han integrado
en la plataforma ARTICo3 para mejorar la productividad de la implementación
de sistemas reconfigurables multi-acelerador. ARTICo3 incluye una arquitectura
reconfigurable que permite la adaptación dinámica del sistema, donde el usuario
puede cambiar el número total de acelerador para mejorar el rendimiento de
la aplicación, reducir el consumo de energía o tener tolerancia frente a fallos.
Además, ARTICo3 facilita la reconfiguración de los aceleradores ocultando al
usuario los detalles de bajo nivel. Por último, ARTICo3 también facilita el diseño
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de aceleradores permitiendo utilizar tanto lenguajes de descripción hardware
como con herramientas de síntesis de alto nivel. La integración de IMPRESS
permite desacoplar la implementación de la arquitectura reconfigurable de la
implementación de los aceleradores reconfigurables. De esta manera, la arquitectura
estática puede implementarse una vez y reutilizarse en múltiples ocasiones. Esta
característica, combinada con las capacidades de reubicación de módulos de
IMPRESS, permite reducir significativamente los tiempos de implementación. Los
resultados muestran un aumento de la velocidad de implementación de entre 2.66×
y 2.96× con respecto a la versión original de ARTICo3 (antes de su integración con
IMPRESS).

Las principales aportaciones de esta tesis se resumen a continuación.

• [Clasificación de DPR] Una clasificación de las técnicas de DPR basada en la
granularidad de reconfiguración que categoriza la DPR en grano grueso, medio
y fino. La clasificación propuesta incluye una discusión sobre cómo combinar
múltiples granularidades en un mismo diseño para aprovechar las ventajas de
cada una de ellas.

• [Diseño] Una metodología de diseño de sistemas reconfigurables con múlti-
ples granularidades. Esta metodología se apoya en IMPRESS, una herramienta
de diseño para FPGAs de la serie Xilinx 7 que amplía las capacidades de
reconfiguración las herramientas comerciales.

• [Arquitecturas] Composición en tiempo de ejecución de arquitecturas 2D
escalables utilizando una combinación de reconfiguración de grano medio y
fino. En particular, se han propuesto e implementado dos arquitecturas: (1) un
overlay cuyo tamaño y composición pueden adaptarse dinámicamente para
mapear diferentes aplicaciones descritas con lenguajes de programación, (2)
una BbNN escalable con uso reducido de bloques de DSPs y BRAMs, capaz de
tener bucles de retroalimentación y con una función de activación optimizada
para su implementación en la FPGA.

• [Ejecución] Herramientas para poder componer y configurar en tiempo de
ejecución las mencionadas arquitecturas 2D escalables. Estas herramientas
eliminan la necesidad de tener que conocer los detalles de reconfiguración de
bajo nivel.

• [Diseño y Ejecución] Un flujo de herramientas que integra ARTICo3 e
IMPRESS para mejorar la productividad en la implementación de sistemas
reconfigurables multi-acelerador. El flujo de herramientas propuesto reduce el
tiempo de implementación hasta 2.96×, a la vez que reduce 4.54× la memoria
total necesaria para guardar los bitstreams parciales.
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• [Aplicación] Un framework para generar overlays capaz de trasladar de manera
automática el cómputo de bucles software complejos a la FPGA, logrando un
rendimiento hasta 3,18 veces superior al del procesador.

• [Aplicación] Un algoritmo evolutivo capaz de escalar de manera automática el
tamaño de una BbNN para optimizar el número de recursos utilizado por la
BbNN en una aplicación dada.

El resto del documento se divide en cinco capítulos. El primero motiva la
tesis, establece los objetivos principales e introduce la metodología de composición
de hardware en tiempo de ejecución. El segundo capítulo describe las técnicas
avanzadas de DPR. Incluye la clasificación de DPR basada en la granularidad, una
discusión sobre cómo combinar eficazmente múltiples granularidades en un diseño.
También incluye una descripción de las capacidades que ofrece IMPRESS para el
diseño de sistemas reconfigurables y su integración con ARTICo3. El tercer capítulo
detalla cómo se puede lograr la composición de hardware determinista utilizando las
técnicas avanzadas de DPR descritas en el capítulo anterior para componer overlays
escalables que permitan trasladar de manera automática el cómputo de bucles
software a la FPGA. Del mismo modo, el cuarto capítulo detalla cómo componer
hardware con un enfoque evolutivo utilizando una BbNN escalable entrenada con
un algoritmo evolutivo. El último capítulo presenta las conclusiones de este trabajo
incluyendo las principales contribuciones, el impacto de la tesis y las futuras líneas
de trabajo.
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Abstract

The use of heterogeneous computing platforms is considered an efficient strategy
to design high-performance computing systems. Instead of using a single powerful
processor, heterogeneous systems combine different computing fabrics tailored
to specific application domains. Using specialized computing fabrics has several
advantages, such as increased performance and lower power consumption. The
main challenge of heterogeneous systems is how to make them accessible to general
users without extensive low-level expertise on the underlying architectures. In order
to simplify the design of heterogeneous systems, many manufacturers are trying to
develop software-centric design flows that abstract as much as possible the system
architecture.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be effectively combined with
general-purpose processors in this type of heterogeneous systems. In this context,
the processor executes control-intensive applications while the programmable logic
of the FPGA is used to implement custom circuits that exploit the parallelism
of computing-intensive applications. Moreover, the flexibility offered by the
programmable logic of FPGA can be further exploited by using Dynamic Partial
Reconfiguration (DPR) to change part of the circuit while the rest remains unaltered.
This can be used for various reasons, such as offloading different accelerators over
time, enabling dynamic adaptation, or replicating an accelerator multiple times for
enhanced computing performance or fault tolerance.

Most FPGA manufacturers are trying to simplify the use of their devices by
allowing to use high-level synthesis to design applications with software-based
languages. While this simplifies FPGA designs, it is still required device-level
knowledge of FPGAs to make efficient designs. Moreover, the use of DPR is still
considered an advanced design flow with a steep learning curve. This thesis aims
at simplifying the use of FPGAs in certain applications by presenting a design
methodology to automatically build accelerators using DPR. To do so, it is necessary
to generate a library of preimplemented Processing Elements (PEs) that can be
reconfigured at run-time. These PEs can be combined in multiple ways to compose
2D architectures tailored to different applications. The proposed methodology
has been implemented by designing reconfiguration tools, architectures, and
applications that show how it can be used in different scenarios.
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The proposed methodology requires using advanced DPR techniques that are
not available in current commercial reconfiguration tools. For this reason, it has
been necessary to design IMPRESS, a new reconfiguration tool that extends the
capabilities offered by commercial tools. In particular, IMPRESS has been designed
to support DPR with different footprint granularities. Designs with different footprint
granularities benefit from different reconfiguration capabilities. For this reason,
this thesis proposes a new classification that categorizes DPR into coarse, medium,
and fine grain reconfiguration. Coarse grain reconfiguration consists of swapping
monolithic modules that usually span large FPGA regions. In contrast, medium grain
reconfiguration is used to change individual PEs of modular accelerators that are
composed of several interconnected PEs (e.g., systolic arrays, overlays). Finally, fine
grain reconfiguration is used in applications where it is only necessary to modify the
configuration of individual primitives of the FPGA (e.g., the configuration of a look-
up table).

IMPRESS is the first reconfiguration tool to offer advanced features for each
granularity, allowing to combine several granularities in a design. In particular,
medium and fine reconfiguration can be effectively combined to compose hardware
accelerators on the fly. To do this, the static system is initially designed with an
empty reconfigurable region. Then, at run-time, medium grain reconfiguration can
be used to allocate PEs to compose an interconnected 2D architecture. Once the
2D architecture has been built, fine grain reconfiguration can be used to configure
each PE quickly without needing direct communication with the static system, which
enhances the scalability of the architecture.

To validate the proposed methodology and the support provided by IMPRESS,
this thesis proposes two alternatives to automate the composition and configuration
of the PEs. The first alternative follows a deterministic approach where accelerators
are described using software languages. This approach uses reconfigurable overlays
to offload loop-based sections of code without control sentences from the processor
to the FPGA. Applications are mapped onto the overlay at design time. To that
end, the high-level software code is compiled to obtain its LLVM intermediate
representation, which is then transformed into a Data Flow Graph (DFG) that is
mapped onto a generic overlay. The composition and configuration of the overlay are
saved as an overlay bitstream that can be loaded at run-time to compose the specific
overlay using medium and fine grain reconfiguration. Additionally, to offload the
computation to the overlay, the original code is transformed into function calls that
manage the Directed Memory Access (DMA) transfers necessary to move the data
between the overlay and the processor. The performance of the overlay depends on
the number of iterations, DFG size, and the number of inputs/outputs, obtaining a
maximum of 3.18× speed-up for a matrix multiplication application, selected as one
of the example applications.
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The second alternative uses an evolutionary approach to compose accelerators.
It is based on Block-based Neural Networks (BbNNs) that have one configurable PE
that is replicated on a 2D grid. Each PE is connected to its four nearest neighbors,
with each port being configurable as an input/output port. Each output port of the
PE behaves as a regular neuron that performs a weighted addition of all its inputs
followed by the application of an activation function. The training of the BbNN is
carried out by an evolutionary algorithm that, given a reference goal, tries to find
a network configuration that behaves as expected. The main advantage of using
advanced reconfiguration techniques with BbNNs is that it allows changing the size
of the network at run-time, taking advantage of the modularity provided by medium
grain reconfiguration. This has been leveraged to design an evolutionary algorithm
that automatically scales the size of the network to find a valid solution. The goal
of this algorithm is to find the smallest network size that is capable of solving a
given application. To do so, it initially builds a BbNN with a single row. If after a
number of generations the evolutionary algorithm has not been able to find a valid
solution, it adds a new row to the network. This process is repeated until a valid
BbNN configuration is found. The proposed BbNN has been successfully applied
in an XOR classification problem and also in the implementation of controllers for
physical devices, such as the inverted pole or the mountain car found in the OpenAI
framework [Brockman’16].

There are applications where it is not possible to compose the accelerators
using any of the two previous approaches. For these scenarios, the advanced
coarse grain reconfiguration techniques of IMPRESS have been integrated within
the ARTICo3 framework to enhance the productivity of the implementation of multi-
accelerator reconfigurable systems. At its core, ARTICo3 includes a reconfigurable
architecture supporting dynamic user-driven adaptation to trade-off computing
performance, power consumption, and fault tolerance. Moreover, ARTICo3 includes
run-time support to hide the low-level reconfiguration details from the user as well
as design-time support to design compliant accelerators with Hardware Description
Languages (HDLs) or High-Level Synthesis (HLS). The integration of IMPRESS
allows decoupling the implementation of the reconfigurable architecture from the
implementation of the reconfigurable accelerators. Therefore, the static architecture
can be implemented once and reused multiple times. This feature, combined
with the module relocation capabilities of IMPRESS, can significantly reduce the
implementation times. Results show an implementation speed-up of 2.66-2.96×with
respect to the original ARTICo3 version (i.e., before its integration with IMPRESS).

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below. They have been
categorized as: classification of DPR, DPR design-time support, DPR run-time
support, architectures, and applications.
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• [classification of DPR] A classification of DPR techniques motivated by their
floorplanning granularity that categorizes DPR into coarse, medium, and fine
grain reconfiguration. The proposed classification includes a discussion on
how to combine multiple granularities in the same design to take advantage
of the strengths of each one.

• [Design] A design methodology targeting multi grain reconfigurable systems.
This methodology is supported by IMPRESS, a design tool for Xilinx series 7
FPGAs that extends the capabilities of commercial reconfiguration tools.

• [Architectures] Just-in-time composition of 2D scalable architectures using
a combination of medium and fine grain reconfiguration. In particular, two
different architectures have been proposed and implemented: (1) a spatially-
configured overlay whose size and composition can be dynamically adapted to
map different software-defined applications, (2) A scalable BbNN architecture
with reduced usage of DSPs and BRAMs, capable of supporting feedback loops,
and with a hardware-optimized activation function.

• [Run-time] Run-time support to seamlessly compose and configure the
aforementioned 2D scalable architectures, hiding the low-level reconfiguration
details from the user.

• [Design and Run-time] A toolflow integrating ARTICo3 and IMPRESS that
improves design productivity for coarse grain multi-accelerator reconfigurable
systems. The proposed toolflow reduces the implementation time up to 2.96×
while also reducing the partial bitstreams memory footprint by 4.54×.

• [Application] A complete automated overlay framework capable of offloading
complex loop-based segments of code from the embedded processor to the
FPGA, achieving up to 3.18× speed-ups compared with the software execution
in the processor.

• [Application] An evolutionary algorithm that can automatically scale the size
of the BbNN accelerator to optimize the use of resources used by the BbNN for
a given application.

The document is divided into five chapters. The first one motivates this thesis,
establishes the main goals, and introduces the just-in-time hardware composition
methodology. Chapter two describes the advanced DPR techniques used in this
thesis. It covers the classification of DPR based on the granularity, a discussion
on how to effectively combine multiple granularities in a design, the design- and
run-time features of IMPRESS, and a section detailing the integration of IMPRESS
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within the ARTICo3 framework. Chapter three details how the deterministic just-
in-time hardware composition approach can be achieved using the advanced DPR
techniques of the previous chapter to compose scalable overlays to offload loop-
based sections of code. Similarly, chapter four details how to compose accelerators
with an evolutionary approach using scalable BbNNs that are trained with an
evolutionary algorithm. The last chapter presents the conclusions drawn from this
work, including the main contributions, the impact of the thesis, and the future lines
of work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the context and motivation for this thesis. The first section
introduces the main challenges that motivate this work. The next section presents
the objectives and goals proposed to tackle those challenges. Then, there is a
section introducing the just-in-time hardware composition technique proposed in
this thesis. At the end of the chapter, the document structure and a brief summary of
each chapter are presented.

1.1 MOTIVATION OF THE THESIS

Since the invention of the planar silicon transistor, there has been an exponential
increase in the complexity of integrated circuits. Gordon Moore initially observed
this trend, which motivated him to make an initial prediction of the increase
of the number of transistors per chip doubling every year. This is commonly
known as Moore’s law. This growth was initially driven by three different factors:
increasing chip area, decreasing transistor size, and advances in circuit design to
eliminate nonfunctional chip area. However, after a few years, the chip area and
the advances of circuit design stopped being limiting factors which led to revisions
of Moore’s law until it was popularized as transistor duplication every 18 months,
despite never being formulated as such by Moore [Mack’11]. Alongside Moore’s
law, there was another related effect called Dennard scaling. Robert Dennard
observed that along with the reduction of the transistor size, it was possible to
reduce in the same proportion the supply voltage and current, keeping the power
density constant [Dennard’74] [Bohr’07]. This allowed incrementing the transistors
operating frequency at the same power. However, Dennard scaling is no longer
feasible with modern technologies, as it is no longer possible to reduce the supply
voltage without increasing leakage current. In turn, this has led to a halt in
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the increase of the chip clock frequency, as right now power consumption is a
significant limitation to increasing computing performance. In order to keep up
with the consumer expectations, chip designers have turned to multicore processors
that leverage parallel computing to increase the performance with less power
consumption increment [Blake’09] [Parkhurst’06].

Regarding Moore’s law, there is still controversy over whether or not it will
still be applicable in the near future. What is sure is that keeping up with
Moore’s law pace will be much harder [Eeckhout’17]. However, there are many
voices in the industry that, rather than fear the end of Moore’s law, see it as
an opportunity for a new age of creativity in computer science that could make
things more interesting [Waldrop’16] [Williams’17]. One change that is already
taking place is moving to heterogeneous systems that, rather than containing
multiple identical cores, have different processing units tailored to compute specific
applications [Maheswaran’99]. There are many devices, such as General-Purpose
Processors (GPPs), Graphic Processing Units (GPUs), Massively Parallel Processor
Arrays (MPPAs), DSPs, FPGAs, or Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
that can be combined in heterogeneous systems. The main advantage of using
FPGAs and ASICs are that they use custom architectures to compute any given
application rather than programming a generic architecture, which can be used
to exploit parallel applications better, improving the computing performance with
less power consumption. An example is the use of FPGAs over GPUs in Microsoft
datacenters, which resulted in a 95% throughput increase with only a 10% increase
in power consumption [Putnam’14]. Heterogeneous computing is not only specific
to cloud computing, it is also becoming more popular in embedded systems due to
the popularization of edge computing, a paradigm that advocates for keeping the
computation where data is generated. An example of the popularization of these
systems is System on Programmable Chips (SoPCs), devices that incorporate an
FPGA and a hard processor in the same package, such as Xilinx Zynq [Xilinx-UG585]
and Intel stratix [Intel-s10_5v4] devices. In the near future, it will be more common
to have heterogeneous systems with multi-core processors coupled with FPGAs,
GPUs and dedicated ASICs for specific domains, such as artificial intelligence. One
example of such devices is the Xilinx ACAP family [Xilinx-WP505’20] that promises
to have dramatic performance improvements of up to 20× over today’s fastest FPGA
implementations and over 100× over today’s fastest Central Processing Units (CPUs)
implementations for Data Centers, wired networks, 5G wireless, and automotive
driver assist applications.

While FPGAs still offer less performance and consume more power than ASICs,
the gap between them has been reduced over time, making FPGAs a compelling
option for multiple applications [Trimberger’18]. Moreover, their programmable
logic offers software-like flexibility allowing to implement custom circuits that can
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exploit the parallelism of high-performance computing applications at an increased
performance-to-power efficiency compared to software-based architectures such
as GPPs or GPUs [Sundararajan’10]. This flexibility is further improved in many
current devices with a technique called Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR),
which allows reconfiguring an area of the FPGA while the rest of the system remains
working and unaltered. One of the main purposes of DPR is to time-multiplex the
reconfigurable resources, allocating only the accelerators that are used at any given
time, thus reducing the required FPGA size. This technique can be effectively used
in heterogeneous systems that couple a processor with an FPGA. In this scenario,
the processor executes the sequential and control-intensive sections of an algorithm,
while the parallel sections can be offloaded to the FPGA using DPR.

Despite the advantages that FPGAs offer, there are still some challenges that
need to be tackled to bring them to mainstream computation. Traditionally, the
main barrier has been the lack of accessibility of FPGAs to software programmers,
which reduced their use to a limited group of hardware programmers [Bacon’13].
In the last years, there has been a growing interest in finding alternatives to
hardware description languages (HDL) to configure the FPGAs. This has led to
the popularization of High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools that use software-based
languages as the entry point to describe algorithms that are transformed into
hardware [Martin’09]. Currently, there are successful commercial HLS tools, such
as those provided by Xilinx and Intel in Vivado and Quartus [Xilinx-UG1399’21]
[Intel-UG20037’21], but also academic open-source HLS tools, such as LegUp
[Canis’13]. Despite the many advantages, HLS tools still face some challenges
to be of use for designers with little hardware design knowledge. First, to make
efficient hardware, it is necessary to apply optimizations that require knowledge of
the hardware platform. Second, some HLS tools are used to implement individual
accelerators that have to be integrated manually with the rest of the system
[George’14]. While HLS partially solves the lack of accessibility, they do not target
the slow edit-compile-debug cycles present in FPGA design, which is one of the
main challenges that the community has to address [Tessier’15]. In particular, FPGA
design suffers from long synthesis and place&route times, what is termed as the FPGA
Programmability Wall [Patel’19].

Using DPR adds another series of challenges to FPGA design. DPR has
traditionally been seen as a difficult technique only utilized by expert users, usually
in the academic world. During the last years, the main FPGA vendors have made
an effort to simplify the design of reconfigurable systems to make them accessible
to more users. The simplification of the design of reconfigurable systems combined
with the interest of using FPGAs in datacenters for cloud computing [Byma’14] has
made the use of DPR more popular. However, current commercial DPR flows still
suffer from many limitations, which has resulted in the emergence of academic
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tools that aim at providing advanced features that allow implementing more flexible
designs. While the academic work has improved many areas of DPR, there are still
many challenges that need to be faced to make its use more widespread. Authors in
[Vipin’18], list some areas (replicated below) that need to be faced by the community:

1. At the architecture level, how to better support the idea of multiple loadable ac-
celerators with easy relocation and reconfiguration, particularly on commercial
devices.

2. In methods, how to bring together the strong body of research done to date to
overcome the limitations of existing flows, and abstracting away the hardware
aspects through automation from high-level descriptions.

3. In frameworks and applications, finding better application-oriented ways of
describing adaptive systems that can be automatically mapped to partially
reconfigurable implementations.

4. At the management level, improved abstraction to allow loading and unloading
of new configurations similarly to dynamic loading and unloading of software
modules.

5. Exploring how autonomously self-adaptive systems can be built that combine
reconfiguration capability with intelligence and the ability to adapt bitstream
capabilities.

These challenges motivate the work of this thesis that aims at providing new DPR
techniques and applications to contribute to improving DPR and FPGA design. With
these ideas in mind, the objectives of this thesis are detailed next.

1.2 THESIS MAIN OBJECTIVES

The main goal of this thesis is to offer a design methodology that leverage DPR to
compose hardware accelerators on the fly. By using a library of preimplemented
blocks and stitching them together using DPR, it is possible to generate new
accelerators without having to implement them from scratch, thus reducing the long
implementation times resulting from the synthesis and the Place and Route (PaR)
processes. To compose circuits with the desired functionality, it is necessary to
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provide a simple method to describe the behavior of the accelerators. This thesis
proposes two different alternatives. The first one uses a deterministic approach,
where the accelerator is described using high-level software languages (e.g., C/C++),
thus making FPGAs more accessible to non-hardware users. The second alternative
follows an evolutionary approach, where the behavior of accelerators is described
using high-level goals and references. This approach can be used in reinforcement
learning applications using evolutionary algorithms. The proposed methodology
targets heterogeneous systems using SoPCs that include an FPGA alongside hard
processors for edge computing applications. Below are listed the detailed goals of
this thesis:

• Provide an automated design methodology to implement highly flexible recon-
figurable systems that overcomes some limitations imposed by commercial
tools. In particular, the tool that would support the proposed methodology
should be able to reconfigure accelerators with different footprints granulari-
ties. This goal addresses DPR challenge 2 in [Vipin’18].

• Design scalable 2D architectures that combine several DPR granularities to:
(1) modify the number of PEs (i.e., blocks that compose the architecture), (2)
change the arrangement of PE (i.e., add new functionalities), and/or (3) adjust
the configuration within a PE. This goal addresses DPR challenge 1.

• Include support to compose accelerators using the aforementioned 2D
architectures from software-based descriptions allowing to offload computing-
intensive sections of code from the embedded processor to the FPGA. This goal
addresses DPR challenge 4.

• Include support to compose accelerators using the aforementioned 2D
architectures from high-level goals and expected output references (i.e., the
objective function) using evolutionary algorithms. This goal partially addresses
DPR challenges 3 and 5.

• Provide an integrated toolflow that improves design productivity and simplifies
relocation and reconfiguration in coarse grain multi-accelerator reconfigurable
systems. This goal addresses DPR challenge 1.
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1.3
JUST-IN-TIME HARDWARE
COMPOSITION OF ACCELERATORS

This section presents an overview of the just-in-time hardware composition
technique, introducing the different approaches that have been used in this thesis to
compose hardware accelerators on the fly. Just-in-time hardware composition refers
to the ability to generate new accelerators by combining different preimplemented
PEs from a library. The accelerators are composed using modular architectures,
where each PE is arranged in a 2D array and is connected to its nearest neighbors.
The architectures are built at run-time by stitching together the PEs in an empty
area of the FPGA. The work of this thesis is divided into three different parts.
The first part deals with advanced DPR techniques that allow to implement highly
flexible reconfigurable systems. Therefore, the first part serves as the foundation
of this thesis, providing the necessary design methodologies and tools to compose
accelerators on the fly using a tile-based approach. The remaining two parts provide
two different approaches to compose accelerators. On the one hand, there is a
deterministic approach that uses overlays to compose accelerators using software-
based descriptions, allowing to offload intensive computing tasks from the processor
to the FPGA. On the other hand, there is an evolutionary approach that, instead of
detailing how the PEs are combined, uses high-level goals and references to compose
accelerators in reinforcement learning applications. In this case, a BbNN trained
with an evolutionary algorithm is used to guide the composition process, rewarding
configurations that are closer to the proposed reference. The following subsections
describe in more detail the three areas into which this thesis is divided.

1.3.1 Tile-based Composition of Accelerators

The accelerator composition proposed in this thesis follows a tile-based approach
that generates new accelerators by stitching together PEs in a 2D grid pattern. To do
so, it is necessary to generate a static system with a reconfigurable region reserved
for acceleration composition that cannot be occupied by other components of the
system. The only constraint the reconfigurable region has is that the communication
with the rest of the system must be determined at design-time and remains fixed
for all the reconfigurable accelerators. The implementation of elementary PEs is
carried out independently from the main system. The PEs include custom interfaces
to connect to adjacent PEs or to the static system if the PE is allocated in the
reconfigurable region frontier. The acceleration composition is carried out by
reconfiguring the PEs in different subregions, forming a 2D regular architecture.
Additionally, the configuration of each PE can be parametrized by instantiating
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individual reconfigurable components whose behavior can be adapted reconfiguring
FPGA primitive elements (e.g., Look-Up Tables (LUTs)) at a high speed. This
reconfiguration style will be referred to as fine grain reconfiguration. Figure 1-1
illustrates the tile-based composition technique. First, at design-time, it is necessary
to implement a library with different PEs and an empty reconfigurable region that
only defines the interconnection with the rest of the system. At run-time, different
accelerators can be composed on the fly by stitching together different PEs from the
library.

 

RUN-TIME 
COMPOSITION

PE LIBRARY

EMPTY 
RECONFIGURABLE 

REGION

Fixed interface to other components

DESIGN-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1-1: Tile-based composition approach. At design-time, it is necessary to implement
a library with different PEs and an empty reconfigurable region that only defines the
interconnection with the rest of the system. At run-time, different accelerators can be
composed on the fly by stitching together different PEs from the library.

The main advantage of the proposed approach is the high flexibility that it offers.
As there is only one reconfigurable region that can allocate multiple PEs, the size
of the PEs is not fixed and can vary between accelerators. The communication
interface between PEs is defined individually in each PE, allowing to use different
PE interconnections tailored to a given accelerator. Moreover, the number of PEs
is adapted to the accelerator requirements, leaving the rest of the reconfigurable
resources free to allocate other accelerators. Finally, the individual PEs can be
configured by instantiating specific components that can be reconfigured in a fast
way, without having to reconfigure the whole PE and without needing a direct
connection to the rest of the system. This approach reduces the communication
interconnections between the PEs and the rest of the system. Chapter 2 details the
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design methodology that has been developed to implement the proposed tile-based
hardware composition approach.

1.3.2 Deterministic Composition of Accelerators Using Overlays

An overlay is a pre-compiled FPGA circuit with a programmable architecture
[Capalija’17]. Overlays provide a higher abstraction layer of FPGA resources. They
act as an intermediate layer between user applications and the FPGAs reconfigurable
fabric [Quraishi’21]. The overlay definition includes many different architectures,
such as soft processors, arrays of soft processors, and Coarse Grained Reconfigurable
Architecture (CGRA)-based overlays [Li’19]. In this thesis, the term overlay always
refers to CGRA-based overlays composed by an array of PEs surrounded by a
configurable interconnect.

CGRAs are reconfigurable architectures that provide word wide (i.e., multiple-
bit) operators and special-purpose interconnections [Vassiliadis’07], as opposed
to fine grain reconfigurable architectures (e.g., FPGAs) that are configured at bit
level. CGRAs offer domain-specific flexibility providing PEs that can be used to
map applications of specific domains [Liu’19]. CGRAs have several advantages
over fine grain architectures. The use of complex operators avoids routing
overhead by mapping complex functions instead of composing them using bit-level
computing units. Moreover, CGRAs have a reduced number of PEs (several orders
of magnitude lower than FPGAs), which reduces the overall silicon area dedicated to
interconnection logic [Tehre’12]. Therefore, CGRAs are devices that stand in between
FPGAs and ASICs in terms of flexibility, power, and performance [Tan’20].

CGRAs can be implemented on top of FPGAs. In this case, the CGRA is
called an overlay and is used as an intermediate fabric [Coole’10] where different
applications, usually represented as DFGs, can be mapped. This is represented
in Figure 1-2. Implementing CGRAs on top of FPGAs using overlays has several
advantages over using the FPGA resources directly. First, it can reduce the PaR times
by orders of magnitude. Second, it serves as an FPGA virtualization method to make
design portable across different devices. Lastly, it allows rapid reconfiguration to
change between different applications [Stitt’11]. However, all of these advantages
are specific to CGRAs. So, it is important to highlight why using overlays can be
preferable in some scenarios to using CGRAs fabrics. First, using overlays allows
using Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices. Second, it is possible to use the
finer granularity of the FPGA to change between different overlays, which can be
useful to add custom PEs, adapt the numeric format support, or to change the
interconnect network [Bergmann’13]. Therefore, implementing a reconfigurable
overlay overcomes the domain-specific flexibility of CGRAs that limits their use for
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general-purpose computation. The main drawback of overlays is that designs are
less optimized and use more resources and power than custom-made circuits.

FPGA
FABRIC

(LUTs, DSPs, BRAMs)

OVERLAY

DFG
implemented 
in overlay

Overlay 
implemented 
in FPGA

DFG APPLICATION

Figure 1-2: Overlays form an intermediate fabric between the FPGA and the applications. In
this way, the applications (usually represented as DFGs) are mapped onto the overlay, while
the overlay is implemented in the FPGA.

In the literature, DPR has been used in combination with overlays to increase
their flexibility by changing the PEs at run-time, adapting them to any given
application [Ma’16a] [Ma’15]. DPR allows composing the overlay at run-time using
precompiled PEs, which avoids having to implement multiple overlays with different
PE arrangements, thus reducing implementation time and memory footprint.
Moreover, DPR also reduces the reconfiguration time, as it is not necessary to
reconfigure the whole overlay, but only the PEs that differ between two given overlay
configurations. The main limitation of using DPR is the loss of portability across
devices of different manufacturers due to the vendor-specific nature of DPR that
heavily depends on the FPGA model and their implementation tools.

Previous reconfigurable overlays were constrained by the limitations that impose
commercial DPR flows, such as Xilinx and Intel DPR flows [Xilinx-UG909’21]
[Intel-UG-20136’19]. In this thesis, these limitations are overcome using the
proposed tile-based composition of accelerators explained in the previous section.
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Some of the advantages of using the tile-base approach are: support for PE
relocation to reduce implementation time and memory footprint requirement,
allowing overlays with different PE sizes, and the ability to scale the number of PEs
for any given application, freeing up resources for allocating other accelerators when
possible.

In this thesis, the combination of overlays with the tile-base composition
technique has been used to compose accelerators on the fly from high-level
descriptions. Chapter 3 describes an automated framework that converts a C loop
into a substituting function that composes a custom overlay on the fly and manages
the data transaction between the processor and the overlay to execute the desired
function in the overlay.

1.3.3 Evolutionary Composition of Accelerators Using BbNNs

Nature has been and continues to be the main inspiration for developing intelligent
machines. Engineers try to add intelligence to machines by mimicking the
underlying principles that have guided the evolutionary process to evolve from
elementary organisms to highly complex intelligent beings. Some examples are
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [Krogh’08], evolutionary algorithms [Jones’98] and
development encoding [Stanley’07]. These examples show different principles found
in nature that have been the inspiration to develop architectures and techniques to
produce intelligence. ANNs found inspiration in the brain, generating computational
architectures with interconnected neurons whose behavior can be trained by
adapting the parameters (e.g., weights and bias) of each neuron to perform different
tasks. ANNs have found multiple domains where they have been successfully used,
such as computing, science, engineering, medicine, environmental, agriculture,
mining, technology, climate, business, arts, and nanotechnology [Abiodun’18]. In
contrast, evolutionary algorithms are heuristics that try to solve complex problems
by mimicking the evolution process itself. They work by generating a set of random
solutions and making them evolve and compete with each other to find a better
solution. Evolutionary algorithms have effectively been used in many fields, such as
bioengineering [Kriegman’20], electromagnetism [Hornby’06], robotics [Alattas’19],
electrical engineering [Zebulum’98], and digital circuit design [Sekanina’07].

Current research is heavily focused in the fields of deep learning [LeCun’15]
and deep reinforcement learning [Mnih’15], which use ANNs that are trained using
stochastic gradient descent. While using gradient-based algorithms has shown its
potential in multiple applications, there is another approach to train ANNs called
neuroevolution that uses evolutionary algorithms to find valid solutions. Merging
ANNs with evolutionary algorithms takes inspiration on how brains evolved over
time by evolution. Neuroevolution allows ANNs to learn their building blocks
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(changing the activation function), change the architecture (adding new layers or
connections between layers), or even change the rules for learning [Stanley’19]. In
this way, neuroevolution provides new features that are not traditionally present in
gradient-based algorithms. For example, authors in [Stanley’02] presented NEAT, a
novel evolutionary algorithm that starts with simple network topologies, evolving
them to more complex ones by adding new hidden layers or more connections
between neurons to try to find the best topology. Although a fully connected
network can, in principle, approximate any continuous function [Hornik’89], authors
show that, if done right, evolving the network structure alongside the neuron
parameters (e.g., weights and biases) is beneficial over using a fixed network
topology. Traditionally, neuroevolution was used to train relatively small networks,
raising the question of whether they were apt for applications that required bigger
networks. Authors in [Such’17] have demonstrated that it is feasible to train ANNs
over four million free parameters for deep reinforcement learning applications. They
show that, in some cases, it is even more efficient to use evolutionary algorithms over
gradient-based solutions.

Most ANN topologies, such as multilayer perceptrons or convolutional neural
networks, are feed-forward neural networks that are composed of an input layer,
an arbitrary number of hidden layers, and an output layer, as shown in Figure
1-3. Differently, authors in [Sang-Woo Moon’01] proposed a new neural network
topology, denominated BbNNs, more suited for hardware implementation. Instead
of connecting consecutive layers, the architecture is composed of a 2D array of PEs
with four input/output nodes and connection weights, where each PE is connected
to its four nearest neighbors, as shown in Figure 1-4. Each PE can be configured
to adopt one of the sixteen available interconnection styles. Figure 1-5 illustrates
three different configurations, showing that each PE can vary the number of inputs
and outputs, from only having one input and three outputs to having three inputs
and one output. The training of BbNNs is typically carried out using evolutionary
algorithms that search for the optimal weights, biases, and network interconnection.

BbNNs were designed to be efficiently implemented in reconfigurable hardware.
BbNNs show high parallelism, modularity, regularity, and use local interconnections,
which makes them a perfect candidate to be implemented in FPGAs. Moreover, the
neurons use a linear activation function for inputs and a symmetric saturated linear
activation function for outputs, avoiding non-linear functions that consume more
hardware resources. Finally, BbNNs are trained with evolutionary algorithms, which
allows training the network in the same device where they are implemented. This
can be used in edge computing systems to retrain the BbNN as many times as needed
in the device lifetime to adapt to different external conditions or even to learn new
applications.
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HIDDEN LAYERS
INPUT 
LAYER

OUTPUT
LAYER

Figure 1-3: Deep neural networks are comprised of different layer of neurons, including an
input layer, and output layer, and a arbitrary number of hidden layers.

Input data

Output data
Figure 1-4: The BbNN is comprised of PEs arranged in a 2D grid, where each PE is connected
to its four neighbors.
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Figure 1-5: Each PE in the BbNN can be configured to adopt different interconnection styles.
Here are represented three variations that show PEs with one input and three outputs (left),
two inputs and outputs (middle), and three inputs and one output (right). Each output
behaves like a neuron that has as inputs all the input ports of the PE.

In this thesis, BbNNs have been chosen to compose accelerators on the fly
with high-level goals. Chapter 4 details how the BbNN is composed using the tile-
based composition approach. This allows changing the size of the BbNN during the
training phase, starting from the smallest size possible and increasing it progressively
until finding an appropriate network size for the application. This frees the user
to select the size of the network, which can be too small to find a solution, or
too big, which increases the solution space and therefore extends the training
phase. Moreover, the BbNN architecture has been adapted to reduce the number of
resources by dividing the operation of each PE into seven cycles and implementing
a hardware-optimized activation function. The proposed network also includes a
synchronization mechanism and allows feedback loops. The proposed BbNN has
been used in reinforcement learning applications to implement physical controllers
and has been validated in a hardware-in-the-loop platform.

1.4 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

This section provides the document structure, including a brief summary of each
chapter. The document is divided into five chapters. The first and last chapters
are the introduction and conclusions, respectively. The three remaining chapters
contain the core technical work, devoting one chapter for advanced dynamic partial
reconfiguration techniques, another chapter to overlays, and finally a chapter to
BbNNs.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

This chapter has introduced the main challenges that FPGAs and DPR face to
enter mainstream computation, alongside the proposed goals of this thesis to tackle
these challenges. This chapter has also introduced the concept of just-in-time
hardware composition of reconfigurable accelerators, the guiding thread that unifies
all the thesis chapters.

Chapter 2 - Advanced Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration Techniques

This chapter starts with a technical background section that defines all the
concepts required to understand the rest of the chapter. Then, a new classification
of DPR motivated on the footprint granularity is proposed that categorizes DPR
into coarse, medium, and fine granularities. The proposed classification is used to
categorize different works found in the state of the art. In the next section, a design
methodology is proposed to implement reconfigurable systems with multiple DPR
granularities supported by a design tool called IMPRESS. The experimental results
of IMPRESS are shown in the next section. Then, there is a section discussing
how to combine the different granularities to enhance reconfigurable systems.
Finally, the last section is devoted to the integration of IMPRESS and ARTICo3, an
integrated framework that provides an automated toolchain to generate a hardware-
based processing architecture to transparently manage multi-accelerator coarse
grain reconfigurable systems.

The achievements of the thesis shown in this chapter have produced papers
[Zamacola’18], [Zamacola’19], [Ortiz’20], and [Zamacola’20].

Chapter 3 - Overlays

This chapter begins by describing an overview of the current state-of-the-art
overlays. Then, the proposed scalable and reconfigurable architecture is described,
including the necessary infrastructure to connect the overlay to the processor. The
following section details the support to automatically map applications onto the
overlay. Finally, the last section is devoted to the experimental results that describe
the performance of the proposed overlay.

The achievements of the thesis shown in this chapter have produced papers
[Zamacola’21] and [Zamacola’22].

Chapter 4 - Block-based Neural Networks

This chapter begins by providing an overview of the current state of the art
of BbNNs. The next section describes the proposed scalable and reconfigurable
architecture. The following section details the evolutionary algorithm that has been
used to map applications using high-level goals and expected output references. The
last chapter describes the experimental results and the applications that have been
used to test the proposed BbNN solution.
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The achievements of the thesis shown in this chapter have produced paper
[García’20].

Chapter 5 - Conclusions and future lines

The last chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis, including a summary of
the main contributions. Then, there is a section detailing the thesis impact, including
the number of publications, research projects, supervised works, and awards. At the
end, the future lines derived from this project are outlined.
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2 ADVANCED DYNAMIC PARTIAL
RECONFIGURATION TECHNIQUES

Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) is a technique that many FPGAs include
to further increment their flexibility by allowing to reconfigure part of the system
at run-time while the rest of the system remains unaltered. DPR can be used to
modify regions of an FPGA almost as large as the whole reconfigurable fabric or as
small as individual logic elements. FPGA manufacturers have focused their efforts
on designing tools that support the design of monolithic reconfigurable accelerators
usually spanning large regions of the device. Nevertheless, in some applications, it
is enough to fine-tune the accelerators’ behavior instead of changing them entirely.
In these cases, rather than allocating new accelerators, it is possible to reconfigure
individual logic elements of the circuit, such as LUTs or Flip-Flops (FFs). There is
also an intermediate approach that targets the reconfigurability of accelerators by
composing several tightly interconnected modules in a 1D or 2D architectures, such
as overlays or systolic arrays. In those architectures, it is possible to reconfigure only
the modules that differ between the existing accelerator versions, thus reducing the
reconfigurable footprint granularity.

Footprint granularity is an important property of reconfigurable systems, as it
affects overhead, flexibility, and architectural cost [Vipin’18]. For this reason, this
chapter presents a DPR classification proposal categorizing the aforementioned
approaches as coarse, fine, and medium grain, respectively. A graphical
representation of each granularity level can be seen in Figure 2-1. While there are
works in the literature that use Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) with any of
the granularities in isolation, there is not, to the best of our knowledge, a unified
tool that addresses the multiple reconfiguration granularities in a unified manner.
For that reason, this chapter includes specific criteria to combine the different
granularity levels. Moreover, this chapter also presents a tool, called IMPRESS,
that supports design- and run-time management of all the granularities allowing to
implement multi grain reconfigurable systems.

Additionally, IMPRESS has been integrated within the ARTICo3 framework, re-
sulting in an efficient reconfigurable design flow to implement coarse grain systems
that are easy to use. The ARTICo3 framework provides an automated toolchain to
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Coarse Grain Medium Grain Fine Grain

Figure 2-1: Graphical description of coarse, medium and fine reconfiguration granularities.
Coarse grain reconfiguration is used to implement monolithic accelerators usually spanning
large regions of the FPGA. Medium granularity is used to compose modular accelerators
with several interconnected modules. Finally, fine grain reconfiguration is used to change
the configuration of individual elements of the FPGA, such as LUTs.

generate a hardware-based processing architecture to transparently manage multi-
accelerator systems [Rodríguez’18], while IMPRESS provides advanced coarse grain
reconfiguration techniques that reduce the time to implement the reconfigurable
system.

This chapter is divided into eight sections. The first one introduces the
background concepts necessary to understand the rest of the chapter. Section
2.2 deepens in the proposed DPR classification based on the footprint granularity,
while Section 2.3 presents related works found in the literature for each granularity.
The next three sections describe IMPRESS, a tool for implementing reconfigurable
systems that can combine different granularities in the same design. A theoretical
discussion on integrating multiple granularities in a system is presented in Section
2.7. At the end, Section 2.8 presents the integration of IMPRESS with ARTICo3 to
enhance the productivity of coarse grain multi-accelerator systems.
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2.1 BACKGROUND CONCEPTS

This section introduces important concepts related to the design and implemen-
tation of dynamically reconfigurable systems, particularized to the Xilinx 7 Series
FPGAs, which are the target of the IMPRESS tool proposed in this work. In order
to improve the readability, we have grouped in Table 2-1 some of the abbreviations
that are most commonly used in this chapter.

Table 2-1: Main background reconfiguration concepts.

Concept Definition

Reconfigurable Module (RM) Accelerator, or part of an accelerator, that can be reconfigured into the FPGA.
Reconfigurable Region (RR) Region of the FPGA that can allocate one or several RMs.

Virtual Architecture (VA) Set of all the RRs in the FPGA and their interconnections.
Partial BitStream (PBS) File containing a partial FPGA configuration.

Reconfiguration Engine (RE) Hardware or software component that downloads a PBS into the FPGA memory.

2.1.1 Internal Structure of Xilinx FPGAs

FPGAs are composed of multiple reconfigurable resources such as Configurable
Logic Blocks (CLBs), BRAMs, and DSPs blocks. Other specialized resources, such
as PLLs and GTX/GTH receivers, are also available on these devices. The FPGA
resources are connected to each other using configurable interconnection blocks.
Each component is attached to an interconnection block that is, in turn, connected
to multiple other interconnection switches. This interconnection scheme eases the
routing process during the implementation of a circuit. Resources of the same
type are grouped in columns, which are interleaved to compose clock regions.
Clock region rows are almost identical to each other, making the FPGA resources
highly regular along its vertical axis. The configuration memory of the FPGA is
divided into multiple frames, which are the minimum addressable configuration
unit [Xilinx-UG470’18]. Each frame contains part of the configuration of the logic
resources placed in a clock region column. Depending on the resource type of the
column, a variable number of frames is needed. Figure 2-2 depicts a clock region in
the FPGA. The clock region is divided into several columns, which in turn are divided
into several frames in the configuration memory.

Since reconfiguring the device ultimately involves writing to this configuration
memory, it is necessary to know its addressing scheme, that is, which FPGA
primitives are configured by a given frame. Moreover, for the specific case of fine
grain reconfiguration, it is also necessary to understand how the configuration
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Figure 2-2: A clock region is divided into columns of logic elements. In turn, the
configuration memory divides each column into several frames, as shown for the middle CLB
column.

memory content can be modified to alter particular logic primitives. This
information is partially included in the device’s configuration guides, while further
details have been released by academic works, such as the SymbiFlow [Sym’20] open-
source tool.

Dynamic reconfiguration requires using device ports that provide access to
the configuration memory. Apart from the external ports used for the device
configuration during system booting, internal ports grant access from the device’s
logic layer, enabling self-adaptive systems. In Xilinx 7 Series devices, the ICAP is
the configuration port available from the programmable logic. In the particular case
of the Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoPC devices, which includes a hard-core ARM processor
integrated with the FPGA in the same chip, another configuration port called PCAP
is incorporated to access the configuration memory from the processor. Both
configuration ports are multiplexed and, therefore, cannot be used simultaneously.
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2.1.2 Static System and Reconfigurable Modules

Reconfigurable systems are divided into two parts: the static and the reconfigurable
subsystems. The former is composed of all the circuits essential for the system’s
correct behavior that remain unaltered during its whole lifetime. In turn, the
reconfigurable subsystems contain the logic elements that can be modified at run-
time. In coarse and medium grain reconfiguration, reconfigurable logic resources
are grouped in predefined areas of the device, called Reconfigurable Regions (RRs).
The modules that can be configured in each RR are called Reconfigurable Modules
(RMs). The RM and RR concepts are only applicable in coarse and medium
granularities where modules are exchanged in the device configuration memory.
In fine grain reconfiguration, the reconfigurable subsystem consists of individual
device primitives spread throughout the FPGA and interleaved with the static logic.
However, fine grain components can be stacked in clock-region columns to speed-up
the reconfiguration process.

2.1.3 Floorplanning

Efficient resource management in reconfigurable systems is not possible without the
virtualization of the reconfigurable resources of the device. In this thesis, the term
Virtual Architecture (VA) [Krasteva’08] [Otero’12] is used to refer to the set of RRs
and their interconnections. The VA floorplanning can follow different configuration
styles, as shown in Figure 2-3: island, slot, and grid [Koch’12].

The island-based style consists of several RRs isolated from each other. Each RR
can allocate only one RM at a time. One of the main problems of this VA style is that it
suffers internal fragmentation (i.e., waste of resources) when RMs of diverse sizes are
implemented for the same RR. Reconfigurable resources can be used more efficiently
by defining flexible VAs. Reconfigurable systems with flexible VAs formally have
several contiguous RRs that can be grouped to allocate one or more RMs. Depending
on how the RRs are defined, flexible VAs can be classified as either slot or grid types.

The slot-based VA, shown in Figure 4-12b, entails a region of the FPGA divided
into multiple contiguous RRs, called slots. If the defined slots are small enough,
internal fragmentation is avoided. However, this VA style can still lead to unused
resources due to external fragmentation, which appears when there are enough free
reconfigurable resources to allocate a given RM, but these free resources are not
contiguous, and so the module can not be configured. External fragmentation can
be minimized with efficient run-time allocation algorithms.

The grid-based VA can be considered as a 2D generalization of the slot-based
style. In this case, the RR is divided into smaller RRs arranged in a grid pattern. Each
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(a) Island style (b) Slot style (c) Grid style

Figure 2-3: Different VA floorplanning styles. A RR is marked in red in each VA style. Blue
rectangles represent RMs allocated inside one or multiple RRs. Interfaces with the static
system are not shown for clarity.

RM can span several adjacent RRs of the grid in both dimensions. 2D grids further
minimize internal fragmentation.

2.1.4 Communication Interfaces

The communication interfaces define how the RMs are connected to both the static
system and neighboring RMs. The most efficient way to implement these interfaces
is by using one routing node with one endpoint in the static region and the opposite
endpoint in the reconfigurable region. This type of interface has been designated as
partition pins [Xilinx-UG909’21], virtual interfaces [Otero’12] or direct wire binding
[Beckhoff’12] in the literature. Other interface styles use logic resources (i.e., Lookup
tables (LUTs)) at one (e.g., proxy logic) or both ends (e.g., bus macros) [Koch’12],
introducing overhead both in terms of resources and delay.

In the island-based VA, each region has its interface with the static system. In
the slot- and grid-based VAs, it is necessary to define the connection with the static
system along with the interfaces between RRs. Three different approaches can be
used to interface these VAs. These approaches are explained below for slot-based
VAs, but the same concepts apply to grid-based VAs:

• The simplest solution is to directly connect each slot to the static system
through one of the shared borders, as shown in Figure 2-4a. This scheme does
not allow RM to RM direct communication.
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• The second solution, shown in Figure 2-4b, relies on placing a communication
infrastructure inside the RRs [Koch’08]. Every RM contains the communication
infrastructure in the same location, and thus, despite being reconfigured each
time, the communication infrastructure can be considered part of the static
system. RMs can use this infrastructure to communicate with the static system
or with other RMs.

• In the last option, shown in Figure 2-4c, internal modules use nets that belong
to the RMs to connect to other adjacent RMs, and from there to the static
system. We will refer to these as flexible interfaces since they are not defined in
the static system, and so they can be changed at run-time.

Static communication structure
Reconfigurable connections
Reconfigurable interfaces

Static connections

Static
System

(a) Side connections

Static
System

(b) Static communication
structure

Static
System

(c) Flexible interfaces

Figure 2-4: Different methods to communicate slot-based virtual architectures.
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2.1.5 Relocation of Reconfigurable Modules

The configuration of each RM is defined in a partial configuration file, known as
Partial BitStream (PBS). When using vendor tools for implementing reconfigurable
systems, the generated PBS includes relevant commands to allocate the RM in the RR
where it was originally implemented. This approach prevents using a single PBS to
relocate an RM in an RR different from where it was generated. Therefore, if multiple
copies of the same RM are to be configured in different RRs for a variety of reasons,
such as to increase flexibility at run-time, it would be necessary to generate multiple
copies of the same PBS. Thus, with no relocation, if there were m RMs that can be
allocated in n RRs, it would be necessary to generate m*n partial bitstreams. This
approach entails a big memory footprint when stored in the final system. However,
it is possible to benefit from the FPGA fabric regularity by using only one PBS per RM
for all the FPGA regions that have the same distribution of logic resources inside.
This feature, called relocation, is of particular importance in slot- and grid-based
VAs, where RMs can be allocated in compositions of multiple RRs. VAs are usually
floorplanned over the device layout with slot and grid cells as homogeneous as
possible to enable relocation.

The requirements to implement relocatable RMs are:

• Logic primitives (CLBs, BRAMs, and DSPs) within a reconfigurable region must
be distributed in the same manner, making the floorplanning compatible.

• Logic and routing resources of the RM need to be completely isolated within
the area of a reconfigurable region. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent the
static system’s routes from entering the reconfigurable region and vice versa.

• Physical interfaces in every relocatable region must be equal, making module
interconnections compatible.

As detailed in Section 2.1.1, the distribution of the logical resources of the same
type in columns makes Xilinx FPGAs more homogeneous in the vertical axis, which
has to be taken into account when floorplanning the VA.

2.1.6 Sub-clock Region Reconfiguration

Sub-clock region reconfiguration involves reconfiguring regions that do not span
complete clock region columns, leaving the rest of the logic in the column
unaltered. This reconfiguration requires special treatment, as the organization of
the configuration memory in frames makes it mandatory to reconfigure entire clock
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region columns. The sub-clock region reconfiguration concept is relevant to all
the reconfiguration granularities. In coarse and medium granularities, sub-clock
reconfiguration must be taken into account when there are multiple RMs stacked
in the same clock region. When using fine grain reconfiguration, it is necessary
to reconfigure the whole column where the fine grain reconfigurable elements are
placed, so it is especially important when fine grain components and other static
components are located in the same column.

Sub-clock region reconfiguration requires specialized run-time support, offered
by a Reconfiguration Engine (RE). The RE is a logic module integrated as part of the
static design devoted to downloading partial bitstreams into the FPGA configuration
memory. A RE supporting sub-clock region reconfiguration has to perform a
readback step to read all the affected frames from the configuration memory. Then,
the RE has to combine the previous configuration with the new RM bitstream. It
is possible to avoid the readback step by maintaining a description of the modules
configured in each position of the FPGA. Then, during reconfiguration, the rest of the
frame that must remain unmodified is gathered from external memory, according to
the system description.

2.2
PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF
DYNAMIC PARTIAL RECONFIGURATION

This section details the classification of DPR based on the granularity of the recon-
figurable elements. Below, each granularity and its common design requirements
are described. It must be highlighted that this proposal differs from the traditional
classification of reconfigurable systems based on the underlying reconfigurable
architecture granularity. Reconfigurable architectures are traditionally classified
as coarse grain when they have interconnections and reconfigurable PEs that
implement word-level operations, while fine grain architectures consist of PEs and
interconnections configured at bit level [Vassiliadis’07], typically using commercial
FPGAs.

Coarse Granularity

Coarse grain reconfigurable systems include a monolithic accelerator as the
reconfigurable unit. This granularity is usually applied with an island-based VA,
although the slot- and grid-based VAs can also be used. RMs are generally
implemented in large reconfigurable regions that can span whole clock regions. RMs
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are often isolated from other RMs so direct interconnections between RMs, without
involving the static system, are typically not considered. This is the most common
granularity used in reconfigurable designs.

Medium Granularity

This granularity level is introduced in the proposed classification as a technique
specifically tailored to build highly regular and modular processing architec-
tures, such as systolic arrays [Kung’85], wavefront arrays [Sun-Yuan Kung’82],
general-purpose overlays [Stitt’11] or block-based neural networks (BbNNs)
[Sang-Woo Moon’01], among others. These architectural templates are composed
of a set of functional units distributed as 1D arrangements or 2D meshes. Swapping
between variations of these architectures can be carried out by only reconfiguring the
modules that differ, leaving the other common submodules unaltered. Variations
may involve changing the size of the processing architecture at run-time, thus
providing dynamic scalability [Otero’11]. It is essential to notice that the main
difference between coarse and medium granularities is how the accelerator is
composed, rather than the size of the RM. While coarse grain is used to reconfigure
monolithic accelerators, medium grain reconfiguration is used to reconfigure only
specific accelerator sub-modules, which usually results in a reduced granularity.

The most effective VA configuration styles are slot- or grid-based VAs, depending
on the reconfigurable architecture pattern (i.e., 1D or 2D). In these VAs, RMs can
be connected to each other using direct RM to RM interfaces. Relocation and sub-
clock reconfiguration are also highly desirable features to use with medium grain
reconfiguration. Sub-clock reconfiguration allows the user to reconfigure multiple
relatively small PEs in one clock region. In turn, relocation helps to allocate one PE
in multiple different locations of the VA using only one PBS.

Fine Granularity

We refer as fine grain reconfiguration to the action of changing specific elements
of an FPGA fabric (LUTs, FFs, or routing paths) as an alternative to swapping entire
RMs. Therefore, fine grain reconfiguration, as opposed to the other two granularities,
cannot be implemented with reconfiguration tools based on RMs. Fine grain
reconfiguration allows tuning part of an accelerator logic by modifying a reduced
amount of frames. Fine grain reconfiguration offers advantages in three different
levels:

• Reduce resource utilization. Circuit specialization by reconfiguring particular
LUTs is an alternative to circuits in which all possible functionalities are
implemented together from the beginning and where the active functionality
is selected with a multiplexer.
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• Reduce reconfiguration time. The time needed for circuit adaptation is reduced
compared to coarse grain reconfiguration since fewer frames need to be
reconfigured. To give some numbers, in Xilinx 7 series FPGAs there are 400
LUTs in a single column, which can be reconfigured individually. Each column
can be reconfigured with only eight frames, a minimal number compared to
the number of frames needed to configure an entire clock region (e.g., 2536
frames per clock region in a 7z020 SoPC).

• Increase placement flexibility. One of the main challenges when building
grid-based reconfigurable systems is how to connect RMs with the static
system when they are not placed in the boundaries of the grid. Fine grain
reconfiguration can be used to write and read the contents of internal flip-
flops, memories, or LUTs of the module from the static system, without using
a direct physical link. This feature is key to enhancing the scalability of 2D
architectures, as explained in later sections.

After having described the three reconfiguration granularity levels, Table 2-2
summarizes the distinguishing feature for each category, together with the typical
features associated with each group.

Table 2-2: Typical granularity configurations.

Coarse Grain Medium Grain Fine Grain

Distinguishing feature Monolithic accelerators Submodules Individual primitives
RR floorplanning Island Grid or Slot Components stacked in columns

Relocation Not very important Very important Does not apply
RM size Large Sub-clock size Few frames

RM communication RM - static RM - RM & RM-static Does not apply

Original contribution 2-1 A classification of Dynamic Partial Reconfigura-
tion (DPR) techniques based on the footprint granularity. The proposed
classification categorizes DPR into coarse, medium, and fine granularities.
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2.3 STATE OF THE ART

This section describes the main contributions existing in the literature related
to the implementation of dynamically reconfigurable systems. Since there are
no integrated support tools for multi grain reconfiguration (i.e., tools that allow
combining multiple granularities in a design), each granularity level, together with
relevant use cases, is tackled separately.

2.3.1 Coarse Granularity

Most reconfigurable systems use coarse grain reconfiguration. Therefore, reconfigu-
ration design flows provided by major FPGA vendors have focused their efforts on
supporting this type of reconfiguration. Initially, Xilinx and Intel reconfiguration
flows only allowed building reconfigurable systems following an island-based VA
without relocation. This lack of flexibility has induced the development of several
academic tools that tried to provide additional reconfiguration capabilities. In
the case of Xilinx devices, the first tools appeared for the outdated ISE design
environment, and they focused mainly on relocation, such as the works in
[Drahonovský’13] and [Gantel’12]. Later on, more comprehensive tools appeared
targeting flexible VAs, such as Recobus [Koch’08], and more efficient reconfigurable
interfaces, such as Go Ahead [Beckhoff’12] and Dreams [Otero’12].

The launch of Vivado, the newer Xilinx design suite, made the previous tools
almost useless for new FPGA families. The reason is that all of them were based
on the proprietary Xilinx Design Language (XDL) [Beckhoff’11], which is no longer
supported in Vivado, to modify the design at the physical level. Gradually, new tools
have appeared for Vivado based on its TCL command interface, instead of XDL. Table
2-3 presents a comparison between Xilinx and Intel commercial reconfiguration
flows and the main academic tools that can be used in Vivado to enhance Xilinx
reconfiguration flow. Most academic tools enhance Vivado reconfiguration flow in
only one facet such as relocation (e.g., RePaBit [Rettkowski’16], Reloc [Gottschall’18]
and the work of Oohmen et al. [Oomen’15]), or implementing flexible VA
configuration styles (e.g., Amorphous DPR [Nguyen’17]). However, some of the
aforementioned tools use bus macros or proxy logic to implement the interfaces,
thus adding resource and timing overhead to the interfaces. An updated version
of Go Ahead [Beckhoff’12], combined with the BITMAN tool [Dang Pham’17] can
implement overhead-less reconfigurable interfaces using flexible VAs. An example
of a slot-based VA with coarse grain reconfiguration using Go Ahead is shown in
[Vaishnav’18]. Currently, Xilinx and Intel reconfiguration flows [Xilinx-UG909’21]
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[Intel-UG-20136’19] allow placing multiple RRs within a parent RR, which can
be used to implement slot and grid VAs. This function is called hierarchical
reconfiguration by Intel and nested reconfiguration by Xilinx, who have made it
available for ultrascale and ultrascale+ devices.

There are multiple works in the literature that use coarse grain reconfiguration
DPR. A popular example is Software-Defined Radios (SDR), where DPR is used to
change between different communication standards, such as Wi-Fi, 2G, 3G, and LTE
[Hosny’18]. Another area where DPR. Similarly, authors in [Ma’20] implement a
real-time telecommunication decoding architecture that use DPR to swap between
different QC-LDPC decoders. Coarse grain can also be used in dynamic multi-
classifier architectures to change between different classifiers algorithms, such as
support vector machines (SVMs) and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [Hussain’15], or to
change between different distance kernels (e.g., Euclidian or Manhattan distance) in
a K-means algorithm [Hussain’12]. Another area where DPR has successfully been
used is image filter applications. For example, authors in [Bhandari’09] implement
a real-time video processing system that uses coarse grain reconfiguration to
swap between different filters implemented in a single RR. Similarly, authors
in [Orlandić’19] implement an adaptive high-throughput edge detection filtering
system where different filters can be used.

2.3.2 Medium Granularity

As shown in Table 2-3, most commercial and current academic tools lack the features
necessary to use medium grain reconfiguration efficiently. The only tools that
include all the features to implement medium grain reconfiguration efficiently in
Vivado are IMPRESS and the combination of Go Ahead [Beckhoff’12] and BITMAN
[Dang Pham’17]. The main difference between IMPRESS and Go Ahead is the
method used to connect RMs to each other and to the static system. While IMPRESS
uses flexible interfaces (see Figure 2-4c), Go Ahead uses a static communication
infrastructure (see Figure 2-4b). Placing a communication infrastructure inside the
reconfigurable regions forces to decide the size of the grid at design-time. The
designer has to reach a trade-off between the grid granularity and the number of
resources utilized by the communication infrastructure (i.e., the finer the granularity,
the more resources are needed). Moreover, the communication links among RMs
offered by this type of infrastructure are limited, which hinders the implementation
of highly interconnected arrays which are the most common applications that can
be built using medium grain reconfiguration. For these reasons, the use of flexible
interfaces is more efficient to build 2D architectures.

There are some reconfigurable designs in the literature that use DPR to
implement modular processing architectures. A first example is a general-purpose
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overlay proposed in [Ma’15], which aims at implementing code written in a domain-
specific language. Each module features a Functional Unit (FU) that can be
reconfigured so that the overlay can map the functionality desired at any given
time. A variation of this work was proposed in [Ma’16b] for overlays running
in cloud accelerators. Real-time video pipelines can also benefit from this type
of reconfiguration, as shown in [Nguyen’18]. The aforementioned applications
used a reconfiguration style that can be considered as medium grain, with only
a few RRs connected to each other through the static system. Therefore, they
could be implemented using commercial reconfiguration tool flows using an island-
based VA. However, as explained in Section 2.2, there are several features that
are highly desirable when using medium grain reconfiguration with architectures
with several processing elements, such as RM relocation, sub-clock reconfiguration,
flexible VA configuration styles, and RM-to-RM direct communication. An example
of a reconfigurable system using medium grain reconfiguration with relocatable
RMs is [Sudarsanam’10], which implements a systolic array to accelerate multiple
algorithms, such as the extended Kalman filter and the discrete wavelet transform.
Moreover, there are also examples in the state of the art of 2D architectures that
leverage grid-based VAs and flexible RM-to-RM communications to build a run-time
scalable 2D systolic array [Otero’10] and an evolvable hardware architecture for video
filtering [Gallego’13]. Both applications were implemented with the reconfiguration
tool Dreams [Otero’12].

Table 2-3: Reconfiguration tools available for Xilinx Vivado and Intel Quartus Prime for
coarse & medium reconfiguration granularities.

Tool
Coarse & Medium grain reconfiguration features

Relocation
Interface Type VA conf. RM-to-RM sub-clock
(LUTs per net) style communications reconf.

IMPRESS Yes Partition Pin (0) All Yes (Flexible) Yes
Xinlinx reconf. flow No Partition Pin (0) All 1 No No

Intel reconf. flow No Wire LUT (1) All No No
Oohmen et al. Yes Bus Macro (2) Island No No

RePaBit Yes Bus Macro (2) Island No No
Reloc Yes Partition Pin (0) Island No No

Go Ahead + BITMAN Yes Direct Wire (0) All Yes (static infrastru.) Yes
Amorphous DPR No Proxy logic (1) All No No

1 Only for UltraScale and Ultrascale+ devices
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2.3.3 Fine Granularity

Fine grain reconfiguration is supported by Xilinx with difference-based partial
reconfiguration [Xilinx-XAPP290]. Difference-based partial reconfiguration was the
first approach Xilinx introduced to use partial reconfiguration in their devices. This
approach computes the difference between two designs and generates a partial
bitstream containing the changing configuration bits. The main problem is that this
approach is not scalable to systems that need multiple different configurations as
it is not practical to compute the difference between all the possible combinations
of different configurations. Thus, Xilinx introduced module-based reconfiguration
flows that contained a static system with one or more RRs [Vipin’18].

The academic community has proposed different application-specific fine grain
reconfiguration schemes to adapt both routing and functional units. In [Hoo’12], a
reconfigurable crossbar switch made up of reconfigurable LUTs is proposed, in which
by reconfiguring the truth table of the LUTs, the crossbar configuration is changed.
Authors claim an area-saving of up to 84% compared to other solutions since the
crossbar does not require control logic. In [Backasch’13], a crossbar using a specific
reconfigurable architecture made up of reconfigurable LUTs is implemented.

Going further, some authors have proposed the implementation of crossbars
without using any logic element but leveraging the low-level routing resources of
the FPGA. This is the case of [Vansteenkiste’12], which introduces the concept of
tunable connections (TCONs) implemented in the routing resources of a theoretical
device architecture. A different approach is the reconfigurable crossbar called ρ-P2P
proposed in [Abdali’17]. In this work, the authors proposed saving all the possible
routing configurations of the crossbar as PBSs, in such a way that routing can be
modified by reconfiguring only the frames containing routing resources, reducing the
configuration time. Authors in [Bozzoli’17] propose a different approach, consisting
of changing the routing of arbitrarily designed netlists by rerouting a given path at
run-time without using logic resources.

Fine grain reconfiguration can also be used to implement LUT-based FUs. The
FU’s behavior depends on the LUTs’ configuration, which can be modified using
fine grain reconfiguration. In this way, the same FU can implement multiple
functionalities. This approach has been used in [Mora’18] to implement an evolvable
hardware system for video filtering, which can evaluate up to 139,000 candidate
circuits per second, which requires fine grain reconfiguration to achieve such speed.
Fine grain reconfigurability can also be used to reduce resource usage as done
in [Bruneel’11] [Abouelella’13]. In these works, authors reduce the circuit size by
embedding some of the input values that do not change often, as parameters inside
special reconfigurable LUTs, called TLUTs. In this way, when one of those inputs
change, TLUTs are reconfigured to adapt the circuit to the new functionality. Authors
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show a great reduction in LUTs up to 39% in adaptive Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters and a 66% in ternary content-addressable memories. Authors in [Reviriego’19]
also propose using reconfigurable LUTs to efficiently implement ternary content-
addressable memories (TCAMs) used in packet classification in software-defined
networking (SDN) implementations.

After reviewing the state of the art, the following section presents IMPRESS, a
reconfiguration tool developed from scratch for this thesis that allows combining
multiple granularity levels in one design.

2.4 IMPRESS: DESIGN-TIME SUPPORT

IMPRESS (IMplementation of Partial REconfigurable SystemS) is a tool that expands
the reconfiguration capabilities of Vivado for Xilinx series 7 and Zynq devices.
IMPRESS relies on Vivado TCL commands to override the standard reconfiguration
flow. IMPRESS can build advanced reconfigurable systems that combine different
reconfiguration granularities.

2.4.1 Advanced Features

IMPRESS extends the capabilities of the Xilinx reconfiguration flow by adding
new features, such as 1) isolating the implementation of the RMs and the static
system, 2) allowing the user to easily define the interface of RMs, 3) allowing direct
RM-to-RM communications, 4) using flexible VAs that can be changed at run-
time, 5) RM relocation, and 6) stacking several RMs in one clock region. These
features enhance coarse grain reconfiguration while also enabling the composition
of modular application using medium grain reconfiguration. Each feature is depicted
in Figure 2-5 and is described in detail below.

The first difference between IMPRESS and the standard Xilinx reconfiguration
flow is that in IMPRESS the implementation of the static system and each RM
is decoupled from each other. This means, that it is possible to implement the
static system without having yet defined the RMs and vice-versa. Decoupling the
implementation of each system presents two main challenges. The first one is how
to implement a RM without a static system, or equivalently how to connect the static
system to an empty RR. This is solved in IMPRESS by automatically adding dummy
logic that acts as the static system or as the RMs.
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Figure 2-5: IMPRESS advanced features.

The second challenge is how to ensure the compatibility among the static system
and each RM. To do so, it is necessary to define a common interface that can be
applied to each compatible RM and the static system, imposing them to use the
same physical nodes. This can be achieved by using the partition pins available in
the Xilinx reconfiguration flow. As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, partition pins are
nodes that have one endpoint in the static region and the other one inside the RR.
Differently to Vivado, IMPRESS limits partition pins to one-hop nodes located at
bordering interconnection blocks (see Figure 2-6a). To define the interface of an
RM, the user only has to specify which borders are used for each of the interface
nets. For example, the user can specify that all the nets of the RM use the north
and east border of the RR where it is implemented. In this way, IMPRESS will use
all the one-hop nodes that cross the north and east border of the RR as partition
pins. It is also possible to define interfaces that only use some interconnection blocks
(i.e., south_0:3 specifies that a net can only use the first four south interconnection
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blocks, see Figure 2-6b). Moreover, in coarse grain reconfigurable systems that use
an island-based VA, the interface can be generated automatically by IMPRESS during
the implementation of the static system which is stored to be applied to future
compatible RMs. By defining custom interfaces that use one-hop nodes, it is possible
to directly connect RMs without using any static resources. To connect two RMs, the
user has to reconfigure them next to each other and use the common border as their
interface.

Net1 SOUTH_0:3
.
.
.

Netn SOUTH_0:3

Virtual 
Interface file

a) b)

Figure 2-6: (a) one-hop nodes that can be used as valid interfaces (b) example of how the
user can define the interface of a RM.

The previous three features, decoupling the static system and the RM implemen-
tation, defining the interface of RMs, and allowing direct RM-to-RM communication,
can be leveraged to build flexible VAs. To do so, the user has to define an empty large
RR that can be populated at run-time with one or more RMs. The RR is connected
to the static system using a fixed set of nodes placed at the RR border, while the
interconnections between RM are not fixed as they use direct RM-to-RM interfaces.
Depending on how the RMs are distributed over the RR, the VA can adopt an island,
slot or grid style. This feature is the key to compose modular accelerators using
medium grain reconfiguration.

When using RMs that can be allocated in multiple RRs, as often happens when
using medium grain reconfiguration, each RM has to be implemented for each
RR generating one different PBS for each RM-RR combination. To avoid this,
IMPRESS provides the capability to relocate RMs in compatible RRs, thus reducing
the implementation time and the overall PBS memory footprint. As stated in Section
2.1.5, relocatable designs must comply with three requirements. The first one is that
regions must have the same distribution of logic resources. To check this, IMPRESS
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includes a function to ensure that two regions have the same resource distribution.
The second requirement is to ensure that the static routing cannot enter the RR area.
As Vivado does not have any directive to guarantee this, IMPRESS generates a blocker
net, such as the one proposed in [Beckhoff’12], that is used as a fence during the
routing phase to ensure that the static system does not enter inside the RR area.
The third requirement is that each region must have the same physical interface.
IMPRESS automatically applies these interfaces in island-based VAs. However, in
slot/grid VAs, where RMs can be arranged in different positions and interconnections
are highly flexible, it is the user’s responsibility to ensure that an RM is compatible
with other RMs and the static system, as it would be computationally expensive to
check at run-time that interfaces are compatible. The downside of using relocation
is that due to the extra design constraints (e.g., same interfaces and blocker net) the
maximum frequency of the system can diminish [Zamacola’18].

Lastly, IMPRESS supports stacking several RMs in one clock region allowing
to reduce the granularity of the RMs, which can be very relevant when designing
reconfigurable modular architectures with medium grain reconfiguration. IMPRESS
enables RM stacking by providing specialized RE components that download the
PBS by reading first the configuration memory, combines it with the new PBS and
finally downloading it to the configuration memory. IMPRESS run-time support will
be described in more detail in section 2.5.

2.4.2 Fine Grain Components

IMPRESS also includes a set of parameterized fine grain components that users
can instantiate either in the static system or within a RM (i.e., mixing fine grain
reconfiguration with coarse/medium reconfiguration). These fine grain components
have built-in features that make them reconfigurable at run-time.

Three different types of fine grain reconfigurable components are proposed: a
parameter, a multiplexer, and an FU. The user can take advantage of reconfigurable
parameters to tune the accelerator’s hardwired settings without the need to have
registers connected to the static system. Similarly, multiplexers can change the
datapath of a module without using selection lines. In turn, functional units can
implement different logic and arithmetic operations that can be reconfigured by
changing their truth tables. All the fine grain components that have been proposed
are based on the reconfiguration of LUT equations.

The main advantage of fine grain parameters and multiplexers is that they can
be changed without using specific connections to the static system. The main
application of these components is to generate scalable architectures combining
medium and fine granularities, as will be explained later. These components have
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been designed so that they can be reconfigured by rewriting only one frame to
reduce the reconfiguration time. Fine grain reconfiguration can also reduce resource
occupancy in two different ways. First, a fine grain reconfigurable FU can substitute
multiple non-reconfigurable FUs, followed by a selection multiplexer. Second,
fine grain components allow circuit configuration without bus interfaces (e.g., AXI
interfaces), reducing logic resources and routing congestion in a design. However,
as evaluated in the experimental results section, fine grain reconfiguration is slower
than using an AXI bus.

Fine grain reconfiguration depends heavily on certain device particularities. In
Xilinx 7 series devices, a device LUT primitive is comprised of two 5-input LUTs,
resulting in a 6-input LUT with two outputs (Figure 2-7a). CLBs contain two slices
with four LUTs each. The truth tables of the four LUTs that compose the slice are
distributed over four consecutive frames, as defined in [Dang Pham’17], in such a
way that even if a single LUT needs to be reconfigured, all the four frames must be
changed. However, if inputs A1 and A4 are not used, it is possible to reconfigure the
four LUTs with a single frame, thus achieving a 4× decrease in reconfiguration time.

The design of optimized fine grain components is as follows. LUT-based
parameters leverage the two 5-input LUT configuration of a 6-input LUT (Figure
2-7a) to use the two available outputs (O5 and O6). Thus, for an n-bit parameter,
only dn/2e LUTs are needed. In turn, multiplexers are defined by two parameters:
the number of inputs and the maximum input width. To allow an arbitrary number
of inputs, they are chained as shown in Figure 2-7b. The chain in Figure 2-7b can
be replicated m times to allow m-bit width input multiplexers. It is worth noting that
the multiplexer in Figure 2-7b does not contain selection lines, as they are embedded
in the LUT’s truth table. The selected input can be changed by modifying the LUT
equations using DPR. The design of both elements avoids inputs A1 and A4 so that
they can be reconfigured with only one frame, hence speeding up reconfiguration.

The last component provided is a fine grain reconfigurable FU, extended here
from the original proposal targeting image processing in [Mora’18]. Figure 2-8 shows
the FU structure for one bit. The FU has two stages. The first one is made up of the
LUT in the left and the carry operator, while the LUT in the right forms the second
stage. The first stage can perform an addition/subtraction operation or compare
the two inputs or one of the inputs and any arbitrary constant. The second stage
is used as a multiplexer to select any of its inputs using the carry out from the first
stage as the input selection. It is also possible to skip step one and perform a logical
operation involving the two inputs and an arbitrary constant in the second stage.
Table 2-4 shows some of the arithmetic and logic functions that can be performed
by modifying both LUT configuration bitstreams. The FU does not use the A4 input,
and therefore it can be reconfigured with only two frames.
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Table 2-4: Functions implemented by the fine grain reconfigurable FU.

Functions

(I1+I2) mod 2n max(I1, I2) I1 nand I2

(2×Ix) mod 2n max(I1−I2,0) I1 nor I2

min(I1+I2,2n−1) max(I2−I1,0) I1 xnor I2

min(2×Ix ,2n−1) not Ix (I2> I1) ? 255 : 0
b(I1+I2)/2c I1 and I2 (I1> I2) ? 255 : 0

Ix/2 I1 or I2 (I1−I2) mod 2n

min(I1, I2) I1 xor I2 (I2−I1) mod 2n

IMPRESS facilitates the use of fine grain reconfigurable components by auto-
matically applying placement constraints so that all the dynamically reconfigurable
LUTs of the same type occupy the minimum number of columns. If a column is not
entirely filled with fine grain LUTs, IMPRESS automatically instantiates dummy LUTs
(i.e., LUTs not used in the design). In this way, it is ensured that the clock region
column only contains reconfigurable LUTs of a unique component type (i.e., not
mixing parameter, multiplexer, and FU LUTs). Packing LUTs in columns reduces the
number of frames to be changed, thus reducing the reconfiguration time. Moreover,
having columns with only one component type can be leveraged to improve the
reconfiguration speed by compressing the information that has to be sent to the
reconfiguration engine as explained in Section 2.5.2.

Fine grain components can be instantiated inside coarse and medium grain RMs.
Therefore, all the reconfiguration granularities can coexist in a single design. Figure
2-9 shows different scenarios that can occur when mixing fine grain components
inside the RMs. The most complicated scenario occurs when using heterogeneous
sub-clock region RMs. To ensure that fine grain components are stacked in the same
column, the user can specify the CLB column where the fine grain components must
be placed

2.4.3 System Implementation Flow

While the two previous subsections describe the advanced features and the fine
grain components available in IMPRESS, this subsection describes how to define a
reconfigurable system, and the steps IMPRESS takes to implement it. For tutorials
on how to use it, we refer the reader to the IMPRESS website [IMPRESS website].

The system specification is divided into the Project, the VA and the Virtual
Interface (VI) files. The project file includes three sections. The first one contains
the general settings of the project, such as the FPGA model, the working directory,
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Figure 2-9: This figure shows how different RMs with fine grain components can be stacked
in the same clock region. The typical scenarios are to use either clock-height RMs or
homogeneous RMs. The most complicated scenario is mixing heterogeneous RMs. In this
case, the user has to ensure that fine grain components of the same type are stacked in the
same column.

and the path to the IP repositories. The second section details all the design sources
corresponding to the static system, in the form of HDL descriptions, block design
(.bd) files, or synthesized design checkpoints (.dcp). In the third section, the designer
must specify the design sources for each RM and the type of RR where it can be
allocated. The tool can implement the static system or any reconfigurable module
independently from each other, so sections not required in each execution of the
tool can remain unfilled.

The VA file includes the system floorplanning, indicating the coordinates within
the FPGA layout of every RR that is used in the system. To enable relocation, all the
RRs that have the same resource footprint, as well as a compatible interface, must be
grouped together in different sections.

Finally, the VI files describe the interface of each net used in an RM. Each VI
file includes two sections. The first one covers all the global nets (i.e., nets that
use clock resources), while the second section contains the information of all the
pins connected to local nets. VI files can be created manually by the designer or
extracted automatically by the tool when implementing systems that use coarse grain
reconfiguration with an island-based VA. As explained previously, the interface of
local nets is defined by specifying the cardinal direction (NORTH, SOUTH, EAST,
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and WEST) and the relative interconnection blocks that can be used to make the
connections. For example, south_0:3 specifies that a net can only use the first four
south interconnection blocks (see Figure 2-6b). An example of the format of the three
files can be seen in Figure 2-10.

project_variables
  project_name = ........
  directory = ........
  fpga_chip = ........
end_project_variables

static_system
  sources = ........
  virtual_architecture = ........
end_static_system

reconfigurable_modules
  reconfigurable_module
    module_name = ........
    sources = ........
    partition_group_name = ........
  end_reconfigurable_module

 reconfigurable_module
    module_name = ........ 
    sources = ........
    partition_group_name = ........
  end_reconfigurable_module

 virtual_architecture = ........
end_reconfigurable_modules

reconfigurable_partition_group
  partition_group_name = ........
  interface = ........
  reconfigurable_partition
    partition_name = ........
    pblock = X40Y25:X45Y40
  end_reconfigurable_partition   
end_reconfigurable_partition_group

reconfigurable_partition_group
  partition_group_name = ........
  interface = ........
  reconfigurable_partition
    partition_name = ........
    pblock = X40Y9:X45Y24
  end_reconfigurable_partition   
end_reconfigurable_partition_group

local_nets
input1 NORTH

      .
      .
      .
  inputn NORTH
output1 SOUTH

      .
      .
      .
  outputn SOUTH
end_local_nets

global_nets
  clk 0
  reset 1
end_global_nets

Project file

VA file VI file

Figure 2-10: An example of the project info, virtual architecture, and virtual interface files.
These files are filled by the user to define a reconfigurable system to be implemented with
IMPRESS.

Once the reconfigurable system has been defined, the user can start the
implementation process by calling IMPRESS, passing the project file as an argument.
Then, IMPRESS reads all the system description files and starts implementing the
static system, which is followed by the implementation of all the RMs. Figure 2-11
shows the graphical representation of all the steps required to implement the static
system and the RMs.

Static system implementation

The first step to implement the static system is synthesizing the design. Then,
IMPRESS applies the floorplanning to the design applying the VA configuration.
Using Xilinx nomenclature, this is done by inserting the pblocks and associating them
to the corresponding RM, which initially are empty black boxes.

Then, IMPRESS looks for any fine grain component present in the static system
netlist. If the user has instantiated fine grain components, they should contain an
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Figure 2-11: Overview of IMPRESS reconfiguration flow.

attribute indicating the region coordinates where these fine grain components can
be placed. This allows IMPRESS to start placing them in columns as explained in
Section 2.4.2 to allow fast reconfiguration.

The next step is applying the interface between the RRs and the static system.
As it has been explained before, it is possible to leave the interfaces undefined and
let the tool generate them when building coarse grain reconfigurable systems that
use an island-based VA. If this is the case, the procedure is as follows. First, the
tool divides the I/O pins of each RR category into groups depending on the RR (or
the static system) they are connected with, as shown in Figure 2-12. For each group
of pins, the tool decides which cardinal direction and which edge interconnection
blocks can be used. This is done by computing the common border between the two
RRs (or between the RR and the static system). In the case of the interconnections
with the static system, since multiple common borders may exist (also shown in the
figure, where south and west borders are shared), cardinal directions are assigned
with a priority rule that depends on the quadrant of the FPGA where the center
of the RR is located. This aims at reducing (on average) the length of the nets
in the interface. Notice that the resulting VI file provides for each pin a range of
interconnection blocks that can be used for this interconnection, so no specific
device nodes are assigned at this point. The generated VI files can be used for future
RM implementations.

Once the VI files are available, IMPRESS generates the interface of each RR by
assigning a specific node of the device to each I/O pin of the RR using partition
pins. This assignment is always done maintaining the order of appearance of the
pins in the VI file. In the same way, physical nodes are always taken in a fixed order;
interconnection blocks in the permitted range are selected from bottom to top, in
the case of vertical borders, or left to right, in the case of horizontal borders. Within
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Figure 2-12: Example of how the interface IO nets are divided into categories depending on
their connection.

each interconnection block, up to six device nodes that are connected to a one-hop
neighbor interconnection block can be used, and they are also selected in a fixed
order. In this way, the position-agnostic VI file results in a deterministic mapping of
RR I/O pins to physical nodes in the device.

As the implementation of the static system is decoupled from the RMs, the user
has to instantiate black boxes for every RR. These black boxes are substituted with
dummy LUTs to be used as anchor points for routing each interface net of the RRs.
Moreover, in the case of global nets (e.g., clock, reset), it is necessary to ensure that
the static implementation routes every global net to all the columns of the RR so that
later, when a RM is allocated at run-time, its resources can be effectively connected
to the global nets. To do so, several LUTs connected to the global nets must be placed
on each top and down edge CLB blocks of the RR.

Finally, the tool launches the placement and routing of the system. In order to
ensure the physical isolation between the RRs and the rest of the design, blocker
macros are used. A blocker macro is a net created with the only purpose to ensure
that the Vivado router cannot use the nodes included therein. In this case, the tool
creates one global blocker macro to route each global net and a local blocker macro
to route the rest of the design. The local blocker macro includes all the nodes shared
by the RR and the rest of the system, excluding the nodes used in the VI file. This is
shown in Figure 2-13, where only the nodes in green are allowed to be used during the
routing of a module, guaranteeing the physical isolation from the rest of the system.
Blocker macros are deleted before the bitstream is generated.
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Prohibited nets
Virtual borders
Allowed nets

Figure 2-13: A blocker macro is a net that occupies all the nodes that cannot be used by the
router. In this case, IMPRESS can use the blue lines to connect the RR with the static system.
Green lines can be used to route the internal connections of an RM.

RM implementation

The implementation of RMs follows a similar flow as the one explained for the static
system. First, RMs must be synthesized in out-of-context mode to avoid Vivado
adding IO buffers to the external pins. The next step is to place the RR and apply
the corresponding virtual interface. This step is followed by the placement of the fine
grain components. Then, IMPRESS instantiates the dummy logic to create a dummy
static system. After that, the tool places and routes the design with a blocker net.

To generate the PBS, IMPRESS includes a custom tool that extracts the PBS from
the full bitstream. It aims at minimizing the memory footprint of the extracted PBS.
Therefore, it does not include the header (as the header indicates the location, and
with IMPRESS a PBS can be allocated in multiple RRs), and it only has configuration
information of the RR region (i.e., it does not need to contain the whole clock-region
column in case of sub-clock region reconfiguration, and it does not include clock-
related words)

Original contribution 2-2 An automated design methodology to implement
multi grain reconfigurable systems supported by IMPRESS, a design tool for
series 7 FPGAs.
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2.5 IMPRESS: RUN-TIME SUPPORT

IMPRESS also includes run-time support to manage coarse, medium, and fine
grain reconfiguration. This is achieved by including a system management library
alongside two different reconfiguration engines, one tailored for coarse and medium
reconfiguration and the other specialized for reconfiguring fine grain components.

2.5.1 Coarse and Medium Grain Reconfiguration Engine

The coarse and medium grain RE is implemented as a software component that uses
the PCAP configuration port available as a peripheral in the ARM hard-core processor
of the Xilinx Zynq SoPC [Xilinx-UG909’21]. As the RE is implemented in software, it
does not use any reconfigurable logic resources.

The RE plays an essential role in relocating systems as it has to generate the
configuration commands at run-time to indicate the final position where the RM is
going to be configured. The RE also has a significant function in sub-clock region
reconfiguration as it has to ensure that the reconfigurable regions above and below
the area under reconfiguration are left unchanged.

The process of downloading a PBS is as follows: the reconfiguration engine
identifies all the clock rows occupied by the reconfigurable region. For each row,
the RE reads the initial content of the configuration memory and combines it with
the information in the PBS generated with the tool (affecting only the targeted
RR), forming the new content of the configuration memory. Once the bitstream
composition finishes, the reconfiguration engine adds a header, including the
FPGA location, where the PBS will be configured, together with the configuration
commands. The composed PBS is finally downloaded into the FPGA. This process is
outlined in Figure 2-14.

When using the medium reconfiguration granularity, it is common to reconfigure
several RMs stacked in the same clock region. If all the RMs are reconfigured
individually, the RE repeats the same readback and bitstream download operations
for each RM. For this reason, the RE includes an option to perform one readback for
the first RM and download the bitstream only when the last RM has been combined
with the previous configuration, thus enhancing the performance of the RE.
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Figure 2-14: Coarse and medium grain RE procedure.

2.5.2 Fine Grain Reconfiguration Engine

Coarse and medium grain module reconfiguration is typically carried out as part
of a preparation stage before the accelerator starts computing. Differently, fine
grain reconfiguration is often interleaved with computation and, in some cases, even
used iteratively, so it needs to be fast to be effective. For that reason, a specialized
RE adapted from the one proposed in [Mora’18] is provided in IMPRESS. The fine
grain RE has been implemented in two different ways. The first implementation
is a hardware component inside the FPGA that uses the ICAP configuration port
embedded in the programmable logic of the SoPC. The second implementation does
not use FPGA resources as it is implemented as a software component that uses the
PCAP configuration port. The first implementation is recommended when fine grain
reconfiguration is required to be as fast as possible, while the second implementation
is recommended when fine grain reconfiguration is used to reduce the number of
resources.

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the placement constraints that IMPRESS applies
for stacking fine grain components in columns make it possible to skip the readback
step in the reconfiguration process. To that end, the configuration of all the columns
that contain fine grain components is stored in the DDR memory so that the ARM
processor can access it without having to read the FPGA configuration memory. In
this regard, IMPRESS uses compressed representations of the columns to reduce the
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required memory. This approach avoids storing the four frames (i.e., 404 words,
with 101 words per frame) that comprise a column of LUTs in 7 series devices. For
reconfigurable parameters and multiplexers, each LUT is adequately represented
with two bits (a one-bit LUT-based parameter has two bits, and a one-bit LUT-
based multiplexer uses four inputs which can be selected with two bits). As there
are 200 LUTs in a column (50 slice/column * 4 LUTs/slice), it is possible to represent a
column filled with parameters/multiplexers with 400 bits grouped in 13 32-bit words.
Differently, a FU can be represented with 5 bits (allowing to implement up to 32
different functions). Thus, a column filled with FUs can be represented with 9 32-
bit words, where each word stores the configuration of up to 6 slices.

In the hardware-based implementation, the reconfiguration process starts when
the processor sends the compact representation of the new configuration of the
column to the RE. The RE divides the received information into blocks of bits, each
one representing the configuration of a fine grain reconfigurable element (e.g., 4 bits
for parameters and multiplexers and 5 bits for FUs). This compact representation
has to be translated into the corresponding configuration frames before sending it
through the ICAP. The translation is carried out by reading from a BRAM memory in
the position encoded by the packaged bits, where the expanded frame words (i.e.,
partial bitstream) are stored. Therefore, the BRAM memory embedded in the RE
stores the equivalent full frames for each packaged configuration. Figure 2-15 depicts
the schematic of the hardware-based fine grain RE. The software implementation
follows a similar process, but the conversion from column configuration to FPGA
configuration is done by the processor without occupying logic resources in the
device.

2.5.3 Multi grain Reconfigurable System Management Library

IMPRESS includes a software library that runs on the ARM processor to manage multi
grain reconfigurable systems at run-time. The library provides a set of primitives
to handle any VA with coarse or medium grain RMs containing fine grain elements
if required. Figure 2-16 shows the relation between the software library, the FPGA
fabric, and its configuration memory. The library contains the following elements: a
user RM catalog, a representation of the VA, and a description of the columns that
include fine grain components.

The RM catalog has to be created by the user after implementing the RMs and
the static system. It is a file with data structures in C describing each RM available.
It contains an array in which each element is a structure that describes one RM,
including its size, PBS file name, and a description of its fine grain components.
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Figure 2-15: Hardware-based fine grain reconfiguration engine schematic.

The VA’s internal representation is a two-dimensional array where each element
corresponds to a location inside the RRs. At run-time, the user can select which RM
has to be allocated in each VA element. Then, IMPRESS uses the coarse and medium
grain RE to reconfigure the RM in the desired location without user intervention.

Once all the RMs have been placed inside the VA, it is possible to adapt each RM
using fine grain reconfiguration. The library includes functions that can be used to
change the value of specific fine grain components of a given RM. The user only
has to specify the new value for the element, and IMPRESS automatically searches
which column is affected and changes its configuration automatically. The user can
change the value of multiple fine grain components before IMPRESS transfers the
new configuration data to the fine grain RE. In this way, it is possible to modify several
fine grain components and perform only one reconfiguration process, speeding up
the whole process.
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2.6 IMPRESS: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of IMPRESS for each granularity level.

2.6.1 Coarse Granularity

The performance of coarse grain reconfiguration depends on the size of the FPGA
region to reconfigure. As a reference, Table 2-5 shows the time needed to reconfigure
the whole X0Y0 clock region of a Xilinx Zynq-7020 SoPC using a PBS of 412.8 kB. The
results are measured with the processor running at 650 MHz without an operating
system and with the PCAP configured at 100 MHz for writing operations and 50 MHz
for reading operations (to avoid hanging the PCAP DMA controller [Malik’20]). As
shown in Table 2-5, the time spent in the reconfiguration process is divided into three
different phases. The readback process, where the previous configuration is read,
takes 3351µs. The previous configuration is combined with the new partial bitstream
in 1542 µs to compose the configuration sequence, which is finally sent through the
PCAP configuration port in 4128 µs.

Table 2-5: Coarse grain RE performance.

RR size Readback (µs) recombination (µs) download (µs) total (µs)

one clock region 3351 1542 4128 9021

2.6.2 Medium Granularity

This subsection evaluates the performance of medium grain reconfiguration in
two different scenarios: reconfiguring a modular accelerator and scaling a 2D
architecture.

The first scenario compares the difference between reconfiguring a monolithic
accelerator versus dividing it into different modules. To do so, we divide a clock
region of the Xilinx Zynq-7020 SoPC into five slots that can allocate a module of the
accelerator. The slots can be arranged in two configurations: one on top of the other
(i.e., vertical configuration) or side by side (i.e., horizontal configuration). When
using coarse grain reconfiguration, it is necessary to use a PBS of 412.8 kB requiring
9021 µs. In contrast, when using medium grain reconfiguration, it is necessary
to change only the number of slots that differ from the previous accelerator. To
reconfigure one slot of approximately 84.5 kB takes 1853 µs when the slots follow
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a horizontal stacking configuration, and 7953 µs when the slots are placed on top of
each other using a vertical stacking configuration, as shown in Table 2-6. The results
show that dividing the slots in a vertical style is inefficient regarding reconfiguration
time with respect to the horizontal configuration. However, it has the advantage of
making the slots relocatable. It is also important to highlight that, with IMPRESS,
the size of the medium grain PBSs are reduced with respect to the whole region even
in the vertical stacking configuration. In conclusion, in this scenario, medium grain
reconfiguration can improve reconfiguration time up to 4.8×.

Table 2-6: Medium grain reconfiguration performance.

Reconfiguration time (µs) IMPRESS PBS size (kbytes)

Coarse grain 9021 412.8
1 slot (horizontal configuration) 1853 86.4

1 slot (vertical configuration) 7933 82.6

In the second scenario, we assess the performance of medium grain reconfigu-
ration to build a scalable 2D architecture. We compare it to a solution where all the
possible architecture sizes are pre-implemented using coarse grain reconfiguration
in an island-based VA. The theoretical architecture has only one PE replicated in all
the locations. The architecture is implemented in a clock region of the the Xilinx
Zynq-7020 SoPC. When using coarse grain reconfiguration, the whole RR is used. In
contrast, when using medium grain reconfiguration, the RR is virtually divided into
a 5x5 grid, where only the necessary PEs are allocated.

The time needed to reconfigure the architecture with coarse grain reconfiguration
is 9021 µs. In contrast, when building a scalable architecture, the reconfiguration
time depends on the number of PEs that have to be reconfigured. Table 2-7 shows
the reconfiguration time required to increase the size of the 2D architecture for
different configurations. The results show that, in this scenario, using medium grain
reconfiguration is more efficient.

Using the medium reconfiguration granularity also reduces the memory footprint
and the time required to implement all the RMs. Using medium grain reconfiguration
reduces the total number of RMs from 25 (one for each architecture size) to 5 (one
PE for each column). The memory is reduced from 10320 (25 x 412.8) kB to 83 (5 x
16.6) kB, a 124× reduction. Similarly, the time required for implementing the RMs is
significantly reduced, although the actual reduction is application dependent.
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Table 2-7: Reconfiguration performance in 2D scalable architectures.

Reconfiguration time (µs)

Coarse grain: all sizes 9021
Medium grain: 1x1 -> 2x2 3267
Medium grain: 2x2 -> 3x3 4885
Medium grain: 3x4 -> 4x4 6348
Medium grain: 3x3 -> 4x4 6456
Medium grain: 4x4 -> 5x5 8184
Medium grain: 1x1 -> 5x5 8727

2.6.3 Fine Granularity

The fine grain RE is specialized in modifying the fine grain reconfigurable
parameters, multiplexers, and FUs supported by IMPRESS. It has been designed in
two different flavors: as a software component and as a hardware module. Both
deliver the same functionality, with different resource/performance metrics. Table
2-8 shows a comparison of the performance of both implementations (i.e., hardware
and software) of the IMPRESS fine grain RE compared to other REs found in the
literature. The IMPRESS HW RE outperforms up to 3.8 times the reconfiguration
time required to modify any component. This speed-up results from using the
compressed representation for LUT’s columns, the design of the components, which
require modifying a reduced number of frames, and the avoidance of a readback step
due to IMPRESS placement constraints. It must be noted that data in Table 2-8 has
been obtained with the REs working at 100 MHz. However, as shown in [Hansen’11],
it is still possible to reduce the reconfiguration time by overclocking the ICAP.

Regarding resource utilization, Table 2-9 shows a comparison with existing
solutions in the literature. It can be seen that the hardware implementation of the RE
uses 2.35 times more logic than the HWICAP (available in Xilinx IP library), whereas
the MiCAP-Pro consumes 3x more logic than the HWICAP [Kulkarni’16].

The performance offered by fine grain parameters to substitute bus infrastruc-
tures as a mechanism to exchange data with the hardware accelerators configured
in the programmable logic is discussed next. Since the minimum reconfigurable
unit spans a whole clock region in Xilinx FPGAs, fine grain reconfiguration is highly
dependent on the column’s occupation with fine grain elements. Each frame can
contain up to 12 32-bit parameters, which can be reconfigured simultaneously. Table
2-10 shows the time needed to reconfigure a different number of 32-bit parameters
with fine grain reconfiguration compared to writing registers using an AXI-lite bus.
When using the AXI bus, the time to change the parameters is proportional to the
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Table 2-8: Performance comparison of different REs.

RE Read frame Write frame Total time
(µs) (µs) (µs)

HWICAP [Xilinx-PG134’16] 111.5 100.5 212
MiCAP [Kulkarni’15] 97 95 192

MiCAP-PRO [Kulkarni’16] 23 23.1 46.1
MiCAP-PRO [Kulkarni’16] (no read back) 0 23.1 23.1

IMPRESS HW RE (param) 0 6 6
IMPRESS HW RE (muxes) 0 6 6

IMPRESS HW RE (FU) 0 6.1 6.1
IMPRESS SW RE (param) 0 7.5 7.5
IMPRESS SW RE (muxes) 0 8 8

IMPRESS SW RE (FU) 0 11.3 11.3

Table 2-9: Resource utilization of different REs.

RE FFs LUTs BRAMs

HWICAP 675 500 1
MiCAP 221 290 0

MiCAP-PRO ≈ 3*HWICAP = 2025 ≈ 3*HWICAP = 1500 -
IMPRESS RE 1189 874 1

total number of parameters, needing approximately 0.21 (µs) per each one. In
contrast, in fine grain reconfiguration, the process is divided into two phases. When
a user changes a fine grain parameter, the IMPRESS run-time software has to find
the parameter’s location and modify its internal configuration. Once the user has
selected the new value for all the parameters, the new configuration is sent to the
fine grain RE that reconfigures the selected frames. The time spent in the first
phase is proportional to the number of parameters changed (i.e., approximately 0.06
µs per parameter). However, the time spent in the second phase depends on the
number of frames that have to be reconfigured. In this case, for each group of 12
parameters, a single frame has to be reconfigured. In the software version of the
RE, the time to reconfigure multiple frames is proportional to the total number of
frames (approximately 7.5 µ per frame). Differently, the hardware version has been
designed to be more efficient when reconfiguring multiple frames. Thus, the time to
reconfigure the first frame is higher than the subsequent frames (i.e., the first frame
is reconfigured in 6 µs while the following frames are reconfigured 3 µs).
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Figure 2-16: This figure shows the main components of the software library that support
the run-time management of the multi grain reconfiguration and how these components are
connected to the FPGA fabric and the FPGA configuration memory.

Table 2-10: Performance comparison of fine grain reconfiguration and AXI-lite for changing
a variable number of parameters.

number of 32-bit HW fine grain SW fine grain AXI-lite
parameters RE (µs) RE (µs) µs

6 0.4 + 6 = 6.4 0.4 + 7.5 = 7.9 1.3
12 0.8 + 6 = 6.8 0.8 + 7.5 = 8.3 2.6
24 1.5 + 9.1 = 10.6 1.5 + 14.7 = 16.2 5.1
36 2.1 + 12.1 = 14.2 2.1 + 22.2 = 24.3 7.6
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Table 2-11 compares the resources required to modify twelve 32-bit parameters
using any of the three previous alternatives. The AXI-lite solution has been
implemented using the Xilinx templates to build an IP with twelve registers. The total
number of resources is obtained from adding the resources of the generated IP with
the resources of the AXI-lite interconnection block that Vivado automatically inserts.
When using fine grain reconfiguration, the total number of resources is obtained by
adding the resources used by the RE (only applicable in the hardware version) and
the 200 LUTs available in a column reserved for fine grain parameters. As it can be
seen, the solution with the software-based fine grain RE is the most efficient of the
three alternatives using 3.1× less LUTs than the AXI-lite implementation and with no
FFs consumption.

Table 2-11: Resource utilization comparison between fine grain reconfiguration and AXI-lite
to configure twelve 32-bit parameters.

Implementation FFs LUTs BRAMs

AXI-lite 994 613 0
HW fine grain RE 1189 1074 1
SW fine grain RE - 200 -

Finally, there is a comparison between the resource occupancy of a fine grain
FUs and a non-reconfigurable alternative. The non-reconfigurable FU includes the
implementation of all the functionalities followed by a multiplexer to select which
functionality is active at any given time. Taking the list of functions in Table 2-4 as
a reference, the number of resources used would amount to 528 LUTs for a 32-bit
non-reconfigurable FU while the area occupancy for a fine grain FU with the same
functionality is reduced to 64 LUTs, thus obtaining an 8.25× reduction.
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2.7
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MULTI
GRAIN RECONFIGURATION

This section provides a theoretical analysis of how different granularity levels can be
combined and the more convenient setup depending on the system requirements.

2.7.1 Coarse and Medium Granularities

This scenario is convenient for applications using accelerators with highly regular
architectures (e.g., systolic arrays or overlays) that must share reconfigurable
resources with monolithic accelerators. One option to combine both granularity
levels is to use a flexible VA, as shown in Figure 2-17a. A second option is to define
an island-based VA, where each island can be used as a grid-based VA if necessary, as
shown in 2-17b. The latter provides benefits when it is necessary to have more than
one RR in different parts of the FPGA, for example, to connect some of these RRs to
specific device resources, such as I/O pins.

Static
System

(a)

Static
System

(b)

Figure 2-17: Coarse and medium granularities combined. Blue rectangles represent coarse
grain RMs while green rectangles represent medium grain RMs.
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2.7.2 Coarse and Fine Granularities

With this combination, coarse grain reconfiguration can be used to swap RMs
in and out of the system, while fine grain reconfiguration is useful to adapt the
internal behavior of each RM, without reconfiguring it completely. Figure 2-18a
shows an island-based VA with coarse and fine grain reconfiguration. The vertical
lines crossing the reconfigurable region in orange represent fine grain components
stacked in the same column. As explained in Section 2.2, fine grain reconfiguration
reduces the number of resources occupied by the system, so it allows reducing the
size of each RM. Fine grain reconfiguration also allows reducing the cost of the
interface between the static system and the RM. Instead of using a bus to change
parameters within an RM, fine grain reconfiguration can be used to change those
elements without a dedicated interface.

2.7.3 Medium and Fine Granularities

The main problem that restricts the usage of medium grain reconfigurable
architectures built on grid-based VAs with flexible, reconfigurable interfaces is how
internal submodules in the grid can exchange data with the static system without
sharing a common physical border. Fine grain reconfigurable parameters constitute
a convenient solution to this problem, allowing to supply data to internal modules
without a direct physical interface. Figure 2-18b shows a grid-based VA with two
medium grain accelerators that contain fine grain elements inside.

Furthermore, combining medium and fine grain reconfiguration enables run-
time scalable 2D processing architectures where only the minimum necessary
resources of the RR are used at any time, leaving the unused area available for other
applications. On the one hand, medium grain reconfiguration is used to change the
architecture’s submodules or to change its size by adding or removing submodules
at run-time. On the other hand, fine grain reconfiguration allows configuring the
RM’s behavior in a fast and centralized way, without the need for a direct connection
between the static system and every RM in the architecture.

Moreover, fine grain reconfiguration can also be used to feed input data to
the architecture. This approach solves one of the main problems of scalable
architectures, which is the fact that the inputs’ position varies as the size of the
architecture changes, which hinders a direct connection to the static system. An
example of a scalable architecture using fine and medium granularities is shown in
Figure 2-19. There are two types of RMs: an input module and a PE, both of them
using fine grain components. In the case of the PE, the fine grain components allow
changing the configuration of each PE while in the case of the input module, it is
possible to feed the inputs using fine grain reconfiguration. As shown in Figure 2-19c,
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Figure 2-18: (a) Fine and coarse granularities combined (b) fine and medium granularities
combined. In both cases, the yellow lines represent fine grain components (e.g., LUTs)
stacked in one clock-region column.

the outputs of the architecture are fixed at the right border of the RR. In contrast, the
location of the inputs varies according to the size of the architecture; therefore, it
is not possible to connect them to the static system using a physical interface. In
this scenario, the input modules with fine grain components can be used to feed the
inputs independently of the size of the architecture.

There are applications where the throughput provided by fine grain reconfigu-
ration is not enough. In this case, it is possible to use another alternative where all
the input/outputs are fixed in one corner of the RR and distributed to the PEs using
specialized communication RMs, as shown in Figure 2-20. The main drawback of
this solution is an overhead in reconfigurable resources, especially when the size of
the architecture is small. Notice that even in this scenario, fine grain reconfiguration
is still needed to configure the PEs. IMPRESS supports both approaches for building
run-time scalable 2D architectures.
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Figure 2-19: Input (a) and PE (b) are reconfigurable modules with fine grain components that
are used to build a run-time scalable 2D architecture (c).

2.7.4 Coarse, Medium and Fine Granularity

Finally, it is possible to combine all the reconfiguration granularities and use each
one for a specific purpose. Coarse grain reconfiguration is used to swap monolithic
accelerators or to replicate accelerators for redundancy and multi-acceleration
purposes. Medium grain reconfiguration provides support for composing modular
accelerators. Lastly, fine grain reconfiguration allows saving resources in RMs or
to provide a connection of the static part with each RM to enable scalability with
programmability.

Original contribution 2-3 A theoretical discussion on how to combine
multiple DPR granularities in the same design to take advantage of the
strengths of each granularity.
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Figure 2-20: Using communication RMs to distribute the input/outputs to all the PEs in a
scalable 2D architecture.

2.8

ENHANCING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF
RECONFIGURABLE
MULTI-ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS:
IMPRESS MEETS ARTICO3

Despite the efforts of FPGA manufacturers to simplify DPR, building dynamically
reconfigurable systems can still be perceived by non-expert users as a daunting
experience. This has motivated the emergence of multiple frameworks that
aim at simplifying the design of DPR-based systems. An example is ARTICo3

[Rodríguez’18], a framework that transparently manages coarse grain reconfigurable
multi-accelerator systems to easily offload intensive computing applications to an
FPGA in heterogeneous systems.

At its core, ARTICo3 includes a dynamically reconfigurable architecture with
support for dynamic user-driven adaptation to trade-off between computing
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performance, power consumption, and fault tolerance. ARTICo3 supports software-
centric development by providing a run-time library that transparently manages the
reconfiguration of accelerators and the movement of data between a DDR memory
and the accelerators. The user only has to decide when to offload a given accelerator
and how many copies will be replicated to either exploit data-level parallelism
or achieve fault tolerance in critical systems. Finally, the framework includes an
automated methodology to implement ARTICo3-compliant accelerators from HDL
descriptions or using HLS.

The integration of IMPRESS within the ARTICo3 framework aims at enhancing
productivity by providing advanced reconfiguration techniques that can reduce the
time to implement reconfigurable systems while also improving the flexibility of
the reconfigurable architecture. ARTICo3 has two main factors that slow down the
implementation of reconfigurable systems. First, for every new design, ARTICo3

implements the static architecture from scratch. Second, for each RM, it is necessary
to generate one PBS per slot. As IMPRESS decouples the static architecture from
the RMs, it is possible to implement the static architecture once and reuse it for
later designs. Multiple templates of the static architecture can be provided with
different slot configurations or implemented for different devices. The user can select
one template, and the accelerator is implemented in a way compatible with that
template.

The reduction in the implementation time can be further enhanced by using
relocatable slots. The ARTICo3 framework requires that each accelerator is
implemented in every slot as it is not known at design-time in which slot it will be
allocated. By using relocatable slots, the accelerator only has to be implemented in
one (or few) slots, reducing the implementation time while also reducing the overall
memory footprint required to store the PBSs. Finally, another feature of IMPRESS
that can be leveraged is the ability to stack several RRs in one clock region. This
allows to better match the granularity of the slots to the size of the accelerators to be
implemented, using, for example, slots that span half or one and a half clock regions.

2.8.1 Integrating IMPRESS within the ARTICo3 Framework

Figure 2-21 shows an overview of the ARTICo3 framework, highlighting the parts that
have been adapted to integrate IMPRESS. As it can be seen, it has been necessary to
modify both the design flow and the run-time support.

The ARTICo3 framework relies on a set of python and TCL scripts, represented
as the system generation box in Figure 2-21, to implement the static architecture as
well as the reconfigurable accelerators. To integrate IMPRESS, it has been necessary
to substitute the original scripts with the ones provided in IMPRESS. However, the
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Figure 2-21: ARTICo3 framework highlighting the components that have been modified to
integrate IMPRESS.

input files required by IMPRESS (described in Section 2.4.3) are different from the
original ARTICo3 input files, and it has been necessary to add them to the design
flow. As the VA and VI files depend only on the floorplanning style of the static
architecture, they can be defined once and be added as part of the template files
(i.e., a predefined library of different architectures and FPGA implementations of
ARTICo3). In contrast, the project info file needs to be generated each time, which is
done by parsing the ARTICo3 input configuration with a python script and translating
the information to the project info structure.

In order to manage relocatable PBSs while maintaining the compatibility with
the original ARTICo3 run-time libraries that expect one PBS per slot, it has been
necessary to generate a symbolic link for each accelerator/slot pair that points to
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the compatible PBS. Moreover, as IMPRESS relocatable PBSs do not include a header
field indicating the coordinates where they have to be allocated, it has been required
to generate an additional file that stores the coordinates of all the slots using a
Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format.

The original ARTICo3 framework relies on the Linux reconfiguration driver
provided by Xilinx to download the PBSs to the configuration memory of the FPGA. In
order to support IMPRESS-based PBSs, a new driver that implements the RE detailed
in Section 2.5.1 has been designed. This driver receives as arguments the PBS path
and the slots position. The slot coordinates are obtained by reading the CSV file that
contains the coordinates of all the slots. Then, the new driver reads the contents of
the slot, recombines the contents with the new PBS, and adds the header and tail of
the PBS. This complete PBS is passed down to the original reconfiguration driver to
download it to the FPGA.

2.8.2 Measurement of Productivity Gains

Several applications have been implemented targeting the xc7z020clg400-1 SoPC to
evaluate the productivity of the new framework. Figure 2-22 shows the implemen-
tation of the static architecture alongside the implementation of the matmul kernel
application found in the ARTICo3 open-source repository [ARTICo3 repository]. The
static architecture in the template library for that board includes four slots, being
slots 0 to 2 relocatable among them.

Table 2-12 shows the time necessary to implement four different applications
comparing the original version of ARTICo3 with the integration of IMPRESS and
ARTICo3. The original ARTICo3 implementations can be divided into the generation
of the static system bitstream and the RMs, even though the static system has to
be always generated together with the RMs. Contrary to this, with IMPRESS, the
static system has to be generated only once for a given template platform and
floorplanning (i.e., ARTICo3 template). Therefore, the time improvements in Table
2-12 have been measured taking into account the full design-time with the original
ARTICo3 and the time elapsed only to generate the RMs for each application with the
integration of IMPRESS and ARTICo3. It is important to highlight that the original
ARTICo3 total time also takes into account the static architecture block design (BD)
generation, which was modified after the synthesis to include the different slots.
This step was optimized in the IMPRESS and ARTICo3 integration to be performed
in the synthesis of the static architecture to reduce the implementation time. The
integration of IMPRESS and ARTICo3 achieves implementation times up to 2.96×
better and always over 2.5× better.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-22: (a): ARTICo3 static design implementation for the xc7z020clg400-1 chip. (b):
matmul reconfigurable module.

Table 2-12: Implementation time (s) of ARTICo3 open-source kernels in a Zynq-7000 SoPCs
using Xilinx Vivado 2017.3.

Kernel
ARTICo3 IMPRESS + ARTICo3

Speed-up
BD static RMs total total RMs

addvector 30.841 336.974 103.790 471.605 419.997 175.691 2.68×
inout 28.922 326.650 111.435 467.007 406.473 160.793 2.90×

matmul 31.102 347.929 171.727 550.758 453.977 207.430 2.66×
matmul_fp 29.604 474.484 272.199 776.287 511.016 262.333 2.96×

The memory footprint required for storing the PBSs is also reduced from the
original ARTICo3 version. This memory reduction comes from three different
sources. The first one is the relocation capabilities of IMPRESS that allow sharing
one PBS for slots 0-2, which results in having two PBSs for the whole system instead
of four, thus achieving a 2× improvement. The second source of improvement is
that the PBSs generated by IMPRESS do not include the header and tail sections that
contain the commands to reconfigure the PBS as, with IMPRESS, these commands
are added by the RE. The last source of improvements comes from how Vivado
generates PBSs. Vivado PBSs include a section where the contents of the RR are
cleared before loading the actual configuration memory, as this is necessary for
Ultrascale devices [Xilinx-UG909’21]. As IMPRESS currently only works for Zynq and
series 7 devices, the PBSs do not include the section to clear the RR. Taking into
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Table 2-13: Reconfiguration time (ms) of ARTICo3 partial bitstreams in a Zynq-7000 SoPCs.

ARTICo3 IMPRESS + ARTICo3 Improvement

1 acc 25.223 23.147 9.0%
2 acc 49.937 47.088 6.1%
3 acc 75.403 74.819 0.8%
4 acc 101.412 98.926 2.5%

account all these aspects, the overall memory footprint reduction with respect to the
original ARTICo3 version is 4.54×.

Table 2-13 shows the time to reconfigure 1 to 4 accelerators using the original
ARTICo3 version and the integration with IMPRESS. As it can be seen, the
reconfiguration time is slightly better in the IMPRESS and ARTICo3 solution. While,
at first, it would be sensible to think that it would take longer to reconfigure IMPRESS
PBSs due to the readback and composition step, this overhead is compensated by not
having to clear the RR first, as is done in Vivado PBS.

In conclusion, the integration of IMPRESS with ARTICo3 provides an automated
framework to build multi-accelerator reconfigurable systems that uses advanced
reconfiguration techniques to reduce the overall implementation time by decoupling
the static architecture from the RMs and using relocatable PBSs. The productivity in
all the examples is improved over 2.6×.

Original contribution 2-4 An integrated toolflow that improves design
productivity and reduces memory footprint for coarse grain reconfigurable
multi-accelerator systems.
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3 MULTI GRAIN RECONFIGURABLE
AND SCALABLE OVERLAYS

This chapter leverages the advanced DPR techniques described in the previous
chapter to propose the use of reconfigurable and scalable overlays for composing
hardware accelerators on the fly. As explained in the introduction (Section 1.3.2), an
overlay is a pre-compiled FPGA circuit with a programmable architecture. Overlays
offer a high-level abstraction of the FPGA resources, making it easier to implement
new applications. In particular, this chapter deals with CGRA-based overlays
composed of a set of PEs arranged in a 2D grid using a configurable interconnect.

Reconfigurable overlays have several advantages over static ones. For example,
reconfigurable overlays allow reconfiguring the PEs to map applications with
different requirements, change the size of the overlay to free up logical resources
for other accelerators, or to deal with run-time variable computation demands.
This thesis proposes combining medium and fine grain reconfiguration to compose
scalable overlays. Medium grain reconfiguration is used to compose the overlay
by stitching together different processing elements, while fine grain reconfiguration
is used to map applications onto the overlay by configuring the parameters,
interconnections, and even the FUs of each PE.

When combined with a processor, overlays can be used to offload computing-
intensive sections of code from the processor to the FPGA. In this thesis, the
offloading of applications to the overlay has been automatized by designing a
toolchain capable of transforming code segments with up to three nested loops into
the appropriate overlay configuration and the required control routines to manage
the data transferences between the processor and the overlay memory.

This chapter is divided into four different sections. The first section is devoted to
reviewing the state of the art of relevant overlay works. The next two sections describe
the overlay architecture and the automated tool to map loop-based applications
onto the overlay. Finally, the last section describes the experimental results of the
proposed solution.
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3.1 STATE OF THE ART

3.1.1 Overlay Classification

This section introduces a proposal to classify overlays according to five different
categories: (1) main goal of the overlay, (2) overlay architecture, (3) overlay
composition, (4) overlay-processor interconnection, and (5) programming methods
and mapping heuristics. A discussion of each category is presented below.

Main goal of the overlay

Overlays have been proposed in the state of the art as a solution to important
limitations of FPGA design, such as reducing the place and route times, making
FPGA accessible to software users by automatically offloading segments of code
from a processor to the overlay, increasing portability across different FPGAs, or
improving the time to reconfigure a new application. The overlays found in the
literature usually focus on improving one aspect of overlays, sometimes disregarding
all other aspects necessary to make an overlay functional in a complete system. For
example, several works focus on improving the resource utilization of the overlays,
implementing efficient PEs that allow having more Giga Operations per Second
(GOPS) performed by the overlay. Other works focus on mapping applications more
efficiently onto the overlay, developing new PaR algorithms, or studying different
overlay interconnections to reduce the number unused PEs. On other occasions,
authors work in the integration of the overlay with a processor to accelerate
applications efficiently. When analyzing an overlay solution, it is important to take
into account its intended use and the areas that are being improved

Overlay architecture

An important aspect of an overlay is its architecture. Different architectural aspects
can be taken into account for this classification, including the data types, the FUs
used, the interconnection topology, and the run-time configurability of the FUs
and interconnections. According to the data type, overlays can be designed to
work with integer, fixed-point, or floating-point types. Regarding the FUs, it is
possible to use single basic operations, using Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) that
can be configured to compute different operations, or to use custom FUs that
implement more complex functionalities for specific application domains. Another
important difference between overlays is the interconnection topology that is used
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to interconnect the PEs. The most common interconnection styles are the island and
the Nearest Neighbor (NN) style. In the island topology, there are specific switching
blocks that are in charge of routing the data between the FUs. In contrast, in the NN
topology, each FU is usually connected to its four closest neighbors, thus routing the
data through the FUs. Another popular topology that has been proposed to reduce
resource consumption is linear interconnect, which only allows connecting FUs in a
forward direction. These configuration styles are shown in Figure 3-1. The selection
of the topology provides a trade-off between the routing capacity of the overlay
and the resources dedicated to interconnections. The island-based configuration
offers the highest routing capacity at the cost of using more resources, while the
linear interconnection uses the least amount of resources but offers less routing
capabilities.

Finally, overlays are also classified as spatially configured or time-multiplexed
according to the run-time configurability of their FUs [Li’19]. In spatially configured
overlays, the FUs are configured once and keep a single fixed functionality during
the whole application execution. In contrast, in time-multiplexed overlays, the FUs
change on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Usually, time-multiplexed overlays have complex
PEs with memories that control the operation and the routing of the FU during each
cycle. In spatially configured overlays, each operation of an application has to be
mapped to one FU, while in time-multiplexed overlays multiple operations can be
assigned to the same FU. The main advantage of spatially configured overlays is that
they can reach an Initiation Interval (II) of one, that is, new data can be supplied every
cycle, while in time-multiplexed overlays, the II depends on the number of times the
FUs are reused. The main advantage of time-multiplexed overlays is lower resource
consumption, as applications can be mapped onto smaller overlays.

FU FU FU

FUFUFU

FU FU FU

SBSB
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CBCBCB
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FUFU
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Figure 3-1: Different interconnection topologies: a) island b) nearest neighbor c) linear
interconnection.
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Overlay Composition

Most overlays are defined at design-time and their composition remains fixed during
the device’s lifetime. However, the main advantage of overlays with respect to CGRAs,
apart from the possibility of using COTS devices, is the ability to change the overlay
structure and configuration. To do this, some works propose reconfiguring the
whole overlay to change its composition. Another option is composing the overlay
at run-time by reconfiguring the PEs dynamically. In this case, using advanced
reconfiguration techniques, such as those proposed in this thesis, can improve the
flexibility of the overlays.

Whether overlays are composed at design-time or at run-time, it is possible to
make use of the regularity of the overlay to speed-up the implementation time.
The idea is to floorplan the FPGA in a 2D grid, where each PE has a location
assigned. Instead of implementing the overlay as a monolithic accelerator, each PE
is implemented individually, which makes the PaR phase easier. Then, the PEs are
stitched together either at run-time using DPR or at design-time using a bottom-
up implementation that reuses the previous individual implementations and only
routes the interconnections between the PEs. This process is further accelerated if it
is possible to reallocate one PE in multiple locations, which mimics a copy and paste
approach.

Overlay-processor interconnection

While overlays can be used as independent accelerators, they are usually combined
with a processor. The interconnection between the processor and the overlay is
critical to assess the performance of the overlay, an aspect that is usually neglected
in many works, as expressed by authors in [Li’20]. The overlay and the processor
are usually connected through a bus. In the literature, two of the most common
solutions are using a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus when the FPGA
is connected to a host personal computer and using an AXI bus when the FPGA is
part of a SoPCs, such as in Xilinx Zynq devices. The overlay must have a memory
attached to move the data efficiently in burst transactions from the processor. In
this regard, there are different options. A common memory style is having one
shared First In First Out (FIFO) memory where data is annotated to indicate the
input/output location where it should be sent. Another common solution is having
an independent FIFO memory attached to each input/output of the overlay. Another
option is using a shared multiport memory where each input/output of the overlay
can access simultaneously. Figure 3-2 shows a graphical description of the three
memory interconnections.
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Figure 3-2: Overlays-processor memory interconnections: a) Shared FIFOs b) Individual
FIFOs for each input/output ports c) Multiport memory.

Programming methods and mapping heuristics

Overlays are programmed by mapping a DFG onto the overlay. For that reason, some
authors propose writing the applications directly in a DFG format. However, in order
to improve the design of applications, other works use high-level languages such as
C/C++ or OpenCL that are compiled, usually with the clang compiler [Lattner’08],
to obtain an assembler-like code called Intermediate Representation (IR), which is
then transformed into a DFG. Other authors propose using custom Domain Specific
Languages (DSLs) which have the benefit of using custom-made operators that can
be mapped to a single overlay PE.

Another important aspect when classifying overlays is the methods that are used
to map applications. The simulated annealing heuristic [Rutenbar’89] is the most
common PaR algorithm used to map an application onto the overlay. However,
other algorithms have been proposed, such as Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
[Chin’18a].

3.1.2 Overlays in the Literature

This section presents an overview of state-of-the-art overlays. A summary of their
main characteristics is provided in Table 3-1

Intermediate Fabrics

Intermediate Fabrics [Stitt’11] is one of the first overlays proposals to reduce the
compilation times and improve the portability between different devices. The
authors propose using a 2D overlay with an island-based interconnection topology,
as shown in Figure 3-3. Each FU includes realignment registers that are implemented
as variable shift registers that can be configured to ensure that data arrives at
the same time at each PE. Applications described as DFGs are mapped onto the
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intermediate fabrics by a custom mapper that uses VPR [Betz’97] with modified
simulated annealing parameters and the Findpath router [McMurchie’08]. The
overlay is tested as part of an image processing application, substituting the custom
image filter datapath for a generic overlay that can implement multiple filters. The
authors show that intermediate fabrics only have a 7% performance overhead and
a 24-44% resource overhead with respect to custom filter implementations, while
placement and routing have speed-ups averaging 700×.

a)
b)

Figure 3-3: Intermediate Fabrics overview. a) Island-based interconnection style overlay b)
Switch box implementation. Source [Stitt’11].

Capalija et al.

The work presented in [Capalija’13] proposes a 2D spatially configured overlay
architecture where each PE is connected to its closest four neighbors. The overlay
presents a highly pipelined architecture that uses data-driven execution where each
PE only computes data when both of their inputs have their data available. The
data-driven execution simplifies the mapping of applications, as it is not mandatory
to balance the data paths to one PE to ensure that both input data arrive at the
destination at the same time. However, the proposed overlay includes elastic
pipelines in the datapath that help to automatically balance pipeline latencies to
achieve an II of one. Figure 3-4 shows an overview of the FU architecture and
the elastic pipeline components. This work also includes a DFG PaR tool that
can efficiently map applications onto the proposed overlay. The authors present
two overlay prototypes implemented on a Stratix IV FPGA: an 18x16 floating-point
and a 24x16 integer overlay, offering 22 GOPS and 32 GFLOPS, respectively. The
same authors in [Capalija’14] propose using a bottom-up compilation strategy for
implementing the overlay. It consists of a divide-and-conquer strategy where the
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overlay is first physically floorplanned in the FPGA to isolate the implementation
of each PEs in a given location, and then, they are stitched together in the final
design. To ensure that the interconnection of the PEs is not the critical path of the
overlay, they include inter-tile elastic buffers. This technique shows a frequency
improvement of up to 37% and a 19% shorter compilation times with only an
8% resource overhead. Moreover, this technique allows reusing the PEs for future
overlays.

a)

b)

Figure 3-4: a) Capalija et al. overlay architecture b) Elastic pipeline components. Source
[Capalija’13].
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QUKU

QUKU [Bergmann’13] is described by Bergmann et al. as a dual-layer reconfigurable
architecture that consists of a CGRA overlay attached to a softcore processor.
Authors proposed two different reconfiguration levels: virtual reconfiguration (i.e.,
selecting alternative functions by a multiplexing scheme [Salvador’12]) and dynamic
reconfiguration. Virtual reconfiguration is used to change the configuration of the
PEs, while dynamic reconfiguration is used to change the overlay implementation by
reconfiguring the whole FPGA. Some advantages to changing the overlay structure
are changing the supported numeric format (e.g., integer, floating point) or including
customized PEs for different applications domains. The proposed overlay, shown
in Figure 3-5, has a set of PEs arranged in a 2D grid using a nearest neighbor
interconnection. The overlay has support for time multiplexing operation with a
local configuration controller (Figure 3-5b) that can change the configuration of each
PE on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Each PE can have optional memories attached to its
input/output ports so that each PE can be used as an input/output node. The address
translator module (Figure 3-5a) connects the overlay and the soft processor by means
of a single dedicated FIFO link, called Fast Simplex Link, that is used to connect
MicroBlaze processors to custom IPs [XAPP529’04]. The QUKU framework includes
a Matlab script to profile the application and extract which parts are computational
intensive parts and are candidates to be offloaded from the soft processor to the
overlay. Then, all the extracted kernels can be mapped onto the overlay. Moreover,
the authors propose a manual DFG merging tool that allows sharing PE between
several DFGs, thus reducing the required size of the overlay. The platform is tested
with Sobel and Laplacian kernels that are merged into the same overlay. Results show
a 5-138× speed-up with respect to the MicroBlaze and comparable performance to
custom circuits while having a superior area-time product.

a) b)

Figure 3-5: a) QUKU overlay block diagram b) QUKU PE architecture. Source [Bergmann’13].
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Jason Cong et al.

The work presented in [Cong’14] introduces a complete framework for offloading
sections of code with nested loops from the processor to an FPGA. The authors
present a 2-level architecture that divides the overlay into multiple PE clusters. The
clusters are connected to each other following a nearest neighbor interconnection.
However, the PEs within a cluster are connected through a permutation network that
fully connects all the PEs and local BRAMs, as shown in Figure 3-6. This simplifies
the routing of applications, allowing them to be mapped onto the overlay at run-
time. The interconnection of the overlay to the microprocessor is done through a
memory management unit that contains a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) for
page translation from virtual addresses to physical addresses and may consult with
the OS in case of a TLB miss. Each cluster has a global data transfer unit in charge
of transferring data from the global memory management unit to the local BRAMs,
with the possibility of broadcasting the data to multiple BRAMs. Moreover, each
BRAM has an address generator module that allows reusing the data in the memory
in different iterations.

The process to execute a data flow graph is divided into different tasks. First, it is
necessary to perform a page translation before accessing the input/output variables.
Then, the input data is prefetched using AXI-full transactions. When the input data
is ready, the overlay computes the DFG generating the outputs that are stored in
local memory. Finally, the output data is written back to the off-chip memory. The
authors propose pipelining all these tasks to improve the throughput. They do so by
dividing nested loops into smaller sections. Therefore, the authors propose a two-
level pipelining. The first one is at the DFG level, pipelining the loop iterations, while
the second one is at the task level, pipelining the input/output transactions and the
overlay computation. The proposed solution is implemented in a Xilinx Zynq SoPC.
They implement three different applications (e.g., Sobel, convolution, and gradient),
obtaining 1.5-3.4× speed-ups.

QuickDough

QuickDough [Liu’15b] [Liu’15a] is a complete framework for offloading nested loop
sections of code from the processor to an FPGA. Figure 3-7 shows an overview of
the overlay block diagram and the PE architecture. QuickDough includes a time-
multiplexed, nearest-neighbor interconnected overlay where each PE has an ALU,
a multiport memory for load/store operations, and an instruction memory. The
overlay is connected to the processor’s main memory through input and output
buffers controlled by an address configuration block that is configured for each
application, indicating the exact overlay location to access. QuickDough offloads
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Figure 3-6: Cluster of PEs proposed in [Cong’14]. Source [Cong’14].

nested loops allowing to unroll the loop by the desired factor. To allow offloading
large loops, they break them into smaller sections so that the IO memory is not
exceeded.

QuickDough does not use one overlay for all the applications. Instead, it contains
multiple preimplemented overlays with different configurations (i.e., different
number of PEs or memory size). The proposed framework searches for an optimal
overlay, with the possibility to configure the depth of the best overlay configuration
after the search process. Moreover, it allows generating a new overlay configuration
customized to the application to give the best results at the cost of a higher compile
time. The framework is tested in a Zedboard platform featuring an ARM processor
alongside a Xilinx XC7Z020 FPGA. They test four different examples obtaining speed-
ups ranging from 1.05× for matrix multiplication to 9× for a FIR filter.
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a) b)

Figure 3-7: Quickdough a) block diagram, and b) PE architecture. Source [Liu’15a].

Sen Ma et al.

The work proposed in [Ma’16a] presents a reconfigurable overlay for assembling
accelerators at run-time. To that end, they propose using a DSL that allows
the implementation of accelerators by composing functions (e.g., acc = f(g(h(z)))).
Each function is preimplemented as a PE and stored as a bitstream that can be
reconfigured at run-time to compose the overlay. Using a DSL has the advantage of
increasing the granularity of the PEs, which allows implementing complex functions
with smaller overlays. The applications are mapped onto the overlay at run-time
using a custom interpreter that maps the functions to empty PEs using DPR and
then computes the overlay routing using a maze routing algorithm. The interpreter
also includes DMA transfers to the BRAMs that surround the overlay to manage the
input/output transfers. An overview of the design flow and the overlay architecture
can be seen in Figure 3-8. The authors validate their solution using a 2x2 and
3x3 overlay implemented in Kintex 7 device. Four different applications, including
correlation and matrix multiplication, are tested. Results show a speed-up of 7-25×
with respect to a MicroBlaze softcore processor.

Roberto Rigamonti et al.

Authors in [Rigamonti’16] propose an automated framework to transparently offload
computing-intensive sections of code to an overlay at run-time. Figure 3-9 shows the
design flow and the overlay architecture. The proposed framework includes a just-in-
time compiler coupled with a low overhead performance monitor. The performance
monitor analyzes the code at run-time to detect which sections of code are invoked
more times and therefore are candidates to offload them to the overlay. Once a code
section has been identified, a custom-made automatic parallelization, inspired in
the LLVM polyhedral compiler Polly [Grosser’12], is used to search for optimization
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a) b)

Figure 3-8: Sen Ma et al. overlay a) design flow, and b) PE architecture. Source [Ma’16a].

opportunities that can only be found at run-time. Then, the DFG is extracted, and
if there are enough nodes, it is transferred to the overlay. This is done by first
executing a Las Vegas-type PaR algorithm to map the application onto the overlay.
The proposed overlay is based on [Capalija’13] with the addition of multiplexers to
implement if/else statements. Once the application has been mapped, the run-time
replaces the code for a wrapper stub that handles the transactions of data between
the processor and the overlay using a DMA engine over a PCI bus. The overlay
architecture infrastructure has two Finite State Machines (FSMs) that control the
data transactions. Each input/output data is augmented with a tag indicating its
final destination. While this increases the overall data to be transferred, it simplifies
the communication interface. The framework is tested using a Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA
connected to a PCI slot of an Intel Core i7-4790 workstation. The application to
test the performance is a simple video processing application, which contains a
convolution kernel that is automatically offloaded to the FPGA. The proposed
framework can process 31 frames per second, which is less efficient than its software
counterpart, which can process 83 frames per second. The authors attribute this low
performance to the communication scheme, which is not optimized.
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a) b)

Figure 3-9: Roberto Rigamonti et al. overlay a) design flow, and b) block diagram. Source
[Rigamonti’16].

Abhishek Kumar Jain et al.

The work in [Jain’17b] proposes a just-in-time compiler of OpenCL kernels to a
spatially distributed, island-interconnected overlay. The overlay architecture is
shown in Figure 3-10. The overlay uses DSP blocks as the FUs. This allows mapping
multiply-add or multiply-subtraction operations in one PE. The proposed compiler
transforms the OpenCL code into the LLVM IR, which is analyzed and optimized to
combine several operations into a single PE. This is denominated by the authors as
resource-aware compilation. Then, the application is mapped using the VPR PaR
tool [Betz’97]. The authors use a Chebyshev kernel to compare the implementation
in the overlay with a direct implementation in the FPGA. The overlay PaR is 1250×
faster than the FPGA PaR using Vivado. Moreover, the overlay is reconfigured 750×
faster and has a 1.6× improvement in the maximum frequency with respect to the
direct FPGA implementation. On the downside, the overlay uses 3.4× DSP and 32×
logic than the FPGA implementation counterpart.

Leslie Barron et al.

Authors in [Barron’18] propose a tool to transparently offload inner loops of an
application to a pipelined overlay. The overlay is based on the architecture proposed
in [Capalija’13] with a modification to support if/else expressions by means of
selection nodes. The loops are converted to a DFG using an LLVM pass. Among the
LLVM pass tasks are converting load/store instructions into input/output nodes with
a base address and a stride and duplicating the DFG to exploit spatial parallelism.
The code is rewritten to instrument the innermost loops to see how hot the loop is
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Figure 3-10: Abhishek Kumar Jain et al. overlay architecture. Source [Jain’17b].

and if it is worthy of acceleration. The transfer code uses an if/else block surrounding
the loop to decide where the loop is executed. Authors target systems with a tightly
coupled FPGA and a processor, such as the Intel QuickAssist platform that has
a shared system memory. Having a shared memory avoids transferring the data
between the processor and the FPGA, allowing low latency communication. The
integration of the overlay with the intel platform is not provided, and the authors
claim it is a work in progress. Therefore, the results are obtained using a simulation
of the overlay. The overlay is simulated using the PolyBench benchmarks showing an
average speedup of 1.62×.

AS-Overlays

Application-specific overlays (AS-Overlays) [Mbongue’19] propose a tool to automat-
ically generate custom overlays. Figure 3-11a shows the design flow of the tool.
Given an application written in a high-level programming language, they use the
LLVM compiler infrastructure to generate a Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG) that is
subsequently analyzed using an LLVM pass that identifies and extracts kernels (i.e.,
compute-intensive sections of code) that are suited for hardware implementation.
The application is transformed to replace the kernels with hardware calls that offload
the computation to the FPGA.

Each kernel is implemented as an application-specific overlay with the help
of the rapidwright tool [Lavin’18]. The PEs are synthesized independently from
the overlay. The final overlay is composed by using a presynthesized overlay
that includes black boxes (see Figure 3-11b) that can be substituted with any
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PE available. Therefore, in this work, the overlay is used as a template that is
automatically configured at design-time to implement a specific application without
user intervention. Authors show up to 20× improvement in the implementation (i.e.,
synthesis + PaR) of application-specific overlays with respect to conventional generic
overlays. Moreover, applications implemented with AS-Overlays use similar logic
resources and achieve similar maximum frequencies than direct FPGA bare metal
implementations. The overlay is implemented in a Xilinx Kintex UltraScale+ SoPC.

a) b)

Figure 3-11: AS-Overlays a) design flow and b) PE architecture. Source [Mbongue’19].

READY

The REconfigurable Accelerator DeploY [Silva’19] presents a framework to automat-
ically offload applications to an FPGA. The framework uses an Intel Harp2 platform
consisting of a high-performance Xeon processor and an Arria 10 FPGA. This
platform tightly connects the processor to the FPGA by means of a 2-PCI bus and one
Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI), using a shared memory with transparent cache
coherence. The overlay architecture is shown in Figure 3-12. The PEs are connected
through a global interconnection implemented as a multistage connectivity network
to reduce the resource consumption required by a full crossbar. The main benefit of
using a global interconnection is that it simplifies the PaR algorithm. Moreover, the
authors use large overlays with up to 128 PEs that can allocate the whole DFG in one
configuration, thus avoiding the need for modulo scheduling [Mei’03]. This work
proposes a new polynomial heuristic to solve scheduling, placement, and routing
with three orders of magnitude faster than previous implementations based on
modulo scheduling and VPR tool routing. The authors also propose a multithreading
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approach to hide the latency imposed by the global network. This is done by
changing cycle by cycle the configuration of the PEs so that in every cycle, the PEs are
computing one thread data, while the other threads are going through the multistage
pipeline. The overlay is tested using different DFGs with 26-125 nodes with 8M data
streams achieving on average of 3.2× speed-up with respect to a one thread CPU,
while it is an 11% slower compared to an 8-thread CPU operation.

a) b)

Figure 3-12: READY overlays a) block diagram and b) PE architecture. Source [Silva’19].

Xiangwei Li et al.

The work presented in [Li’20] focuses on the interconnection between the overlay
and the processor, an aspect that has traditionally been neglected in the evaluation
of overlays. The overlay architecture, shown in Figure 3-13, uses a linear time-
multiplexed configuration implemented on an HP Z420 workstation with a Xilinx
VC707 board plugged into a motherboard PCIe Gen2 slot. They choose to use
a PCIe bus due to the higher throughput offered than AXI bus-based solutions,
which are limited to a theoretical maximum of 400 MB/s. In particular, they
analyze three different PCIe frameworks: Xillybus [Xillybus], RIFFA [Jacobsen’15],
and DyRACT [Vipin’14]. Results show that the DyRACT based system has a 5.3×
speed improvement when compared to the Xillybus based system and a 45% better
throughput than the RIFFA-based system, achieving a throughput of 1892 MB/s on
average.
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a) b)

Figure 3-13: Xiangwei Li et al. overlays a) block diagram and b) linear time-multiplexed
overlay architecture. Source [Li’20].

Mocarabe

Mocarabe [Tombs’21] is a new overlay architecture proposal for achieving high
frequency and routability. It consists of a 2D torus architecture connected
through a directional torus Network on Chip (NoC) with a configurable number of
communication channels, as shown in Figure 3-14. The PE can be configured as
either an addition or multiplier operator, or as an input. The architecture has been
prepared for time multiplexing operation to allow mapping bigger DFGs. One of
the main contributions of this paper is a new PaR algorithm that takes applications
described in C and converts them to a DFG (using GCC and GIMPLE IR) and then
maps them to the proposed overlay. The proposed algorithm is different from other
proposals, as they use an ILP formulation that isolates the partitioning, placement,
and scheduling into different phases, allowing to map large DFGs in less time.
The proposed overlay has been implemented in a Xilinx Alveo U280 with overlay
sizes up to 19×69 PEs. In order to increase the maximum frequency, the overlay is
manually floorplanned, achieving frequencies 1.8-3.4× higher than other state-of-
the-art architectures, such as the ADRES and HyCUBE. The proposed ILP scheduler
outperforms a PathFinder space-time router in quality of result by up to nearly 2×.
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a) b) c)

Figure 3-14: Mocarabe overlay: a) overlay architecture, b) PE internals, and c) router
internals. Source [Tombs’21].

CGRA-ME

Although not an overlay per se, it is important to highlight the CGRA-ME framework
[Chin’17] [Chin’18b] [Chin’18a] whose purpose is to aid with the modeling and
exploration of different CGRAs. It allows describing architectures in either XML or
C, which are automatically converted into a Verilog Register Transfer Language (RTL)
that can be synthesized into an ASIC or FPGA overlay, assessing its performance, area,
and power consumption. The CGRA-ME framework also includes two architecture-
agnostic PaR algorithms, an ILP mapper and a simulated annealing-based mapper
that allow mapping applications described in C onto any architecture described
by the designer. The CGRA-ME supports both time multiplex and spatial overlays.
The main goal of this framework is to provide an open-source tool that allows the
community to easily explore different CGRA architectures. This thesis uses the
CGRA-ME framework as the baseline to map applications onto the proposed overlay.
An in-depth description of the modifications done to the original framework is found
in Section 3.3.
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CHAPTER 3. MULTI GRAIN RECONFIGURABLE AND SCALABLE OVERLAYS

3.2 OVERLAY HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the proposed architecture of the overlay and the infrastructure
that communicates the overlay with the processor. The first subsection details the
baseline PE that has been used to implement the overlay. The next subsection
deals with the PE modifications that have been performed to make the overlay
scalable and to map advanced applications. The last subsection describes the overlay
infrastructure that has been chosen to attach the overlay to the processor and transfer
data efficiently.

3.2.1 Baseline PE Architecture

The primary purpose of this work is composing overlays at run-time. While the
overlay should be as efficient as possible, it is not the goal of this thesis to improve the
architecture with respect to other state-of-the-art proposals. For this reason, instead
of proposing a new PE from scratch, an overlay from the literature was sought with
the following characteristics:

• The overlay should be spatially distributed and heavily pipelined for maximum
throughput.

• The overlay should have few global signals, as they hinder dynamic scalability.

• The overlay should follow a data flow paradigm, where the FUs only generate
a new output when both of their input data are ready. This helps the PaR
algorithm to avoid balancing the latency of different DFG paths with shift
registers to ensure that both inputs of a FU arrive at the same time.

• The overlay should have high connectivity to help the mapping of complex
applications.

The overlay proposed in [Capalija’13] by Capalija et al. was selected as the
baseline architecture, as it complies with the aforementioned specifications. The
downside of this overlay is that it uses more resources than other proposals. This
section provides a brief overview of the overlay architecture. However, for an
in-depth description we refer the reader to [Capalija’17]. Figure 3-15 shows the
architecture for one PE. It is divided into different components. Blue boxes
represent different Data-Driven Pipeline Units (DDPUs) that control the flow of
data. Yellow boxes are the routing elements that move the data through the PE.
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3.2. OVERLAY HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The synchronization components that ensure that data can be sent to multiple
destinations are represented as brown boxes. Finally, the FU wrapper is represented
as a green box.
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Figure 3-15: Baseline PE architecture. The PE is divided into four different components. In
blue there are the Data-Driven Pipeline Units (DDPUs), in yellow the routing elements, in
brown the synchronization components, and in green the FU wrapper.

Routing components

The PE architecture is designed to maximize the interconnections in a four NN
overlay. This is achieved by allowing two different types of interconnections, as
shown in Figure 3-16. The first interconnection bypasses the FU and connects each
output port inside the PE to all the input ports. The only exception is the connection
between the input and output ports of the same side, as this would just return the
data to the sender PE. On the other side, there are the interconnections to the FU.
The FU has two input ports that can receive data from each input port of the PE,
while the FU output port can send data to all the output ports of the PE. Moreover,
there are specialized synchronization components (described later) that allow to fan
out data to multiple ports simultaneously.
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Figure 3-16: Baseline PE possible routing connections. a) shows connections that bypass the
FU b) shows the connections that involve the FU.

Data-Driven Pipeline Unit (DDPU)

Each input and output of the PE is connected through a DDPU that controls the
flow of data while pipelining it at the same time. The DDPUs transfer data using the
synchronous elastic protocol (SELF) [Cortadella’06]. This protocol uses a handshake
distributed control with a pair of signals. The valid signal indicates whether the
DDPU has data or is empty (i.e., it has a pipeline bubble), and the accept signal
indicates whether the DDPU is stalled or can receive new data. Data is transferred
each cycle if the sender DDPU valid signal and the receiver DDPU accept signals are
asserted. When the receiver stalls, the sender DDPU saves the data to send it when
the receiver is ready again. If the sender fills up, it stalls itself to avoid receiving more
data.

The PE uses three different DDPUs configurations: 2-slot Elastic Buffers (EBs),
N-slot elastic FIFOs, and inelastic registers. Authors compare different 2-slot EBs
implementations (e.g., elastic buffer, semi-elastic buffer, and stall buffer) that differ
in their functional behavior. A full elastic buffer behaves as a 2-slot FIFO; however, to
reduce the resource overhead, the final PE uses the semi-elastic and the stall buffer
limited versions. The semi-elastic buffer (i.e., D-SEB) behaves like a full elastic buffer,
but it does not fill both registers when its output is stalled. The stall buffer (i.e., D-
BUF) is a further simplification of the semi-elastic buffer, as it back-propagates a stall
signal from a forward DDPU even if it is empty itself. The N-slot elastic FIFOs are
regular FIFOs that transform the full, empty, write request, and read acknowledge
signals into valid/accept signals. Elastic FIFOs can help balancing the latency of
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different paths to ensure that the pipeline does not stall (i.e., avoid bubbles in the
pipeline). Finally, the overlay also includes inelastic registers, called D-REG, that
can only store one element. Figure 3-17 shows the implementation of the different
DDPUs used within a PE.
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Figure 3-17: Data-Driven Pipeline Units implementations. a) semi-elastic buffer b) stall
buffer c) elastic FIFO d) inelastic register. The main difference between the semi-elastic and
the stall buffers is an XOR gate marked in red. This allows the semi-elastic buffer to receive
new data when the next component is stalled, but the buffer is empty. Each component has
six interface signals. The first three are connected to the previous component in the pipeline.
They are: Ap (Accept previous), Dp (Data previous), Vp (Valid previous). The next three are
connected to the next component in the pipeline. They are: An (Accept next), Dn (Data next),
and Vn (Valid next).
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While inelastic registers use fewer resources than their elastic counterparts, it
is not possible to use them as the only DDPU of the PE. There are two main
constraints when selecting the DDPUs implementations. First, it is necessary to
avoid combinatorial loops that would be formed if only D-REG are used as they
do not register the accept signal. The second constraint is to avoid DDPUs that
backpropagate their stall signal even if they are empty (e.g., D-REG and D-BUF) in
the FU inputs. The reason is that the join component that synchronizes the data
to the FU is stalled until both inputs hold valid data. With these limitations, the
authors propose a combination of DDPUs, shown in Figure 3-15, that provides a
good trade-off of resource consumption, maximum frequency, and latency balancing
capabilities.

Synchronization components

The PE contains Join and Fork components to synchronize the movement of data
through the overlay. The elastic pipeline of the overlay allows the input data to
arrive at different times to the FU inputs. Therefore, it is necessary to include a
synchronization component (i.e., join) that ensures that data is forwarded to the FU
only when both inputs have valid data. Figure 3-18a shows the logic implementation
of the Join unit. The data of both inputs is connected directly from the FU DDPUs
inputs to the FU wrapper. However, the output valid signal Vout is generated by an
and operation between their two valid input signals Vin1 and Vin2. The join logic stalls
either input when the FU wrapper is stalled or when the other input does not have
valid data.

The Fork Sender (FS) and Fork Receiver (FR) synchronization components allow
to fan out data to multiple destinations. Each PE has five FS, one for each input port
and one for the FU output, and six FR, one for each output port and one for each FU
input. The FS and FR components generate the accept and valid signals of a DDPU.
For example, an FS asserts the accept signal only when all the possible destinations
are ready to receive new data. Similarly, an FR generates a valid signal when the
sender DDPU valid is asserted, and all the other destinations can receive new data.
Figure 3-18 b) and c) show the FR and FS logic implementations. As it can be seen,
each component has a configuration mask to specify the connectivity between the
DDPUs.
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Figure 3-18: Synchronization logic implementations. a) join b) Fork Sender (FS)
(particularized for the north FS) c) Fork Receiver (FR) (particularized for the north FR).
Similarly to the other components there are three different type of signals. A stands for accept,
V for valid, and D for data. The subscript indicates the source of the signal. For example, ASout

indicates that it is the accept signal from the south output port.89
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FU wrapper

In order to connect the FU to its DDPUs inputs, it is necessary to surround the FU
in a wrapper that includes the elastic protocol control signals (e.g., valid and accept).
The logic implementation of the FU wrapper is shown in Figure 3-19. It includes a
shift register that matches the FU pipeline depth. The accept signal, issued by the
DBUF component, is used as an enable signal for the FU and is also backpropagated
directly to the join synchronization component.

En En En En

FU
pipeline

depth (N)
JOIN

DDPU
FUin1

DDPU
FUin2

DDPU
FUout

En

Din1

Din2

Vin

Ain

Dout

Vout

Aout

FU wrapper

Figure 3-19: FU wrapper logic.

3.2.2 Proposal PE Architecture Modifications

This work uses the baseline PE architecture described in the previous section to
implement a 32-integer overlay that supports the following operators: add, subtract,
multiplication, shift left, shift right, and bitwise operators (e.g., and, or). However, the
baseline PE architecture has been modified, adding three extra features to support
scalability, improve routability, and support feedback loops. First, to enable the
scalability of the overlay, it has been necessary to substitute all the configurable
elements (e.g., parameters and multiplexers) with their fine grain counterpart
components. Moreover, one PE type has been implemented using the fine grain FU
component available in IMPRESS that can implement add, subtraction, and bitwise
operations. Aditionally, the inelastic output registers have been replaced by elastic
buffers. With this modification, all the PE interface signals are registered, which
reduces the critical path between different PEs.

The second goal is improving the routability of the overlay. In the original PE,
constants are mapped as inputs that have to be routed to their destination through
other PEs. In contrast, in this proposal, a fine grain reconfigurable parameter is
inserted in each PE to map constants directly into the PE during the configuration
phase. This facilitates the routing phase and reduces the number of inputs.
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Finally, the PE has been modified to support feedback loops that allow routing
the output of the FU to one of its inputs. This is necessary to implement typical
operations, such as accumulators that reuse data from a previous iteration. When
mapping complex nested loops, it is possible that whole arrays of elements are
reused in subsequent iterations of outer loops. For this reason, we have included the
possibility of storing the feedback elements inside a FIFO before reusing them. The
FU feedback connection has been implemented inside the FU wrapper to prevent
data from passing through DDPUs that would reduce the II of the overlay.

Figure 3-20 shows the new FU wrapper architecture. For clarity purposes, the
feedback circuit has been divided into three parts: a) feedback control, b) feedback
datapath, and c) elastic control signals. Originally, the FU could only receive data
from its DDPU input data (see Figure 3-19). In contrast, as shown in Figure 3-20b,
the FU inputs come from a multiplexer with three different sources: its DDPU input
data, the FU output, and a configurable FIFO connected to the FU output. The
multiplexer selection is controlled by the feedback control module (Figure 3-20a),
which is configured with three fine grain parameters. The feedback loop parameter
indicates whether there is a feedback loop in any of the FU inputs. If there are no
feedback loops, the multiplexer selects the DDPU as the FU inputs. In cases where
there is a feedback loop in any of the inputs, the multiplexer selection is determined
by the next two parameters. The FIFO depth indicates how the feedback loop is
implemented. If the size is zero, the multiplexer selects the DDPU input during one
cycle to load the initial value of the feedback loop. For the next cycles, the multiplexer
selects the output of the FU as its input. If the FIFO depth size is n, the multiplexer
selects the DDPU input during n iterations to fill the configurable FIFO. Once the
FIFO contains n data elements, its output data is selected as the FU input. Finally,
the last configurable parameter is the feedback size that specifies the total number
of iterations of the feedback loop. This is used in applications where FIFO depth
is zero to assert the valid signal when the feedback loop generates the last value
(Figure 3-20c). This is useful when using loop unrolling techniques, as explained
in later sections. Moreover, this parameter is also used to reset the feedback loop in
applications where the feedback loop is repeated after m cycles (see Section 3.3). If
the feedback reaches feedback size iterations and there is still more incoming data,
then the feedback loop is reset. This is done by selecting for one or more cycles
(depending on the FIFO depth parameter) the input DDPU data to load the initial
values to the FU. Then, the FU output or the configurable FIFO are connected to the
FU input to establish again the feedback loop.

Original contribution 3-1 The addition of a feedback loop to a reference
overlay PE architecture to support the reuse of multiple input elements.
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Figure 3-20: FU wrapper logic to implement feedback loops. For clarity purposes it has
been divided into three modules: a) feedback control, b) feedback datapath, and c) elastic
control signals. The feedback datapath module includes a multiplexer to select which signal
is connected to the FU. The multiplexer has three different sources: its DDPU input data,
the FU output, and a configurable FIFO. The feedback control module controls the selection
signals of the multiplexer. The feedback control module is configured with three fine grain
parameters. The feedback loop parameter indicates if there is a feedback loop in any of its
two inputs. The fifo depth parameter indicates if the feedback FIFO is used and its depth. The
feedback size indicate the number of iterations of the feedback loop. Finally, the elastic control
signals module controls the output valid signal, which is only asserted when the feedback
loop produces the last value.

3.2.3 Overlay Interconnection Infrastructure

In order to offload computation from the processor to the overlay, it is necessary
to provide an infrastructure capable of transferring data between these two devices
efficiently. This infrastructure is highly dependent on the hardware platform that is
used, as this will determine the hardware resources that connect the microcontroller
with the FPGA. In this work, the overlay has been implemented in a Xilinx Zynq
series 7 SoPC, allowing to use the overlay in edge computing applications. Zynq
SoPCs provide high-performance Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) ports that can
be used to transfer bursts of data between the FPGA and the microcontroller memory.
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In particular, the proposed interconnection infrastructure uses the Accelerator
Coherency Port (ACP) port to ensure cache coherency in data transfers. Figure 3-21
shows an overview of the overall system. Attached to the microcontroller, there is a
fine grain RE used to configure the overlay and a DMA engine in charge of transferring
data between the overlay memory and the on-chip memory. The overlay memory
has been implemented as a multiport memory that interfaces to external PEs of the
overlay using input/output nodes that compute the address to access the correct data
locations. The overlay is initially a black-box component, and it is implemented in
an empty RR so that it can be composed at run-time. The following sections examine
the key components of the proposed infrastructure in more detail.
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Figure 3-21: Overlay infrastructure overview.

Multiport memory

The selection of the overlay’s memory and its interconnection to the microcontroller
is a fundamental aspect of the overall system’s performance. This proposal includes
a multiport memory that, as its name suggests, includes multiple ports that can be
accessed simultaneously, allowing data to be shared between different ports. Using
a multiport memory has several advantages. First, it allows that several inputs
use the same data without having to make one data transfer per input. Moreover,
multiport memories allow implementing sequential loops where the latter loops
use as inputs the results generated by previous loops. Finally, using a multiport
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memory allows moving all input/output data in a single transfer. This is beneficial
as moving large data streams increases the performance of the DMA engine. For
example, the difference between transferring 4 KBytes or 64 KBytes of data results in
a 2.6× speedup difference [Sadri’13]. However, multiport memories have two main
drawbacks: the number of resources needed to implement them, and that they can
limit the maximum frequency of the system when they include many input/output
ports. For these reasons, multiport memories can be excellent candidates to be
used in overlays as long as the number of input/output ports is not excessive. The
proposed overlay can use the multiport memory in two different ways. The first
solution shares a single multiport memory for the inputs and outputs, while the
second one uses two multiport memories: one for the inputs and another one for the
outputs. The second configuration uses fewer resources at the cost of not allowing
the implementation of sequential loops.

The multiport memory is connected to the processor memory through a DMA
engine. A DMA with an AXI stream interface was chosen as preliminary tests
showed a slightly better performance than using a central DMA [Xilinx-PG034’18]
with a direct memory-mapped interface. To connect the stream interface to the
multiport memory, the overlay IP includes an AXI stream wrapper that iterates
over the multiport memory address when doing data transactions. The AXI stream
wrapper leverages the 64-bit AXI stream data bus by using two 32-bit input/output
ports (i.e., one for even addresses and the other for odd addresses). As the overlay
computation and the movement of data from the overlay to the processor never
overlap, it is possible to share the input/output ports of the AXI stream with the
overlay input/output nodes. This optimization reduces the total number of memory
ports by four (i.e., two input and two output ports less).

Since the BRAM primitives available in the FPGA only have two ports, it has been
necessary to build a custom implementation that combines several BRAM primitives
to generate multiport memories. There are several custom implementation
proposals of multiport memories in the literature, being the LVT [LaForest’10] and
the XOR [LaForest’12] implementations the most well-known. The proposed overlay
uses the Invalidation-based Live-Value-Table (I-LVT) multiport memory presented in
[Abdelhadi’14] that combines the LVT and the XOR approaches, reducing the BRAM
consumption up to 44%, while also improving the maximum frequency up to 76%.

Now, the implementation of the I-LVT memory is briefly discussed. For an in-
depth explanation, we refer the reader to [Abdelhadi’14]. To understand how the
I-LVT is implemented, it is necessary to review other multiport architectures. The
most direct way to implement a multiport memory is using registers as the memory
components. However, this method is not suitable for large memories, as it leads
to slow performance and large utilization of logic. Multiport memories with one
write port and r read ports can be easily implemented by replicating a single dual-
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port memory r times and connecting all of them to the same write port. This will
be called from now on as r multi-read Random Access Memory (RAM). The LVT
architecture uses an r multi-read RAM as a basic building block that is replicated
w times, where w corresponds to the number of write ports. The problem is that
each read port is replicated w times and only one of them has the last written value.
Therefore, it is necessary to build a live-value that specifies which multi-read RAM
has the last written value. The live-value table is in itself a multiport memory of the
same memory depth that the original memory but only has a log2 w width. Moreover,
in the live-value table each write port always writes the same data (i.e., a fixed tag).
The live-value table memory is implemented as a register-based multiport memory.
Figure 3-22 shows an LVT memory architecture with two write ports, and two read
ports.

The XOR multiport memory was proposed to solve the resource overhead caused
by the implementation of the live-value implementation when using deep memories.
This architecture is based on the property of xor operators shown in Equation 3-1.
Similar to the LVT memory, the XOR implementation replicates the r multi-read RAM
w times. However, each bank now adds w-1 dual port memories used for feedback
before writing the data. The reason is that the write ports do not transmit the data
directly to the memory, but first do an XOR operation with all the data stored in the
other write memory banks. Similarly, the output data is also extracted by doing an
XOR operation of all the memory banks, resulting in the correct value due to the xor
property shown in Equation 3-1. Figure 3-23 shows the XOR memory architecture
with two write and two read ports.

a ⊕ b ⊕ b = a (3-1)

The I-LVT memory merges both architectures to reduce the number of BRAMs
required in the XOR implementation while avoiding the need for a register-based
LVT. The I-LVT uses the LVT approach but implementing the live-value table with
a xor-based implementation. Moreover, authors in [Abdelhadi’14] suggest that the
xor operations can have long path delays in memories with numerous ports and
provide an alternative using a one-hot encoding that reduces the feedback paths to
a few inverters. Implementations with one-hot encoding have a higher operating
frequency at the cost of using more BRAMs when there are more than three write
ports.
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Figure 3-22: 2W/2R LVT multiport memory architecture.

Input/Output nodes

The multiport memory is connected to the overlay through custom blocks called
input and output nodes that compute the address of the multiport memory to fetch
or store data. The input/output nodes can connect any external PE of the overlay
with an input/output port of the memory. Figure 3-24 shows an example of a 3x3
overlay with the western PEs connected to a 3W/3R multiport memory. One of the
benefits of computing the address of nested loops locally is that data can be reused
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Figure 3-23: 2W/2R XOR multiport memory architecture.
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multiple times. In contrast, when using FIFO memories, data cannot be reused and
has to be transferred from the processor memory each time it is used.
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Figure 3-24: The input/output nodes act as the interface of the overlay with the multiport
memory. In this image they connect the western PEs with the memory. However, they can
connect any external PE with an input/output port.

Figure 3-25 shows a simplified schematic of the input architecture. The input
nodes are highly parameterizable components that can handle up to three nested
loops. To configure each input node, it is necessary to specify the initial address
as well as the number of iterations and stride of each loop level. The input node
has three counters, one for each nested loop, that keep count of the iterations of
the corresponding level (Figure 3-25a). The input node can fetch new data once the
overlay PE accepts new data. To compute which address to access, it is necessary to
know which nested loop has to be incremented. The control of the loop counters
is done by a block that compares each loop counter with the maximum number
of iterations (Figure 3-25b). For example, if the innermost loop has reached its
maximum number of iterations, it is necessary to reset its value and increment
the second level loop counter while leaving the third level counter with the same
value. Similar to the iteration counters, the offset computation blocks (Figure 3-25d)
compute the offset of each loop level by adding their configurable stride value to the
previous offset. The final address is obtained by adding the initial address to each
loop offset (Figure 3-25e).
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In order to map sequential loops with data dependencies, there is a custom block
that can stall the operation of the input node until its data is ready (Figure 3-25c).
This run/stall block can check the output nodes’ status and run only when specific
output nodes have finished their computations. For example, when executing two
sequential loops, the input nodes of the second loop will only run when all the output
nodes of the first loop have stored all the data. Moreover, one of the requisites of the
proposed work is to implement sequential nodes that are surrounded by an outer
loop, as shown in Listing 3.1. The inner loops parameter indicates the number of
nested loops that have to be executed before stalling the block. For example, in
Listing 3.1, the DFG A has three nested loop levels. However, it has to execute the
first two loops (with LOOP_IT_2 and LOOP_IT_3 counters) and then wait for the DFG
B to finish the computations of its unique loop (with LOOP_IT_4 counter) before
executing again. In this scenario, the DFG A has an inner loops parameter of two
while the DFG B has an inner loops parameter of one.

Listing 3.1: Sequential loops surrounded by outer loop

for (i = 0; i < LOOP_IT_1 ; i++) {
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_IT_2 ; i++) {

for (i = 0; i < LOOP_IT_3 ; i++) {
// DFG A

}
}
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_IT_4 ; i++) {

// DFG B
}

}

The output node architecture is shown in Figure 3-26. It has few differences with
respect to the input node architecture. First, the output node writes new data to the
multiport memory each time it receives a valid signal from the overlay (Figure 3-26e).
Second, the output nodes indicate when they have completed all the iterations
(Figure 3-26c). There are two finish signals: a finish signal to indicate that all the
loops have been computed and an intermediate finish to indicate that inner loops
have finished. For example, for the application shown in Listing 3.1, the output nodes
of DFG A would produce an intermediate finish signal each time the first two loops
(with LOOP_IT_2 and LOOP_IT_3 counters) are computed. The finish signal would
be asserted only once when all the three loops have been computed.
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Figure 3-25: Simplified input node architecture. Configurable parameters are highlighted
in orange. For clarity purposes, the figure has been divided into five modules. Module a)
Iteration counters shows the logic for counting the number of iterations elapsed for each
nested loop. In each new cycle, the number of iterations of each nested loop can remain
the same, be reset to zero, or add one to the previous value. Module b) Loop control signals
compute whether the number of iterations for a given loop has reached its limit or not. It
generates control signals to reset the value of the number of iterations if necessary. The
module c) Run/stall logic is used to establish dependencies between DFGs. To that end,
an input node can be stalled until all the output nodes of another DFG have finished their
computations. Module d) Offset computation is similar to the first module, but in this case, it
computes the offset produced by each loop. The final address of the input node is computed
in module e) Address computation by adding all the offsets to its base address.
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Figure 3-26: Simplified output node architecture. Configurable parameters are highlighted
in orange. For clarity purposes, the figure has been divided into five modules. Most modules
are analog to the input node architecture. The main difference is that output nodes write
data to the multiport memory each time they receive a valid signal from the overlay. Module
c) finish logic also differs from its input node counterpart. In this case, this module signals
when a DFG has finished its computation. There are two finish signals: an intermediate finish
to indicate that n inner loops have been computed, and a finish signal to indicate that all the
loops have been computed.
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Original contribution 3-2 The design of input/output nodes that allow the
execution of multiple sequential DFGs in an overlay. The input nodes can
be configured to automatically detect when the previous DFG has finished to
start their operation. Thanks to the multiport memory, the data generated
by a DFG can be reused by subsequent DFGs, without requiring several data
transferences from the processor.

Overlay Composition

The proposed overlay uses two different reconfiguration granularities. Medium grain
reconfiguration is used to compose the overlay, while fine grain reconfiguration is
used to configure the PEs to map an application onto the overlay. Initially, the
static system has an empty RR that can be virtually divided into a grid, where
each grid location can allocate one PE. To do so, each PE is implemented as a
relocatable RM that can be allocated in all the locations of the grid that have the same
resource distribution. In this way, the number of partial configuration bitstreams
that have to be generated is substantially reduced. This is especially important to
implement large overlays, as implementing each PE in each grid location would
require substantial implementation times and memory footprint requirements (see
Section 2.6.2).

Once the static system and the different PEs have been implemented with
IMPRESS, the overlay can be composed at run-time using three approaches,
depending on the specific system requirements. The first technique targets scenarios
where it is necessary to have more than one overlay with different PE configurations.
In this case, the user can compose an initial overlay by allocating all the needed PEs
inside the RR. Afterward, if it is necessary to change the overlay, only the PEs that
differ between the initial and final overlay variants are reconfigured using medium
grain reconfiguration. This is represented in Figure 3-27. The second scenario is
similar to the first one, but now it is required to reduce the reconfigurable area to the
minimum to use the free space to allocate other reconfigurable modules. In this case,
the overlay size can be adapted at run-time to the application’s requirements. Figure
3-28 shows how a 3x3 overlay can be scaled to a 4x4 overlay by adding only the new
FUs. The last scenario provides the most flexibility by composing an overlay tailored
to each application. Instead of mapping the application onto a predefined overlay,
the mapping tool assumes that every location of the overlay can implement all the
FUs. Once the application has been mapped, the tool generates an overlay bitstream
that indicates the FUs used and their location, which can be used at a later stage to
compose the overlay on the fly. This is represented in Figure 3-29.
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Original contribution 3-3 Combining medium and fine grain reconfigura-
tion to compose scalable overlays. Medium grain reconfiguration is used
to compose the overlay by stitching together different processing elements
following one of the three approaches proposed. In contrast, fine grain
reconfiguration is used to map applications onto the overlay by configuring
the parameters, interconnections, and even the FUs of the PEs.
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Figure 3-27: Using medium grain reconfiguration to change specific PEs.
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Figure 3-28: Using medium grain reconfiguration to scale the overlay size.
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Figure 3-29: Using medium grain reconfiguration to compose a custom overlay on the fly.

3.3
TOOL SUPPORT FOR AUTOMATED
OVERLAY COMPOSITION

The proposed overlay framework includes support for automatically mapping
applications onto the proposed scalable overlay. In order to make accessible the
overlay to non-hardware users, applications can be described in high-level software
languages, such as C/C++. In particular, the proposed tool supports the offloading
of loop-based sections of code. Loops usually represent the most computing-
intensive sections of code in a program and therefore are more likely to benefit
from acceleration [Barron’18]. The proposed framework supports: (1) single loops,
(2) nested loop blocks (with up to three levels), (3) sequential loop blocks with
data dependencies where different loops are executed one after another, and (4)
sequential loop blocks surrounded by an outer loop, as shown in Listing 3.1.

There are two limitations to the loops that can be implemented. First, loops
should not include any control statements inside, such as if/else statements. Second,
within a single loop block, each iteration must not carry dependencies with any other
to allow data pipelining. The only exception is variables that perform a computation
using their previous iteration results. An example is accumulators that sum all the
elements of an array. When computing sequential loop blocks surrounded by an
outer loop, it is possible that a variable reuses the last n iteration results. This feature
is supported by storing all the n elements inside the feedback FIFO of the FU, as
explained in the previous section.

The rest of the section is divided as follows. First, there is a subsection that
describes the basic flow of the mapping tool when applied to simple applications
with single loops. The next subsections are devoted to describing the advanced
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features of the proposed tool, such as mapping sequential DFGs, analysis of feedback
loop, and loop unrolling.

3.3.1 Basic Flow

First, the user has to manually partition an application and select which parts can
be mapped onto the overlay (i.e., computing-intensive loops). Then, each loop has
to be encapsulated inside a function. Once the loop is encapsulated in a function,
it can be passed to the tool to map the application onto the overlay automatically.
The mapping tool maps the application in two phases. First, the tool analyzes the
source code to generate an annotated DFG that includes all the information of the
variables and the loop size. Then, the DFG is mapped onto the overlay, generating an
overlay bitstream and an equivalent function that can be used to replace the original
function to offload the computation to the overlay.

The proposed tool is based on the CGRA-ME framework [Chin’17] [Chin’18b]. The
CGRA-ME is a unified framework encompassing a generic architecture description,
architecture modeling, application mapping, and physical implementation. The
primary goal of the CGRA-ME is to provide a framework to research CGRA
architectures, algorithms, and applications. The framework proposed in this work
relies on the DFG generation and the PaR tools featured by the CGRA-ME. However,
the CGRA-ME has been extended with new features to adapt it to the proposed
scalable overlay, transparently offload applications from the processor to the overlay,
and extend the support for complex loops (the CGRA-ME only supports single loops).

Obtaining the DFG

To transform a C/C++ loop into a DFG, the CGRA-ME framework relies on the LLVM
compiler infrastructure. The LLVM infrastructure can be divided into front-end tools
that transform high-level source languages to the LLVM IR, middle-end optimization
passes that analyze and transform the IR, and back-end tools that compile the IR to
machine code. The LLVM infrastructure includes a collection of classes and methods
that can be used to generate custom LLVM passes to inspect and transform the IR as
required. The CGRA-ME relies on Clang to compile a C/C++ application to the IR and
in a custom loop-based LLVM pass to analyze all the IR instructions inside loops to
generate a DFG.

In the original CGRA-ME framework, the user needed to tag the loops that were
going to be mapped onto the overlay. However, in the current proposal, the user
has to wrap the loops inside a new software function, as this allows to easily offload
the application to the overlay by substituting the original function to another one
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that composes the overlay, configures it, and then manages the input/output data
transactions.

To generate the DFG, the LLVM pass converts each IR instruction into a DFG
node, while the dependencies between instructions are represented as DFG edges.
One difference with the original LLVM pass is how load/store instructions are
managed. Originally, a load/store instruction was represented as a load/store node
that received the offset from the base address as an argument. Therefore, the DFG
included all the instructions necessary to compute the offset of each load/store.
As described in the previous section, the proposed overlay architecture includes
specific configurable input/output nodes that can compute the address to access
the memory in each iteration. Therefore, this new proposal can map the load/store
instruction into these nodes without needing to add specific nodes to the DFG for
computing the offset address. To configure the input/output nodes, it is necessary
to analyze the instructions that precede the load/store instructions to obtain the
base address and stride for each nested loop. The current LLVM pass can identify
the instruction patterns that are used to compute the following indices: [i], [offset],
[i+offset], [arg], [arg+offset], where i is the iterator variable of one loop, arg is another
input variable, and offset is an initial value that is added to the base address of the
variable.

Once the LLVM pass has analyzed all the IR instructions, a first DFG is generated.
For example, for the accumulate application shown in Listing 3.2, the first DFG
generated is shown in Figure 3-30. This DFG has to be further analyzed to obtain
the final version. First, a function removes all the leaf nodes that do not generate
any output value. Usually, these nodes are related to instructions used to compute
the iterator variable of the loop. Once the DFG has been pruned, another function
searches for feedback loops. The initial DFG does not include feedback loops since,
for each iteration, the IR instructions loads the value to use, perform the computation
and store the value in memory. A feedback loop occurs when the input value that
is loaded has been stored in previous iterations. To check for feedback loops, the
LLVM pass first analyzes all the output nodes to see if any nested loop has a stride
value of zero, as this would indicate that the output node is always writing to the
same address. Then, for all the output nodes with a stride of zero, the LLVM pass
checks if there is an input node with the same attributes as the output node. When
an input and output node share the same attributes and have an edge to the same
computation node, this unequivocally indicates the presence of a feedback loop in
the node.
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Listing 3.2: Accumulate application

# define LOOP_SIZE_1 1000
void accumulate (int *a, int *b, int *c, int *sum) {

int i;
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; i++) {

c[i] *= a[i+1] + b[i -1];
*sum += c[i];

}
}

Figure 3-30: Initial accumulate DFG after converting each IR instruction into a DFG node.

The resultant DFG is shown in Figure 3-31a. This DFG does not include all the
nodes that were used to compute the iteration index, and contains the feedback loop
in node add7. The attributes of the input/output nodes are shown in the DFG text
representation shown in Listing 3.3. As an example, the attributes of the input a[i+1]
are listed below. The [argNo=0][argType=reference] attributes alongside the
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[offset=1] argument are used to obtain the base address of the input by specifying
the function variable and its offset. The [stride_0=1][iterations_0=1000]
attributes indicate that there are 1000 iterations and the address increases by one for
each iteration. Other attributes are used for complex applications and are explained
in later subsections.

Figure 3-31 also shows a comparison between the DFG obtained by the original
CGRA-ME LLVM pass and the proposed one for the accumulate application. As it
can be seen, the total number of nodes in the DFG is reduced from 18 to 9 nodes.
The reason is that all the nodes that are used to compute the addresses of load/store
instructions in the original CGRA-ME (i.e., nodes surrounded by the green line)
are not included in the DFG generated by the proposed tool. This node reduction
happens in all applications, which can be leveraged to map applications onto smaller
overlays.

(a)

Index computation

(b)

Figure 3-31: a) Proposed accumulator DFG. The proposed DFG discards all the nodes for
computing the index and replaces them for attributes (e.g., initial address and stride) to

configure the input/output nodes. The proposing DFG also adds a new input (i.e., Input6) to
load the initial value in the feedback loop. b) Original accumulator DFG generated by the

CGRA-ME framework. The nodes located inside the green line are used to compute the
index of arrays. Equivalent nodes are represented with the same colors.
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Listing 3.3: DFG in text format with attributes

digraph G {
input0 [ opcode=input ] [ argNo =0][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =1][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =1][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1000][ str ide_1

=0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
input1 [ opcode=input ] [ argNo =1][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =−1][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =1][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1000][ str ide_1

=0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
add2 [ opcode=add ] [ unitary_loop = 0 ] ;
input3 [ opcode=input ] [ argNo =2][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =0][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =1][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1000][ str ide_1

=0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
mul4 [ opcode=mul ] [ unitary_loop = 0 ] ;
output5 [ opcode=output ] [ argNo =2][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =0][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =1][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1000][ str ide_1

=0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
input6 [ opcode=input ] [ argNo =3][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =0][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1000][ str ide_1

=0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
add7 [ opcode=add ] [ unitary_loop =1][ i t e r a t i o n s _ r e s e t =1000][ loop_size =0][ loop_operand_pos = 0 ] ;
output8 [ opcode=output ] [ argNo =3][ argType=reference ] [ o f f s e t =0][ inner_loops =1][ DFG_position =0][ str ide_0 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 0 =1][ str ide_1 =0][

i t e r a t i o n s _ 1 =0][ str ide_2 =0][ i t e r a t i o n s _ 2 = 0 ] ;
input0−>add2 [ operand = 1 ] ;
input1−>add2 [ operand = 0 ] ;
add2−>mul4 [ operand = 1 ] ;
input3−>mul4 [ operand = 0 ] ;
mul4−>output5 [ operand = 0 ] ;
mul4−>add7 [ operand = 1 ] ;
input6−>add7 [ operand = 0 ] ;
add7−>output8 [ operand = 0 ] ;
add7−>add7 [ operand = 0 ] ;
}

Mapping the DFG onto the overlay

Once the annotated DFG has been generated, the next step is mapping it onto
the overlay. The mapping is carried out by an architecture-agnostic integer
linear programming (ILP) PaR algorithm [Chin’18a] provided in the CGRA-ME
framework. This algorithm takes a DFG and a description of the overlay architecture
and generates an optimal mapping. In order to use the mapper, it has been
necessary to describe the overlay using the C++ Application Programming Interface
(API) provided in the framework. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the proposed
reconfigurable overlay allows to either define multiple overlays with different FU
arrangements or to allow each FU in every location and compose the overlay from
scratch for each application. In the first option, the overlay is composed once
and reused for multiple applications. The overlay is only reconfigured when it is
necessary to map another set of applications that cannot be mapped in the current
overlay. The second option is more flexible at the cost of needing to compose a
new overlay for each application. The overlay has been tested using the second
option due to its increased flexibility. Moreover, composing the overlay for each
application allows testing the run-time composition feature (an original contribution
of the proposed overlay). The maximum size of the overlay is configurable, and it is
specified by the user as an argument passed to the mapping tool. Figure 3-32 shows
the mapping of the accumulate application DFG from Figure 3-31 onto a 2x3 overlay.

The CGRA-ME framework has been adapted to produce two files after mapping
an application onto the overlay. The first file is the overlay bitstream, a binary file
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Figure 3-32: Mapping the accumulate DFG (Figure 3-31b) onto a 2x3 overlay.

that describes the configuration of the overlay using four configuration words per
PE. These four words specify the PE location, the FU used, and the value of the PE
parameters and multiplexers. The second file includes a function that substitutes
the original function for another equivalent that offloads the computation to the
overlay. The new function performs three steps. First, it reads the overlay bitstream
to compose the overlay using medium grain reconfiguration and configures it
using fine grain reconfiguration. Second, it configures the overlay’s input/output
node parameters, which are obtained from the attributes of the DFG. These two
steps are only necessary the first time the application is offloaded. Finally, the
function transfers the input data to the overlay, waits until the overlay finishes the
computations, and then brings back the overlay results to the processor memory.

Memory management

In order to transfer the memory effectively between the overlay and the processor, a
new section in the OCM has been defined using the linker script options. Data shared
by the overlay and the processor must be stored in this section. This allows making
a single data transference between the OCM and the processor. This improves the
overall performance, as making a single data transference is more efficient than
making multiple smaller transferences. The reason is that the DMA is more efficient
when moving large data chunks [Sadri’13]. In addition, storing all shared memory in
a contiguous memory block facilitates the address translation between the processor
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memory address and overlay memory. This address translation is necessary to
configure the input/output nodes to access the assigned variables in the multiport
memory address.

One option to move the data from the processor memory to the overlay multiport
memory is transferring the whole memory section reserved in the OCM. This
option works for every application regardless of how variables are stored. However,
it is inefficient since it moves data that the application may not use. A more
efficient approach is stacking all the input and output variables together. This allows
sending only the inputs variables first, waiting until the overlay has finished the
computations, and then bringing back all the outputs variables. To do so, the user
has to declare input variables together. Moreover, the user has to indicate where
the input/output variables start and their overall size (see Figure 3-33). Input and
output variables can overlap if some variables are used as both inputs and outputs.
For example, in the expression a[i ]=a[i ]+b[i ], the variable a is used as an input and
an output.

Reserved section in 
the OCM for shared 
memory.

Size input variables

Size output variables

Initial address
input variables

Initial address
output variables

Unused memory

Figure 3-33: A new section is defined in the OCM to store the data that is shared between
the overlay and the processor. To reduce the data transfer, input and output variables can
be grouped to only transfer them when necessary. The user has to configure the size and the
start address of the input and output variables.

The next subsections describe advanced features added to the CGRA-ME
framework to map complex loops and improve the performance of the overlay.
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3.3.2 Advance Features: Analyzing the Structure of the Application

The basic flow examined how single loops could be mapped onto the overlay.
However, the proposed tool can map nested loops, sequential loops, and even
sequential loops surrounded by an outer loop (e.g., Listing 3.1). To do so, it
is necessary to analyze the structure of the application to obtain the number of
sequential DFGs, the number of inner nested loops, and the presence of outer loops.
This has been achieved by modifying the original CGRA-ME LLVM pass. First, the
pass type has changed from a loop pass to a function pass, which allows iterating over
each Basic Block (BB) of the function. A BB is a sequence of instructions followed
by one branch instruction at the end. Therefore, when a program enters a BB, it
is executed until it reaches the end of it and jumps to another BB. The first thing
the proposed LLVM pass does is identify all the instructions of each BB to classify
it in one of the following categories: (1) function entry point, (2) loop header, (3)
innermost loop, (4) loop exit, and (5) function exit. The function entry and exit points
are discarded, and the rest are stored in a BB array for further analysis. As an example,
the gemm application shown in Listing 3.4 is going to be analyzed. This code has been
selected because it has an outer loop with two DFGs. Listing 3.5 shows all the BBs of
the function and their classification according to the proposed LLVM pass.

Listing 3.4: gemm application (C =α∗A∗B+β∗C )

# define LOOP_SIZE_1 10
# define LOOP_SIZE_2 10
# define LOOP_SIZE_3 10

void gemm(int *beta , int *alpha , int A[ LOOP_SIZE_3 ][ LOOP_SIZE_2 ],
int B[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int C[ LOOP_SIZE_3 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1
]) {

int i,j,k;
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE_3 ; i++) {

for (j = 0; j < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; j++)
C[i][j] *= *beta;

for (k = 0; k < LOOP_SIZE_2 ; k++) {
for (j = 0; j < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; j++)

C[i][j] += *alpha * A[i][k] * B[k][j];
}

}
}
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Listing 3.5: gemm IR basic blocks

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 1 : Function entry point

br l ab e l %.preheader2
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 2 : Loop header
. preheader2 : ; preds = %18, %0

%indvars . iv13 = phi i64 [ 0 , %0 ] , [ %indvars . i v . next14 , %18 ]
br l ab e l %1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 3 : Innermost loop
; <label >:1 ; preds = %1, %.preheader2

%indvars . i v = phi i64 [ 0 , %.preheader2 ] , [ %indvars . i v . next , %1 ]
%2 = load i32 , i32 * %beta , al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%3 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %C, i64 %indvars . iv13 , i64 %indvars . i v
%4 = load i32 , i32 * %3, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%5 = mul nsw i32 %4, %2
store i32 %5, i32 * %3, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1

%indvars . i v . next = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv , 1
%exitcond = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next , 10
br i1 %exitcond , l ab el %.preheader , l a be l %1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 4 : Loop header
. preheader : ; preds = %1, %17

%indvars . iv10 = phi i64 [ %indvars . i v . next11 , %17 ] , [ 0 , %1 ]
%6 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %A , i64 %indvars . iv13 , i64 %indvars . iv10
br l ab e l %7

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 5 : Innermost loop
; <label >:7 ; preds = %7, %.preheader

%indvars . iv7 = phi i64 [ 0 , %.preheader ] , [ %indvars . i v . next8 , %7 ]
%8 = load i32 , i32 * %alpha , al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%9 = load i32 , i32 * %6, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%10 = mul nsw i32 %9, %8
%11 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %B, i64 %indvars . iv10 , i64 %indvars . iv7
%12 = load i32 , i32 * %11, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%13 = mul nsw i32 %10, %12
%14 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %C, i64 %indvars . iv13 , i64 %indvars . iv7
%15 = load i32 , i32 * %14, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%16 = add nsw i32 %15, %13
store i32 %16, i32 * %14, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1

%indvars . i v . next8 = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv7 , 1
%exitcond9 = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next8 , 10
br i1 %exitcond9 , l ab el %17, l ab el %7

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 6 : Loop e x i t
; <label >:17 ; preds = %7

%indvars . i v . next11 = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv10 , 1
%exitcond12 = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next11 , 10
br i1 %exitcond12 , l a be l %18, l ab el %.preheader

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 7 : Loop e x i t
; <label >:18 ; preds = %17

%indvars . i v . next14 = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv13 , 1
%exitcond15 = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next14 , 10
br i1 %exitcond15 , l a be l %19, l ab el %.preheader2

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
BB 8 : Function e x i t point
; <label >:19 ; preds = %18

r e t void
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

First, the LLVM pass checks the number of BBs tagged as innermost loops to
determine the number of DFGs. In case there are two or more DFGs, the LLVM pass
analyzes the BBs to see if there are any outer loops surrounding the inner loops. The
condition for an outer loop is that the first and last BBs are a loop header and loop
exit, respectively, and that the loop exit has a branch instruction that can jump to
the loop header BB. If there is an outer loop, the iterator variable is analyzed to get
its name and the loop iteration limits (i.e., initial value, step, and last value). Then,
all the remaining BBs are analyzed to get the number of nested loops and their loop
iteration limits for each DFG. Listing 3.6 shows the result of this first BB analysis of
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the gemm application. Differently from Listing 3.5 which included all the raw BBs,
this listing presents only the BBs of the innermost loops alongside the hierarchy and
characteristics (i.e., initial value, step, and last value) of the loops. In this example,
the first section describes the presence of an outer loop. The next two sections
represent the two DFGs that are executed sequentially. These two sections include
the characteristics of their inner loops and the BBs that are used at a later stage to
generate the DFG.

Listing 3.6: gemm with the structure of the basic blocks analyzed

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Outer loops

loop . s t a r t 0
loop . step 1
loop . end 10
loop .name indvars . iv13
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DFG 1

loop . s t a r t 0
loop . step 1
loop . end 10
loop .name indvars . i v

BB info
; <label >:1 ; preds = %1, %.preheader2

%indvars . i v = phi i64 [ 0 , %.preheader2 ] , [ %indvars . i v . next , %1 ]
%2 = load i32 , i32 * %beta , al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%3 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %C, i64 %indvars . iv13 , i64 %indvars . i v
%4 = load i32 , i32 * %3, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%5 = mul nsw i32 %4, %2
store i32 %5, i32 * %3, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1

%indvars . i v . next = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv , 1
%exitcond = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next , 10
br i1 %exitcond , l ab el %.preheader , l a be l %1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DFG 2

loop . s t a r t 0
loop . step 1
loop . end 10
loop .name indvars . iv10

loop . s t a r t 0
loop . step 1
loop . end 10
loop .name indvars . iv7

BB info
; <label >:7 ; preds = %7, %.preheader

%indvars . iv7 = phi i64 [ 0 , %.preheader ] , [ %indvars . i v . next8 , %7 ]
%8 = load i32 , i32 * %alpha , al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%9 = load i32 , i32 * %6, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%10 = mul nsw i32 %9, %8
%11 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %B, i64 %indvars . iv10 , i64 %indvars . iv7
%12 = load i32 , i32 * %11, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%13 = mul nsw i32 %10, %12
%14 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i32 ] , [10 x i32 ] * %C, i64 %indvars . iv13 , i64 %indvars . iv7
%15 = load i32 , i32 * %14, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1
%16 = add nsw i32 %15, %13
store i32 %16, i32 * %14, al ign 4 , ! tbaa ! 1

%indvars . i v . next8 = add nuw nsw i64 %indvars . iv7 , 1
%exitcond9 = icmp eq i64 %indvars . i v . next8 , 10
br i1 %exitcond9 , l ab el %17, l ab el %7

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Once the structure of the applications has been obtained, each inner BB is
analyzed according to the basic flow described in the previous subsection. Complex
DFGs include several attributes to indicate the relation between different DFGs
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and the number of iterations and stride of the different loop levels. For example,
[iterations_0], [iterations_1], and [iterations_2] represent the number of iterations
of up to three nested loops. Similarly, [stride_0], [stride_1], [stride_2] indicate how
the address of the input/output node changes with a new iteration of each nested
loop. The order in which the different DFGs have to be executed is indicated by
the [DFG_position] attribute. Moreover, the attribute [inner_loops] indicates
how many nested loops have to be executed before stalling the DFG to execute the
next DFG. In the gemm application, the input nodes from the expression C[i][j]
+= *alpha * A[i][k] * B[k][j] have inner_loops=2 and DFG_position=1 to
indicate that it has two direct nested loops and that is executed each time the first
DFG finishes its computations.

Original contribution 3-4 Using a LLVM function pass to analyze the
structure of the BBs to detect sequential DFGs and outer loops surrounding
them.

3.3.3 Advance Features: Complex Feedback Loops

Mapping applications with nested loops requires a further analysis of feedback loops.
Listing 3.7 exemplifies how applications with two nested loops can produce nodes
with different feedback loop properties. In function feedback_loop_example_1, the
feedback loop node (sum) iterates always over the same address. In function
feedback_loop_example_2, the feedback loop node (c[i]) changes its address with
each increment of the second nested loop. Finally, in the feedback_loop_example_3
function, the feedback loop node (c[i]) reuses the last LOOP_SIZE_1 elements with
each new iterations of the second nested loop.

Listing 3.7: Dummy applications showing different feedback loop scenarios

# define LOOP_SIZE_1 1000
# define LOOP_SIZE_2 2000
void feedback_loop_example_1 (int a[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int

b[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int *sum) {
int i, j;
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE_2 ; i++) {

for (j = 0; j < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; j++) {
// sum has stride0 = 0 and stride1 = 0
*sum += a[i][j] + b[i][j];

}
}

}
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void feedback_loop_example_2 (int a[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int
b[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int *c) {

int i, j;
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE_2 ; i++) {

for (j = 0; j < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; j++) {
//c[i] has stride0 = 0 and stride1 = 1
c[i] += a[i][j] + b[i][j];

}
}

}

void feedback_loop_example_3 (int a[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int
b[ LOOP_SIZE_2 ][ LOOP_SIZE_1 ], int *c) {

int i, j;
for (i = 0; i < LOOP_SIZE_2 ; i++) {

for (j = 0; j < LOOP_SIZE_1 ; j++) {
//c[i] has stride0 = 1 and stride1 = 0
c[j] += a[i][j] + b[i][j];

}
}

}

To be able to differentiate between these cases, the feedback nodes include four
attributes. The first two are basic attributes that are used to indicate the presence
of a feedback loop (unitary_loop) and to indicate which of the two operands of
the FU is used to route the feedback loop (loop_operand_pos). The third attribute
iterations_reset indicates the number of iterations that have to elapse to reset
the accumulated value. For example, in the application feedback_loop_example_2
in Listing 3.7, the feedback loop has to be reset after LOOP_SIZE_1 iterations to
change the address of the feedback loop node. Finally, the last attribute loop_size
indicates the number of data elements that are reused. A loop_size=0 indicates
that the FU reuses the last result to compute the new value, while a loop_size
larger than one indicates that the results of the FU need to be stored in the
feedback FIFO (see Figure 3-20) to be reused after n iterations. For example, in the
application feedback_loop_example_3 in Listing 3.7, the feedback loop reuses the last
LOOP_SIZE_1 elements.

To obtain the iterations_reset and loop_size attributes, the LLVM pass
analyzes the stride attributes of the output node associated with the feedback
loop node. When there is only a single loop, as in the accumulate application,
the loop_size attribute is always zero, and the iterations_reset attribute is
equal to the total number of iterations of the loop. The LLVM pass differentiates
between three different scenarios in applications with two nested loops. Listing 3.7
shows three different scenarios. In feedback_loop_example_1 the stride attributes
associated with both loops (i.e., stride0 and stride1) are zero. In this case loop_size
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is zero, and iterations_reset is equal to the multiplied iterations of both loops
(i.e., LOOP_SIZE_1*LOOP_SIZE_2). In feedback_loop_example_2 the stride attribute
of the upper loop (i.e., stride1) is not zero. In this case, loop_size is still zero as in
the previous scenario; however, the number of iterations_reset is equal to the
number of iterations of the innermost loop. This is necessary to reset the feedback
each time the second loop adds an iteration, as this changes the address of the output
value. In feedback_loop_example_1 the stride associated to the innermost loop (i.e.,
stride0) is not zero. In this case, the feedback loop has a loop_size attribute equal
to the number of iterations of the innermost loop (i.e., LOOP_SIZE_1) because each
time the upper loop increments an iteration, it starts to compute over the same
elements used in the previous iteration. The iterations_reset, in this case, is equal
to the multiplied iterations of both loops (i.e., LOOP_SIZE_1*LOOP_SIZE_2).

Original contribution 3-5 The inclusion of a feedback loop análisis stage in
the methodology to support reusing multiple elements and detect when it is
necessary to reset the feedback loop to compute a new output.

3.3.4 Advance Features: Loop unrolling

The CGRA-ME framework has also been modified for allowing loop unrolling.
The loop unrolling technique exploits the loop parallelism by executing several
copies of the DFG in the overlay simultaneously. Loop unrolling can be effectively
combined with the overlay scalability to map the same application, with different
loop unrolling factors, onto overlays with different sizes. Hence, allowing to tradeoff
the overlay performance with the number of resources used. Loop unrolling has
been implemented only for applications with just one DFG. Moreover, if the DFG
has feedback loops, the loop_size attribute must be zero (i.e., loops that reuse their
last result in their next computation).

To unroll a loop, it is necessary to modify the original DFG before calling the
PaR tool. First, the DFG is replicated l times, where l is the loop unrolling factor.
Then, it is necessary to change the attributes of the input/output nodes to equally
distribute the access of data among all replicated nodes. Each replicated node needs
an offset that is one stride value apart from each other, so that they access the first l
consecutive elements. The offset of the kth replicated node is offset_0 = stride_0
* k. The stride attribute also has to change to stride_0 = stride_0 * l, and it is
common between all the replicated nodes. Finally, the total number of iterations has
to be updated as shown in Equeation 3-2. The right side of the expression uses the
ternary ?: operator to indicate that it is necessary to add one iteration to the first m
replicated nodes, where m is the remainder of the iterations_0 / l division.
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i ter ati ons_0 = (i ter ati ons_0/l ) + (((i ter ati ons_0%l ) < k)?1 : 0) (3-2)

When the DFG contains feedback loops, the loop unrolling requires a few extra
steps. Initially, the feedback loop node is replicated l times. Each feedback loop
node generates a partial result that must be computed subsequently with extra nodes
until a single output is generated. An example can be seen in Figure 3-34, where the
accumulate application is replicated two times. The replicated DFG includes a new
node (e.g., add17) to add the partial value generated by add7 and add16.

When the total number of iterations is not divisible by the loop unrolling factor, it
can generate problems as the different replicated nodes generate a different number
of partial results. The accumulate application shown in Figure 3-34 is used below
as an example. If the total number of iterations is seven, the add7 node generates
four output values while the add16 node generates only three output values. The
node add17 only computes a new value when both of its inputs have a valid data.
However, in the fourth iteration, the add17 node only receives a valid value from node
add7 which would never be computed. This has been solved by modifying the PE
architecture to only assert the valid signal in the last iteration. With this modification,
the nodes add7 and add16 only generate one partial result once they finish all their
iterations.

The last issue when replicating DFG with feedback loops is the presence of input
nodes in the feedback loops that are used to compute the initial value. To avoid
computing the initial value l times, it is necessary to replace l-1 input nodes with
constants (i.e., zero for addition/subtraction or one for multiplication). This can be
seen in the node add16 node of Figure 3-34 that includes a constant as input, while
the node add7 keeps the input node as the initial value.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the proposed functionality and the performance of the overlay and the
associated software toolchain, we have implemented a 32-bit integer overlay in an
xc7z100ffg900-2 Xilinx Zynq SoPCs. The overlay’s size can be scaled starting from
a 1x1 overlay placed at the top-right corner to a full 8x8 overlay. The overlay has
been tested with a shared 8-KiB multiport memory with eight input nodes connected
to the PEs of the north border, and three output nodes connected to the first PEs
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DFG copy 1 DFG copy 2

Figure 3-34: Accumulate DFG with a loop unrolling factor of two. The two replicated DFGs
are highlighted in green and blue. The input6 is not replicated to avoid adding several initial
values. Instead a constant of value zero (i.e., const15) is included. The add17 node adds the
partial results generated by add7 and add16.

of the east border. From the processor side, the input/output memory is stored in
the device’s on-chip memory to speed-up the data transfer between the processor
and the overlay. The whole system works at 188MHz except for the fine grain RE,
which works with an independent clock running at 97 MHz. Figure 3-35 shows
the implementation of the static system containing one large empty RR that can
allocate the 8x8 overlay. The homogeneous resource distribution of the FPGA in the
vertical axis has been leveraged to floorplanned the RR so that all the PEs within
the same column are relocatable. In contrast, the resources in the horizontal axis
are not distributed homogeneously, making it necessary to implement the PE in all
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the locations. Therefore, to implement one PE in the overlay, it is only required to
implement it in 8 locations instead of the 64 (8x8) total possible locations. Table
3-2 shows the resource utilization for the main components that comprise the static
system, including the dummy logic placed inside the overlay’s reconfigurable region
that is needed to fix the interface nodes during the implementation. This dummy
logic will be overwritten by the overlay’s logic at run-time. The higher resource
occupancy is for block RAMs, as the multiport memory needs to use several block
RAMs to compose the memory with multiple input/output ports.

OUTPUTS

INPUTS

Figure 3-35: Static system implementation layout. The virtual grid and the inputs/outputs
have been marked on top of the layout.

Four different PEs for have been implemented: a multiplier, a shift left, a shift
right, and a fine grain reconfigurable FU that can execute multiple functions such as
addition, subtraction, and bitwise operations. The size of one PE partial bitstream
ranges from 54.4kB to 69.2kB, and it takes 2782-3322 µs to download it from the DDR
memory to the FPGA with the RE provided in IMPRESS. Thanks to the relocation
capabilities, only 32 partial bitstreams are required, as opposed to the 256 (4x8x8)
bitstreams that would be necessary to implement each PE in every location of the
overlay. Thus, the memory footprint requirements is reduced by eight, from 3612.8
kB to 451.6 kB. Figure 3-36 shows the shift right PE implemented in one of the overlay
locations. It is self-contained and independent from the static system and other PE
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Table 3-2: Overlay static system resource utilization. The system has been implemented in a
Xilinx xc7z100ffg900-2 SoPC.

Component slice registers slice LUT RAM36 DSP

Multiport memory 42 283 207 -
IO nodes 4954 3564 - -

Fine grain RE 1292 674 1 -
AXI DMA 2524 1900 3 -

AXI smartconnect 3242 2268 - -
AXI peripherals 1520 1521 - -
Dummy logic 1523 63 - -

Other logic 663 583 - -
Static system (total) 15400 (2.8%) 10856 (3.9%) 211 (27.9%) -

implementations. Table 3-3 shows the number of resources utilized by the different
PEs for one grid region.

Figure 3-36: Shift rigth PE implementation layout.

Table 3-3: Resource utilization of different PEs in one RR of the grid. The number in
parenthesis represents the percentage of resources of the RR that are used by the PE. The
PEs are implemented in a Xilinx xc7z100ffg900-2 SoPC.

Component slice registers slice LUTs RAM36 DSP

fine grain PE 853 (36%) 1144 (95%) 3.5 (70%) -
multiplication PE 735 (31%) 1035 (86%) 3 (60%) 3 (30%)

shift left PE 732 (31%) 1115 (93%) 3 (60%) -
shift right PE 732 (31%) 1130 (94%) 3 (60%) -
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Different applications have been used to test the performance of the proposed
infrastructure and the behavioral correctness of the multi grain reconfigurable
method to build the overlay. Three different types of applications have been used
to test the performance of the overlay. The first group includes the applications
provided in the CGRA-ME framework. The second group includes polynomial
applications taken from [Jain’17a]. Polynomials usually include multiple operations,
making them excellent candidates to be offloaded to the overlay. The applications
included in the first two groups only include single loops. In contrast, the last
group includes a variety of applications used to test the advanced characteristics of
the proposed tool, such as using nested loops, having sequential DFG, or requiring
complex feedback loops. The applications used in this last category have been
taken from different sources. Some have been been selected from other works (e.g.,
Sobel and gradient [Cong’14], matrix multiplication [Liu’15b], and gemm [Yuki’15]),
while others have specifically designed for testing the proposed overlay (e.g., custom
matrix addition or sequential matrix multiplications).

3.4.1 CGRA-ME Benchmark

The CGRA-ME framework includes some applications that have been used to
test the performance of the proposed overlay and also to analyze the factors
influencing the performance of the overlay with respect to the processor (i.e., the
overlay speed-up). Table 3-4 shows the characteristic of the CGRA-ME benchmark
applications, including the number of FUs and IO nodes. It includes simple but
widely used applications, such as convolution, mac operations, or multiplication-
based applications.

Table 3-4: CGRA-ME applications characteristics.

FU nodes IO nodes
accum 3 5

cap 8 3
conv2 3 3
conv3 5 4
mac 2 3

mac2 7 6
mults1 8 5
mults2 7 5

As explained in the previous section, the first step is mapping the applications
at design-time to obtain the overlay bitstream and the equivalent functions that
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substitute the original application to offload the computation to the overlay. At
run-time, the first step is building the overlay using medium grain reconfiguration,
which can be either composed one time to map multiple applications or composed
specifically for each application as explained in Section 3.2.3. In this case, a custom
overlay has been built from scratch for each application. Table 3-5 shows the time to
compose the overlay for each application. It is important to highlight that it could be
possible to use an overlay that can map different applications to avoid composing
a new overlay each time an application is offloaded. In this scenario, to change
an application, it would only be necessary to configure the overlay using fine grain
reconfiguration.

Once the overlay is composed, the application is mapped by configuring the PEs
using fine grain reconfiguration and configuring the IO nodes using an AXI-lite bus.
Table 3-5 shows the number of PEs that the place&route algorithm has used to map
the CGRA-ME applications onto the overlay, the time to configure those PEs using
fine grain reconfiguration, and the time to configure the IO nodes.

Table 3-5: CGRA-ME benchmark: 1) number of PEs that have been used to map the
application onto the overlay. 2) time to compose a custom overlay. 3) time to configure the
PEs with fine grain reconfiguration. 4) time to configure the IO nodes with an AXI-lite bus.

Number of Overlay Overlay IO nodes
PEs used composition configuration configuration

(ms) (µs) (µs)
accum 12 35.1 409 7.5

cap 15 43.1 484 5.1
conv2 6 18.6 202 5.1
conv3 10 29.9 317 5.7
mac 5 15.2 167 5.6

mac2 23 67 743 9.3
mults1 17 50 536 7.5
mults2 21 61.3 652 7.5

Once the overlay has been configured, it is possible to start offloading the
computation from the processor to the overlay. Figure 3-37 shows the overlay speed-
up for the benchmark applications using different loop sizes. This graph shows that
the number of loop iterations is critical for increasing the performance of the overlay.
The speed-up has a steep increment before the 500 loop iterations mark, and then
it either stabilizes or has a little increment. The dependence of the speed-up with
respect to the number of iterations is caused by the performance of the DMA engine,
which depends on the size of the data transfer, as shown in [Sadri’13]. Another cause
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is the latency of the overlay, which is the same regardless of the number of iterations.
Hence, it is more relevant when the number of computations is small.

Figure 3-37: Overlay speed-up variation with the number of loop iterations for CGRA-ME
applications.

Figure 3-37 exposes important performance differences between applications.
For 2000 loop iterations, the speed-up ranges from 0.74× to 2×. This can be explained
by two main factors. The first one is the number of FUs nodes present in the DFG.
Figure 3-38 shows how the speed-up varies with the number of FU nodes for 2000-
iteration loops. As it can be seen, the speed-up tends to increase with the number
of FUs. Applications with less than five FU have speed-ups close to or less than
one, while applications with more than five FU have speed-ups higher than one.
Therefore, it is not worth offloading simple algorithms to the overlay, as they are
executed efficiently in the processor.

The second factor that explains the speed-up is the overall size of inputs and
outputs. Table 3-6 shows the overlay and processor times for 2000-iteration loops.
The overlay execution is divided into three phases: time to transfer the input data,
the computing time, and the time to transfer back the output data generated by the
overlay. The architecture of the overlay has been designed so that it can achieve
a throughput of one output data per cycle. Therefore, the computing time can
be calculated as the latency required to compute one data plus the total number
of iterations. For that reason, in applications with a large number of iterations,
the computing time is relatively constant, regardless of the application. In these
scenarios, the execution time of the overlay depends on the time required to transfer
the input/output data. In contrast, the execution time of the processor depends on
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Figure 3-38: Overlay speed-up variation with the number of FU nodes for 2000-iteration
loops.

the number of both the number of FUs and the number of input/output data. For
this reason, to see if the input/output size impacts the speed-up of applications, it
is necessary to compare the speed-up of applications with the same number of FUs
and different input/output sizes. This is shown in Figure 3-39 for application with
2000 iterations. As it can be seen, in applications with 7 and 8 FUs the input/output
size impacts the speed-up. However, in the application with only 3 FUs, this is not
the case as the speed-up is similar (even a little worse for the application with less IO
size). Therefore, the influence of the input/output size depends on the application.

In conclusion, both the number of FU nodes and the size of the inputs/outputs
can impact the overlay speed-up. It is necessary to highlight that although speed-ups
higher than one are desirable, it may be helpful in some scenarios to offload the loop,
even if the speed-up is close to one, to free up the processor to run other tasks. This
scenario would be similar to a multiprocessor system where different sections of an
application are running in parallel.

It is also important to highlight that the performance of the overlay is hindered
by the fact that it is assumed that the data is stored in the processor memory. In
applications where the data is collected from an external source and has to be moved
to either the processor or the overlay memory, it would be much more efficient to
execute the application in the overlay.
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Table 3-6: Breakdown of overlay and processor time for 2000-iteration loops for CGRA-
ME applications. The overlay computing time is divided into the input transfer time, the
computing time, and the output transfer time. This table does not include the time to either
compose or configure the overlay, as it is assumed that it has been previously composed and
configured.

Overlay (µs) µP (µs)
Speed-upinput overlay output

total
-O2

transf. comput. transf. opt
accum 28.2 11 6.2 45.4 46.1 1.02

cap 19.1 11.3 6.2 36.6 62 1.69
conv2 10.1 11 6.3 27.4 27.4 1
conv3 10.1 11.2 6.2 27.5 34.4 1.25
mac 19.2 10.9 0.3 30.4 23.1 0.76

mac2 37.2 11.4 0.3 48.9 72 1.47
mults1 10.2 11.4 0.3 21.9 45 2.05
mults2 19 11.3 0.3 30.6 55.3 1.81

Figure 3-39: Speed-up variation with the input/output size for CGRA-ME applications with
the same number of FU. Applications have been tested using loops of 2000-iteration loops.
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3.4.2 Polynomial Applications

Polynomials are used in multiple computation domains. Therefore, it can be useful
to determine if it is worth it to offload them to an overlay. Different polynomial
applications have been selected from [Jain’17a]. Their characteristics are shown in
Table 3-7. The time required to map these applications onto the overlay is shown
in Table 3-8, while the performance of the overlay is shown in Table 3-9. As it
can be seen, the performance of the overlay is always greater than the processor,
achieving a speed-up of 1.25-2.15×. Therefore, it can be concluded that polynomials
are great candidates to be offloaded to the overlay. The main reason for this speed-
up increment in the performance is that, in general, polynomials use more FU nodes
than the CGRA-ME applications.

Table 3-7: Polynomial applications characteristics.

FU nodes IO nodes
chebyshev 7 2
mibench 14 4

poly1 9 3
poly2 11 3

sgfilter 18 3

Table 3-8: Polynomial applications: 1) number of PEs that have been used to map the
application onto the overlay. 2) time to compose a custom overlay. 3) time to configure the
PEs with fine grain reconfiguration. 4) time to configure the IO nodes with an AXI-lite bus.

Number of Overlay Overlay IO nodes
PEs used composition configuration configuration

(ms) (µs) (µs)
chebyshev 16 46.5 503 4
mibench 19 55 592 5.9

poly1 24 70 757 5
poly2 19 54.6 618 4.9

sgfilter 24 69.9 753 5
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Table 3-9: Breakdown of overlay and processor time for 2000-iteration loops for polynomial
applications. The overlay computing time is divided into the input transfer time, the
computing time, and the output transfer time. This table does not include the time to either
compose or configure the overlay, as it is assumed that it has been previously composed and
configured.

Overlay (µs) µP (µs)
speed-upinput overlay output

total
-O2

transf. comput. transf. opt
chebyshev 10.1 11.5 6.1 27.7 58.6 2.12
mibench 28.2 11.6 6.2 46 56.9 1.24

poly1 19.3 11.2 6.2 36.7 46.3 1.26
poly2 19.3 11.4 6.2 36.8 45.3 1.23

sgfilter 19.1 11.7 6.2 37 79.6 2.15

3.4.3 Applications with Nested Loops or Sequential DFGs

The previous applications have in common that only include one innermost
loop with one DFG. A more complex benchmark has been generated, including
applications with more complex features, such as nested loops, sequential DFGs,
feedbacks loops that reuse an array of elements, or applications with an outer
loop surrounding several sequential loops. Table 3-10 shows the characteristics of
the applications used in this section. Most of the applications deal with matrix
operations, such as matrix addition and matrix multiplication; there is also the
gradient application [Cong’14] and a Sobel kernel that computes the horizontal and
vertical gradient matrices. The time required to map these applications onto the
overlay is shown in Table 3-11, while the performance of the overlay is in Table 3-12,
achieving a speed-up of up to 1.86×.

Table 3-10: Nested and sequential loop applications characteristics. 1) FU nodes: number
of FU nodes in the DFG. 2) IO nodes: number of IO nodes in the DFG. 3) Nested loops: how
many nested loops includes the application. 4) Sequential DFGs: number of sequential DFGs
included in the application. 5) Outer loop: tell if there is an outer loop surrounding several
sequential DFGs. 6) Application: shows the operations included in the application.

FU nodes IO nodes nested loops sequential DFGs Outer loop Application
matadd 7 2 2 1 - D =7∗A+6∗B+3∗C
gemm 4 7 3 2 yes C =αAB+βC [Yuki’15]

matmult 4 3 3 1 - C = A∗B
matmult seq 6 8 3 2 - C = A∗B & D =C∗B

Sobel 12 10 2 1 - Sobel kernel
gradient 9 5 3 1 - [Cong’14]
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Table 3-11: Nested and sequential loop applications: 1) number of PEs that have been used
to map the application onto the overlay. 2) time to compose a custom overlay. 3) time to
configure the PEs with fine grain reconfiguration. 4) time to configure the IO nodes with an
AXI-lite bus.

Number of Overlay Overlay IO nodes
PEs used composition configuration configuration

(ms) (µs) (µs)
matadd 8 24.2 257 5.8
gemm 17 49.9 537 9.4

matmult 6 18 187 5.7
matmult seq 23 67 723 9.4

Sobel 24 70 768 11.3
gradient 23 67 722 6.8

Table 3-12: Breakdown of overlay and processor time for 2000-iteration loops for Nested and
sequential loop applications. The overlay computing time is divided into the input transfer
time, the computing time, and the output transfer time. This table does not include the
time to either compose or configure the overlay, as it is assumed that it has been previously
composed and configured.

loop size
Overlay (µs) µP (µs)

speed-upinput overlay output
total

-O2
transf. comput. transf. opt

matadd 44x44 27.3 10.7 6.1 44.1 34.9 0.79
gemm 51x51x51 36.4 755.1 8 799.5 1295.6 1.62

matmult 51x51x51 36.1 707.7 8 751.8 895.3 1.19
matmult seq 44x44x44 18.5 909.6 11.8 939.9 1142.1 1.22

Sobel 44x44 9.9 10.1 11.6 31.6 58.8 1.86
gradient 15x15x15 16.5 14.3 10.3 41.1 57.7 1.4

3.4.4 Improving the Performance: Loop Unrolling

Loop unrolling can be used to reduce the overlay computing time by exploiting
the parallelism between different loop iterations. To do so, the DFG associated
with the application is replicated multiple times. Each copy is executed in parallel,
thus reducing the overlay computing time approximately by the same factor of the
loop unrolling value. In this work loop unrolling has only been implemented for
applications with a single DFG.
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Three different applications from the previous subsections have been selected
to show the impact of loop unrolling. Table 3-13 shows the performance of these
three applications with and without using loop unrolling. The loop unrolling factor
applied has been chosen according to the maximum number of ports available
in the multiport memory. The impact of the loop unrolling depends on the
application. In memory-bounded applications, where data transfers are larger than
computing time, the loop unrolling has a limited influence on the overall speed-
up, as shown in the accumulate and conv2 applications. However, in computing-
bounded applications, where the computing time is larger than data transfers, loop
unrolling is an effective way to improve the performance of the overlay. For example,
in the matrix multiplication, unrolling the loop three times result in a 2.67× increase
in the overall speed-up.

Loop unrolling can be effectively combined with the scalability of the overlay to
adapt the number of resources to the performance required. For example, the matrix
multiplication application can be implemented in an overlay with only three input
nodes, one output node, and two FUs. However, if the loop is unrolled three times
to increase the overlay performance, the overlay requirements will multiply by three,
requiring to scale the size of the overlay.

Table 3-13: Overlay performance using loop unrolling.

loop size loop unrolling
Overlay (µs) µP (µs)

speed-upinput overlay output
total

-O2
transf. comput. transf. opt

accumulte 2000 1 28.2 11 6.2 45.4 46.1 1.02
accumulate 2000 2 28.2 6 6.2 40.4 46.1 1.14

conv2 2000 1 10.1 11 6.3 27.4 27.4 1
conv2 2000 3 10.1 3.9 6.3 20.3 27.4 1.35

matmult 51x51x51 1 36.1 707.7 8 751.8 895.3 1.19
matmult 51x51x51 3 36.1 236 8 280.2 895.3 3.19

3.4.5 Conclusions

The architecture of the overlay has been designed to improve its performance
at the cost of using more resources. The overlay follows a spatial configuration
where each PE executes only one FU. Moreover, each PE is heavily pipelined to
achieve a throughput of one output data per cycle for all applications. The memory
interconnection uses a multiport memory that offers two main advantages. First,
the input (and output) data can be transferred in a single DMA operation and can
be accessed by each input/output port of the overlay. Second, it allows executing
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several DFGs with data dependence by reusing the output data generated by one DFG
as inputs for other DFG. The main drawback of using a multiport memory is that it
requires many resources to implement it, which limits its maximum size and the total
number of input/output ports. The limitation in the number of input/output ports
is especially detrimental for applying the loop unrolling technique.

The behavioral correctness of the proposed multi grain overlay has been tested
with multiple applications achieving a performance up to 3.18× better than the
processor. The analysis of the CGRA-ME applications has shown that the speed-up
of the overlay depends on three different factors. First, the total number of loop
iterations is critical to assess the performance of the overlay. The overlay speed-
up increases with the total number of loop iterations, having a pronounced impact
when the number of iterations is below 500. The reason is that DMA transfers are
more effective when moving large chunks of data. The second factor impacting
the overlay speed-up is the number of FUs in the application. The analysis of the
CGRA-ME benchmark shows that applications with less than five FUs are executed
more efficiently in the processor. On the other hand, the overlay is more efficient
computing applications with more than five FUs. The last factor that can affect
the overlay speed-up is the number of input/output data. The impact that the
input/output size has on the overall speed-up depends on the specific application.
However, it is usually beneficial to offload applications with less input/output data
size.

Compared to other overlays proposed in the literature, this thesis proposal
stands out for its ability to use multiple reconfiguration granularities to compose
the overlay at run-time. The ability to compose the overlay at run-time allows
using the reconfigurable resources more efficiently by scaling the overlay size to
the application to be mapped. With regard to the overlay architecture, it has been
improved in order to allow feedback loops of one or multiple elements by storing
the elements in a FIFO memory before being reused. The mapping tool has also
been enhanced by allowing to map applications with multiple DFGs which can
include outer loops surrounding them. Moreover, the mapping tool also analyzes
the feedback loops to determine the number of elements that should be reused and
when to reset the feedback loop.

A quantitative comparison of the results provided by the proposed overlay versus
the state of the art is not provided due to the difficulties of making a fair analysis
between different proposals. Some of the factors that hinder this comparison are
presented below:

• Many works do not focus on the overlay-processor interconnection. Instead,
they target other metrics, such as PaR times, resource overhead, maximum
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overlay frequency, or reducing the overlay implementation time [Jain’17b]
[Capalija’13] [Mbongue’19] [Tombs’21].

• There are works that use applications that cannot be mapped in the current
proposal. For example, applications may use floating-point values, contain
more than three nested loops, need multiple input/output nodes, or use
loops with a large number of iterations that cannot be stored in the multiport
memory [Liu’15b] [Cong’14]. Moreover, many proposal test their overlays with
a few applications that are usually optimized for their proposed solution.

• Some overlays are implemented in different devices that offer different
interconnections schemes between the processor and the FPGA memory. For
example, the FPGA and the processor may share a common cache memory
[Barron’18] [Silva’19] or may be interconnected with a different bus (e.g., PCI
bus) [Li’20] [Rigamonti’16].

• There are works [Bergmann’13] [Ma’16a] that compare their solution with soft
processors implemented in the FPGA that offer less computation capability
than the ARM hard processor available in Zynq devices.
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4 BLOCK-BASED NEURAL NETWORKS
FOR SCALABLE NEUROEVOLUTION
IN HARDWARE

In this chapter, the advanced DPR techniques described in Chapter 2 are used
to compose hardware accelerators following an evolutionary approach. Since the
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) requires testing a large number of candidates, fine grain
reconfiguration is the only granularity suitable to use in the training phase of an EA.
In this case, medium grain reconfiguration is used to compose a parameterizable
architecture that can then be trained for a specific application using fine grain
reconfiguration.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are one of the most popular parameterizable
architectures, as they have successfully been used in multiple application domains
[Abiodun’18], such as speech recognition, computer vision, or pattern recognition.
They are composed of a set of interconnected computing elements, called neurons,
as they loosely resemble brain neurons. Usually, neurons are organized in layers,
having adjacent layers interconnected between them. However, the large number of
neuron interconnections can hinder the implementation of ANNs in FPGAs, not to
mention the difficulty of implementing them using medium grain reconfiguration.
In 2001, authors in [Moon’01] proposed a new ANN architecture, called Block-based
Neural Network (BbNN) that is adapted for FPGA implementation. In BbNNs, the
neurons are arranged in a 2D grid of PEs, where each PE is connected to its four
immediate neighbors, thus limiting the total amount of neuron interconnections.
The regular structure of the BbNN makes it an ideal candidate to be implemented
with medium grain reconfiguration.

As has been repeatedly described in this thesis dissertation, the combination
of medium and fine reconfiguration granularities can be used to build dynamically
scalable 2D architectures. Adapting the size of the BbNN can be useful as the number
of neurons of the network determines the complexity of the problems it can solve and
the time spent in the training phase. The more complex a problem is, the greater the
number of neurons is necessary, which in turn increases the design solution space
and thus the training time. Since the optimal size of the network is unknown at run-
time, it is possible to scale the size of the network during the training phase to find
the smaller size that can solve a given task.
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The training of the BbNN is carried out using an EA. While EAs do not guarantee
to find an optimal solution, they offer one significant advantage over gradient-based
backpropagation algorithms, which is the possibility to train the network online at
the edge (i.e., in the same device where it will be executed). This allows implementing
a neuroevolvable hardware architecture that can be retrained as many times as
necessary to adapt itself to changing conditions.

The proposed architecture has been applied to the domain of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPSs), generating controllers for control problems found in the OpenAI
Gym [Brockman’16]. The OpenAI Gym is an open-source toolkit that offers a
benchmark of reinforcement learning applications to test different algorithms.
Reinforcement learning applications are characterized by having one agent that takes
actions in its environment; the result of the action can be sensed, producing a
negative or positive reward, which can be used to train the system to find a solution
that achieves a specific goal or reference. Moreover, the BbNN has also been applied
to the XOR classification problem.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section is devoted to reviewing
the state of the art of relevant BbNN works. Section 4.2 details the proposed BbNN
architecture. The EA is described in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4 describes the use
cases and results.

4.1 STATE OF THE ART

This section reviews the characteristics of the main BbNN architecture proposals in
the state of the art, which are summarized in Table 4-1. It also includes different
applications where BbNNs have been successfully used.

4.1.1 BbNN Architecture Proposals

Sang-Woo Moon and Seong-Gon Kong

Sang-Woo Moon and Seong-Gon Kong originally proposed the BbNN as a new ANN
architecture in [Moon’01]. Differently from the popular Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP)
neural networks, the BbNN neurons are packed in PEs arranged in an n x m 2D grid,
as shown in Figure 4-1. The inputs of the neural network are connected to the first
row of PEs, while the last row provides the generated outputs. Every PE is connected
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to its four nearest neighbors, having the PEs of the first and last columns connected
to each other, forming a cylinder-based shape. Authors demonstrate mathematically
that in networks with up to five inputs, the number of interconnections in a BbNN
is higher than in fully connected MLPs. Each of the four PE connections can
be configured as an input or output ports, allowing any possible combination of
input/output ports, with the exception of PEs with all inputs or outputs. Figure 4-2
shows the different configurations of the PE. As it can be observed, the number of
output ports determines the number of neurons, while the number of input ports
determines how many interconnections each neuron has.

Input data

Output data

PE (0,0) PE (0,1) PE (0,2) PE (0,3) PE (0,4)

PE (1,0) PE (1,1) PE (1,2) PE (1,3) PE (1,4)

PE (2,0) PE (2,1) PE (2,2) PE (2,3) PE (2,4)

PE (3,0) PE (3,1) PE (3,2) PE (3,3) PE (3,4)

Figure 4-1: Block-based neural network layout.

Neuron operations do not differ from standard neural networks. They implement
a weighted addition of all the inputs followed by a bias addition; the result is then
passed to an activation function, as shown in Equation 4-1. As the BbNN was
proposed to ease its implementation in FPGAs, the neurons use symmetric saturated
linear activation functions, the weights and bias use integer values, and the structure
of the BbNN is represented by fixed-length bit strings.
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2 inputs- 2 outputs
1 input 

3 outputs
3 input 

1 output
Forbidden

PEs

Figure 4-2: Each processing element of the network can be configured to adopt different
schemes with a variable number of input/output ports.

yk = g

(
bk +

J∑
j=1

w j k x j

)
, k = 1, ...K (4-1)

Where:

• yk : is the kth output of the PE.

• g : is the activation function.

• bk : bias applied to the kth output.

• w j k : weight applied to the connection between the jth input and the kth

output in the PE.

• x j : is the jth input of the PE.

Differently from MLP neural networks, where the network topology is usually
determined by a human operator and remains fixed during the gradient-descent
training phase, in BbNNs, the training phase is carried out by a genetic algorithm
based on a 2D binary encoding that simultaneously optimizes the weights and the
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network structure. The stochastic selection uses elitist selection alongside fitness
scaling to prevent premature convergence and ensure a diversity of candidates. The
proposed evolutionary algorithm uses mutations and crossover genetic operations.
The BbNN is simulated and applied to solve different problems, such as the XOR
classification and the control of a mobile robot.

Merchant et al.

Authors in [Merchant’06b] [Merchant’06a], proposed the implementation of a
BbNN in a AP130 development board containing a SoPCs with a Virtex-II Pro
FPGA–XC2VP30 and two on-chip PowerPCs. The EA runs on one of the PowerPC
processors, while the BbNN is implemented in the reconfigurable logic. This allows
online training where the EA directly modifies the hardware-implemented network.
The PE is implemented as a generic architecture that can be configured by the EA.
The authors call this structure a Smart Block-based neural network (SBbNN) as it is
much more efficient than implementing all the possible PE configurations and using
a multiplexer to select one of them. The network only allows feedforward links which
prohibits the use of feedback loops. The activation function is implemented with a
look-up table using a BRAM shared by all the PEs in a column. In order to control
when to fire a PE, this proposal uses tokens based on Petri networks that indicate
when a given output port has new data. The BbNN proposal is tested in an XOR
classification problem.

Yutana Jewajinda

Yutana Jewajinda in [Jewajinda’08] proposes a new PE called Link-Multiplexed Block-
based Neuron (LMBbN) that includes switching boxes between the four PE neurons.
The LMBbN reuses one DSP per PE, having one FSM that controls the inputs,
weights, and biases that are used in each computation cycle. The LMBbN only allow
feedforward connections, which reduces the number of PE configurations to four.
The inputs and weights are codified with 10-bit fixed point structures. The BbNN
proposal is tested in an XOR classification application.
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Nambiar et al.

Authors in [Nambiar’14b] propose a BbNN architecture that reduces the resource
consumption by reusing one multiply and addition operator to compute all the
outputs of the PE and the activation function. The PE contains an FSM that controls
which inputs, weights, and bias are computed in each cycle, using a total of 44 cycles
to finish all the computations. The activation function is implemented customizing
a PieceWise Quadratic (PWQ) function to emulate a hyperbolic tangent function.
This work also performs a geometric and an empirical analysis to find the optimal
weight range in relation to the saturation value of the activation function. The
authors conclude that the weight should be at least three times larger to reduce the
convergence time of the EA to find a valid solution. The network proposal is tested in
an XOR classification application.

Kundo Lee and Tomoki Hamagami

Authors in [Lee’18] propose a new PE architecture called Extended Block-based
neural networks (EBbNN) that improves the resource consumption of SBbNNs.
Similar to the SBbNNs, the PEs use feedforward links, having the top port always
configured as an input, while the bottom port is always configured as an output. The
main difference is that the side ports are no longer bidirectional. Instead, each port
is duplicated, having one input and output port per side. Each PE has four different
configurations, as shown in Figure 4-3. (a) this configuration provides data flow to
both sides, (b) and (c) only provide data flow to one side, while (d) does not provide
data flow to either side. EBbNNs use weights more efficiently, avoiding resource
redundancy. However, the performance of the EBbNN is reduced as the bidirectional
PE can compute only one link at a time. Moreover, the EBbNN only registers the
rows of the network, thus hindering the implementation of large networks with many
columns, as this would lead to long critical paths. To avoid forming feedback loops in
the network rows, the EA does not train the topology of the network, which is selected
at design and remains fixed during the whole training phase.

Table 4-1: State-of-the-art BbNN comparison.

Reference Activation Function Data type Specific characteristics
[Moon’01] Symetric saturated linear Integer Original proposal, simulated

[Merchant’06b] BRAM-based LUT shared by columns 16-bit fixed point (8.8) Feedforward only, SBbNN, and tokens
[Lee’18] Not mentioned Not mentioned Feedforward only, EBbNN, topology fixed

[Nambiar’14b] tanh with PWQ function 16-bit fixed point (5.11) Reduced resource consumption
[Jewajinda’08] Not specified 10-bit fixed point Feedforward only, LMBbN

Proposed sigmoid-type piecewise linear function 16-bit fixed point (3.13) Dynamic scalability, tokens, and DSP reduction
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Figure 4-3: PE configurations proposed by Kundo Lee and Tomoki Hamagami. Source
[Lee’18].

4.1.2 BbNN Applications

There are multiple works in the state of the art where BbNNs have been successfully
applied to diverse application domains, such as classification, time series forecast-
ing, and control of simulated physical systems. Authors in [Merchant’10] used the
BbNN in n-bit parity and iris data classification problems as well as for adaptive
forward prediction of ambient luminosity in a room, showing the online training
capabilities of the BbNN. Multiple works have also used BbNNs to classify ECG
signals [Jewajinda’10] [Jiang’07b] [Wei Jiang’05]. In [Nambiar’12a], authors use the
ECG signals to detect arrhythmias, while in [Nambiar’12b] they use them to extract
the heart rate variability (HRV) to detect driver drowsiness. Furthermore, in the
healthcare domain, the BbNN has also been used to detect hypoglycemia episodes
[San’11]. In the control domain, the BbNNs have been used to implement a controller
for a mobile robot [Moon’01] and to build a fuzzy control for dc motor position
[Karaköse’06]. Other applications are times series prediction [Jiang’07a], grammar
inference [Nambiar’14a], pattern recognition [Moon’02], and the implementation of
real-time host-based intrusion detection systems [Tran’12a] [Tran’12b].
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4.2 PROPOSED BBNN ARCHITECTURE

The main goal of the proposed architecture is to build a dynamically scalable BbNN
whose size can be modified during the training phase. Another goal is reducing the
number of resources. To that end, there is only one DSP block that is multiplexed in
time, using seven cycles to compute the outputs of the PE. Moreover, the PE uses a
sigmoid function implemented with a piecewise linear function that does not require
DSP blocks.

Figure 4-4 shows an overview of the proposed PE architecture, which is composed
of the following components:

• Multiply Accumulate (MAC) unit: This component performs a multiply and
accumulate operation with each input and the corresponding weight value.

• Bias addition: This component adds a bias to the result provided by the MAC
unit after computing all the PE inputs.

• Activation function: Applies a sigmoid function to obtain the final result of a
neuron computation.

• Control logic: The control logic divides the operation of the PE into seven
cycles, selecting which input and weight value have to be computed as well
as the output destination (i.e., north, east, south, or west output port).

• Fine grain reconfigurable parameters: weights, biases, and the PE configura-
tion are implemented with fine grain reconfigurable parameters to enable the
scalability of the network.

• Synchronization logic: Manages the synchronization signals that are used to
ensure that the PEs are triggered only when new data is available.

The following sections detail the main aspects of the operation of the PE in depth.

4.2.1 Numerical Representation

Selecting an adequate representation format of inputs, outputs, and the PE
parameters (e.g., weights and biases) is critical, as it directly impacts the number
of hardware resources as well as the size of the chromosomes that are used by the
evolutionary algorithm in the training phase. The proposed architecture uses a 16-bit
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Figure 4-4: Overview of the BbNN PE architecture. Fine grain parameters are marked in
orange.

fixed-point representation that allocates 3 bits for the integer part, allowing a (-4,4)
range. The 13 remaining bits are used for representing the fractional part.

The proposed numerical representation has been selected attending to the
conclusions reached in [Nambiar’14b]. In this article, the authors show that the
relation between the weight values and the saturation point of the activation function
influences the activation distribution of neurons. They perform a geometrical and
an empirical analysis to prove that the range of weights should be at least three times
the value of the saturation point to allow equal distribution of neuron activation. As
the sigmoid saturation point is one, the range of the weights should be at least (-
3,3), which can be represented with three bits. Our proposal uses the full 3-bit range
allowing a (-4,4) range.
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PEs can have up to three inputs, which can produce pre-activation function
results in the range (-16,16), as Equation 4-2 illustrates. To avoid overflow, the
numerical format in the MAC and bias blocks is distributed using 5 bits for the integer
part and 11 bits for the fractional part, as shown in Figure 4-5.

max.out put = g (1 ∗ 4 + 1 ∗ 4 + 1 ∗ 4 + 4) = g (16)

mi n.out put = g (−1 ∗ 4 +−1 ∗ 4 +−1 ∗ 4 − 4) = g (−16)
(4-2)
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+/-
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2 bits 13 bits1 bit
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W
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1 bit 4 bits 11 bits
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Activation 
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g()

Figure 4-5: Fixed point representation of data inside a processing element.

4.2.2 Activation Function

While the original BbNN proposal by Moon and Kong used a symmetric saturated
linear activation function, posterior works proposed using non-linear activation
functions to improve the performance of the network. Some authors proposed
saving discrete values of the non-linear function in look-up tables implemented with
BRAM blocks. Ideally, each PE would have its own look-up table. However, to avoid
excessive BRAM consumption, authors in [Merchant’06b] [Merchant’10] proposed
sharing a look-up table for each column in the network. However, sharing the
activation function between several PEs can become a bottleneck that reduces the
performance of the network, especially in large networks. Another solution that has
been proposed [Nambiar’14b] is implementing the non-linear function with PWQ
functions that can approximate a sigmoid function using only one multiplication and
addition sequence.

Differently, the proposal in this thesis consists of approximating the sigmoid
function using a piecewise linear function as shown in Equation 4-3. Each segment
uses a linear function with a slope that is a power of two so that it can be easily
implemented with shift operations, removing the need for extra DSP blocks. The
sub-function that is used to compute the output is selected based on the integer part
of the function argument (i.e., xi nt ). In contrast, the fractional part of the function
argument (i.e., x f r ac ) is used to compute the output of the function. Figure 4-6
compares the proposed sigmoid implementation with the original function. The
mean square error between both functions in the (-6,6) interval is 1.254x10−4.
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g (x) =
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(4-3)

4.2.3 PE Control

As there is only one MAC operator, it is necessary to split the operation of the PE
over several cycles. As the PE can adopt multiple configurations (see Figure 4-2),
it is necessary to implement a generic control logic that selects the weight, bias,
input, and output that will be computed in each cycle. To do so, the configuration
of each parameter is packed in sixteen words (one for each PE type) that include
the control information of all the cycles. Depending on the cell type value, one of
these sixteen words is selected and passed to a control module that chooses the
appropriate selector signals depending on the current cycle.

The operation of the PE has been divided into seven cycles, which allows
computing the outputs for all the different PE configurations. The first clock cycle
is used to check if it has all its inputs with data available. Then, for each output of
the PE, a cycle is used to multiply a new weight and input and accumulate it to the
previous results. When all the inputs have been computed, the bias is added to the
result and registered in the correct output port. One extra cycle is used to clear the
accumulator to prepare it for the next output computation. An example of the PE
control can be found in Figure 4-7. The configuration words for this PE configuration
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Figure 4-6: Comparing the approximate and the real sigmoid function.

are shown in the right upper part of the figure. These words are decoded during
each cycle to control the multiplexers that select which weights, biases, inputs, and
outputs are utilized in a given cycle (the PE multiplexers can be seen in Figure 4-4).

4.2.4 Synchronization Logic

The latency of the BbNN is defined as the number of cycles required to process a set
of inputs to generate valid outputs. The latency depends on the network topology.
This is demonstrated in Figure 4-8 that shows two networks of the same size but with
very different latencies (latency imbalances): 10 versus 18 full PE cycles. Moreover,
different topologies can produce input data that arrive at each PE at different times
(datapath imbalances). For example, for both network configurations shown in
Figure 4-8, the north input of PE number five arrives in the first cycle while the east
input needs five full PE cycles to arrive.

There are two main approaches to manage the latency and datapath imbalances.
The simplest approach is letting the latency and datapath imbalances happen in
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Figure 4-8: Different network topologies can result in very different latency values.

the network. The latency of the BbNN can be arbitrarily selected by the user or
evolved as part of the evolutionary algorithm. The second approach involves adding
synchronization logic to the architecture. This approach has been implemented in
this thesis using token and accept signals. These signals indicate whether a PE has
produced new output data and if it can receive new input data. The token signal is
asserted one cycle by the producer PE when new data is ready and it is stored in the
consumer PE until it is consumed. Accept signals avoid overwriting unconsumed
data. They are set to one when there is unconsumed data so that the producer PE
does not start a new computation cycle until the previous output data is consumed.
Thus, the synchronization logic is used to enable the PE computation only when
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all the input data is ready. Moreover, synchronization logic also indicates when
the BbNN has generated new data, which solves the problem of deciding when the
output data can be read.

One advantage of having all the outputs of the PE registered is the possibility of
generating internal loops in the network topology, as shown in Figure 4-9. Internal
loops provide memory capabilities to the network, which could be helpful to solve
time-dependent problems, such as time series prediction or control problems.
Synchronization signals allow keeping its state by stalling the loop until it has new
data. However, using synchronization signals can produce deadlocks in the first
cycle, as the loop cannot be executed because all the PE are waiting for the previous
PE to produce new data. To avoid this, all the tokens in the upward vertical ports are
initialized to one to trigger the movement of data in the loop.

Figure 4-9: The network topology can include loops that provide memory-like capabilities.
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4.2.5 From the Basic PE to the BbNN IP

The BbNN has been packed as an IP to make it ready to use as part of a SoPC. As
shown in Figure 4-10, the processor is attached to the BbNN using an AXI-lite bus.
The AXI bus is connected to a set of registers and to a memory bank that allows,
respectively, to control the network and retrieve the results generated by the BbNN.
In contrast, the inputs are provided using fine grain reconfigurable parameters.
There is a Global Finite State Machine (GFSM) that is connected to every PE of the
network through global signals using the clock resources of the FPGA. The GFSM
can stall or clear intermediate results of the BbNN, and it also indicates when new
outputs are available to read from the processor. The IP includes a dummy block
that is allocated in an empty RR where the BbNN can be composed at run-time.

Input front

Reconfigurable Region

Output front

Memory
Bank

GFSM

Registers

Global signals

BbNN IP

AXI LITE

AXI FULL

INT

Figure 4-10: BbNN IP.

The processor can configure the BbNN by means of four AXI-lite registers. The
first register has signals that control the GFSM, including signals to enable the GFSM,
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indicate that there is new input data available, and indicate the mode of operation of
the BbNN (i.e., use of synchronization logic). The second register is used when the
BbNN is implemented without synchronization logic to select the number of cycles
that must elapse before new data is considered to have been generated. In turn, the
third register is used when synchronization logic is enabled to select which network
outputs need to be checked for output data. The last register contains a counter that
is always running. It can be used by the evolutionary algorithm as a random number
generator.

The GFSM controls the operation of the PEs using four states, as shown in Figure
4-11. The GFSM remains in the Idle state until the processor starts its operation. In
the next state, it waits until the processor sends new inputs. Then, it enables the PEs
and waits until the computation is finished. The time required to compute the data
depends on the mode of operation. If the BbNN uses synchronization logic, then the
computation finishes when the selected outputs receive new data. Otherwise, the
computation is completed when a specific number of cycles have elapsed (fixed by
the user or the EA). Once the calculation is finished, the BbNN is stalled, and the
output is sent to the processor memory. Finally, the GFSM can either wait for new
input or reset the BbNN and return to the idle state if the processor concludes the
BbNN operation.

The GFSM has been tailored to the main use that has been given to the BbNN,
which is implementing controllers of physical devices that are simulated as physical
models running in the processor. In these scenarios, the processor sends the state of
the physical model to the BbNN. The network computes the data and sends it back to
the processor to use it as the input of the physical model. As a response, the physical
model updates its state, which is, in turn, sent back to the BbNN. In other scenarios,
such as classification applications, it may be more beneficial to send new input data
as soon as possible to pipeline the BbNN.

4.2.6 Scaling the BbNN Size

Initially, the BbNN is a dummy block allocated in an empty RR. The BbNN is
composed at run-time using medium grain reconfiguration to allocate the PEs in the
RR. Once the BbNN is composed, it can be trained using fine grain reconfiguration to
change the weights, biases, and PE’s configuration. The main difficulty to scaling the
size of the BbNN at run-time is how to connect the inputs and outputs to the static
system. As previously described in Section 2.7.3, there are two main approaches.
The first one is to surround the BbNN with communication blocks that route the
static signals to the inputs and outputs. The second approach keeps the output
PEs at the edge of the border independently of the size of the network, while the
inputs are supplied using custom blocks with fine grain parameters. Each approach
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has advantages and disadvantages. The first approach can lead to a large resource
overhead, especially when using smaller networks, as it is necessary to use a lot of
space to route input signals from the edge of the RR to the input PE. In this thesis,
the second approach has been used to use the resources more efficiently.

To summarize, the proposed approach uses medium grain reconfiguration to
stitch individual PEs to compose the BbNN, while fine grain reconfiguration is used
to train the network and to supply the input data. The BbNN has been rotated as
shown in Figure 4-12 so that all the input blocks are placed in the same column. In
this way, up to five input blocks are updated by reconfiguring only one frame, thus
maximizing the performance of fine grain reconfiguration

Another issue that arises when using medium grain reconfiguration is how to
connect the edges of the network. Again, there are two possible approaches. The
first one consists in connecting the edges of the network by routing the signals
through the interior of the BbNN, as shown in Figure 4-13. While this approach
implements all the connections of the original BbNN proposal, it has two drawbacks.
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The first one is that the bypass signals that cross the network form a combinatorial
path that can become the critical path in large networks. The second drawback is
that it increases the heterogeneity of the PEs, requiring different implementations
for the edge PEs and the middle PEs, thus increasing the implementation time and
the memory footprint necessary to store the PBSs. The second approach does not
connect the external PEs and instead uses dummy blocks at the edges to provide a
constant value. For this work, only the first approach has been used, as the networks
that have been implemented are relatively small.

West
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Bypass
PE

Bypass 
PE

East
PE

Figure 4-13: Connecting the external edges of the BbNN using reconfigurable interconnec-
tions.
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Original contribution 4-1 A BbNN architecture that uses medium and fine
grain reconfiguration to enable scalability. The proposed architecture also
reduces the number of DSP blocks by implementing the activation function
with a piecewise linear function using LUTs.

4.3 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM

An EA is a stochastic optimization algorithm inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution
that uses a progressive solution search where previous candidate solutions are
evaluated and modified to find new solutions. Different solutions are compared
using a fitness function metric that determines how good a solution is for a given
application. New solutions are explored by introducing random modifications (i.e.,
mutations) to previous candidates or combining different solutions (i.e., crossover)
and discarding the solutions with worse fitness values. This process is repeated until
a solution good enough for a specific application is found.

BbNNs are usually trained with EAs, as they require far fewer computation
resources than the gradient-based algorithms that are typically used in deep learning
applications. Thus, the EA can run in the same edge computing device where
the BbNN is implemented, allowing the network to be retrained as many times
as necessary to adapt it to changing external conditions or to use it for different
applications.

The configuration of the BbNN is encoded in data structures called chromosomes
that include the weights, biases, and port configurations of each PE of the network.
Figure 4-14 shows a graphical representation of the proposed chromosome structure.
Weights (e.g., w1, w2, w3, and w4) and biases (e.g., b1, and b2) are represented as
16-bit values, while the network topology is encoded as two integers per PE (e.g.,
E_param, S_param) that include the configuration of the east and north ports of
each PE. Encoding only the east and north port ensures that two adjacent PEs have
compatible configurations, as the south and west ports are configured indirectly
by the configuration of neighboring PEs. Figure 4-15 shows an example of the
configuration chromosome and the generated topology. The chromosome structure
also includes a fitness value to store how good the current solution is, and an age
value that the EA uses to discard solutions that are stuck in local maxima and no
longer evolve to better solutions.
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Figure 4-14: BbNN Chromosome structure.
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Figure 4-15: Example of a network topology following the configuration of the chromosome.

To test the proposed BbNN, a custom EA has been developed. An overview of
the EA can be found in Algorithm 1. Initially, the EA sets a random population of
chromosomes (i.e., a set of different BbNN configurations), which is evaluated to
assess the fitness of each configuration. If no solution reaches the target fitness value,
each chromosome is mutated by flipping random bits of its structure. The amount
of mutations introduced depends on the mutation rate parameter, which has been
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designed to decay with higher fitness values. The EA makes aggressive modifications
in worse chromosomes, while the best candidates have slight changes. The rationale
behind this behavior is that the best solutions can be near local maxima, and
aggressive mutations may reduce the solution’s fitness. Each chromosome is mutated
to produce several offspring, which are evaluated along the parent to find the best
solution, discarding the others.

The EA includes mechanisms to avoid chromosomes stuck in local maxima if they
are not good enough to be considered valid solutions. This mechanism is based on
the age of the chromosome, which increases each time their offspring do not produce
better solutions. When the parent chromosome is still the best candidate after several
iterations, it is removed from the population, and a new random chromosome is
generated to start in another point of the solution search space. Another mechanism,
called extinction, removes chromosomes from the population after a determined
number of iterations. This process constitutes a kind of elitism where only the
best chromosomes are protected from disappearing. The extinction mechanism
ensures a heterogeneous chromosome population, preventing the convergence of
the population into similar solutions.

Another mechanism that avoids the stalling of the EA is to scale the size of the
network using medium grain reconfiguration. If the fitness value does not improve
after several iterations, the EA can add a new row to the network to add more PEs. In
this case, the chromosomes are reinitialized, and the algorithm starts from scratch.
Table 4-2 shows the main parameters of the EA alongside the values that have been
empirically found to speed-up the convergence of solutions in different applications.

The fitness function depends on the application and must be designed by the
user. For example, when implementing physical controllers, the fitness function
should reflect how well the controller behaves, which is typically done by monitoring
that a system variable remains in a specific range. In contrast, in classification
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problems, the fitness function should assign a better score to a chromosome that
has a higher classification accuracy.

Algorithm 1: Evolutionary algorithm.

1 Initialization(population);
2 bestFitness = evaluate(population);
3 rows = 1;
4 while bestFitness < targetFitness do
5 for chromosome in population do
6 offspring = mutation(chromosome);
7 bestFitnessMut = evaluate(offspring);
8 if bestFitnessMut > (chromosome.fitness) then
9 replaceChromosome(chromosome, offspring);

10 chromosome.age = 0;
11 else
12 chromosome.age++;
13 if chromosome.age > maxAge then
14 remove(chromosome);

15 selectBest(population);
16 if generationsExtintion > ExtinctionFreq then
17 extinction(population);
18 generationsExtintion = 0;
19 else
20 generationsExtintion++;

21 if generationsScaling > ScalingFreq then
22 composeBbNN(++rows);
23 generationsScaling = 0;
24 else
25 generationsScaling++;

26 generations++;
27 if generations > maxGenerations then
28 break;

Original contribution 4-2 An evolutionary algorithm that can automati-
cally scale the size of the BbNN accelerator to optimize the number of resources
used by the BbNN for a given application.
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Table 4-2: Parameters of the Evolutionary Algorithm.

Parameter Type Value Functionality

TargetFitness Float (0, 1.0) Application dependent Desired fitness
Pop-size Int 15 Number of chromosomes in the population
N-offspring Int 10 Number of mutated copies from one chromosome
MaxAge Int 7 Maximum number of stalled generations
ExtinctionFreq Int 5 Generations between extinctions
ScalingFreq Int 200 Generations to scale the size of the network
MutationRate Float (0, 1.0) 0.3 Percentage of data altered in the mutation

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed BbNN architecture has been implemented in a Xilinx Zynq
xc7z020clg400-1 SoPC. Figure 4-16a shows the static system with an empty RR
that can be used to compose a BbNN with up to 7x5 PEs. Figure 4-16b shows
a composition of a 1x5 network. As explained previously, the network is rotated,
having the inputs on the left side and the outputs on the right side to ensure that
all the input blocks are placed in the same column so that they can be reconfigured
with one frame. The BbNN works at 100 MHz, while the fine grain RE runs with
an independent 175 MHz clock to speed-up the training phase and the input data
transfers.

Table 4-3 shows the resource utilization of the static system and the PEs. As
there are locations in the RR that do not have DSP blocks, some PEs have been
implemented in larger regions, building the MAC operator with LUTs. Table 4-3 also
shows the percentage of the resources used by a PE for one location, although the
exact number depends on the specific area where the PE is implemented. The place
where the PE is implemented also influences the size of the PBS, which ranges from
21.8 kB to 39.2 kB and they can be reconfigured in 2690 µs to 4210 µs. Similarly, the
input block PBSs range from 5.8 kB to 11 kB, and they can be reconfigured in 1377 µs
to 1776 µs. Table 4-4 compares the resource consumption of the proposed PE with
other state-of-the-art works. As it can be seen in the table, the proposed PE uses the
highest amount of LUTs but the less amount of FFs and DSP blocks.

As explained in Section 4.2.6, connecting the edges of the network results in three
different types of PEs: bypass, west, and east PEs. As the BbNN is rotated, all the
PE types are allocated in the same column. The west PE is placed at the bottom,
followed by several bypass PEs in the middle, and finally the east PE is at the top. To
compose a scalable 7x5 BbNN without relocation, it is necessary to implement each
PE type in several locations. The west PEs has to be implemented only in the bottom
locations (7 PBSs). In contrast, the bypass PEs has to be placed in any location except
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Figure 4-16: (a) Shows a BbNN static system implementation that can allocate up to 7x5 PEs
(b) Shows how the PEs can be arranged inside the reconfigurable region at run-time to form
a 1x5 BbNN.
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Table 4-3: Resource utilization of the BbNN in a specific RR. The percentage of resources
occupied in the RR is shown in parentheses.

Resource type Static system PE PE with no DPS

slice LUTs 8136 419 (87.3%) 629 (87.4%)
slice registers 8402 159 (16.56%) 159 (11.04%)

DSPs 0 1 (25%) 0
BRAMs 2 0 0

Table 4-4: Resource utilization of different state-of-the-art BbNN PEs.

Work Platform Logic
elements*

Memory
elements

DSP
elements

Activation
function

Proposed architecture Zynq XC7Z020 419 159 FFs 1 Sigmoid-no DSP
Nambiar [Nambiar’14b] Stratix III 231 276 FFs 2 Tanh-piecewise
Jewajinda[Jewajinda’08] Virtex V 263 341 FFs 1 Sigmoid-LUT based
Merchant[Merchant’10] Virtex-II Pro 338 4BRAM 1 Sigmoid-LUT based

Lee & Hamagami[Lee’18]** Stratix IV 186 40 FFs 8 Linear

? Logic element consumption depends on the selected platform: 4-inputs LUTs (Virtex-II Pro), 6-inputs
(Zynq XC7Z020, Stratix III, Virtex V) LUTs or 8-inputs (Stratix IV).

? ? Approximate metrics per PE, as the resource consumption is provided for an 8x16 BbNN.

in the bottom or top regions (21 PBSs). Finally, the east PEs has to be implemented
in all locations except in the bottom regions (28 PBSs). Thus, 56 different PBSs are
requiered. However, with the relocation capabilities of IMPRESS, it is possible to
reduce the total number of PBSs to 21, as each PE type has to be implemented only
once per column.

Table 4-5 shows the time spent by BbNNs of different sizes in each phase.
The input data is transferred with fine grain reconfiguration in around 4.4 µs. As
the BbNN is implemented in one clock region, the frames to be reconfigured are
independent of the BbNN size, thus requiring a similar reconfiguration time. In
contrast, the output transfer is done with an AXI protocol and is linearly dependent
on the number of outputs, needing approximately 0.42 µs per output. The
computation time needed to process a set of inputs depends on the latency of the
network, which in turn depends on the topology selected in the training phase.
In a 3x3 network, the maximum latency is 9 PE cycles. As each PE needs 7 clock
cycles to perform the computation of all its neurons, the maximum latency of the
network is 63 clock cycles, resulting in 0.63 µs at 100 MHz. During the training
phase, it is necessary to change the configuration of the BbNN multiple times to test
new chromosomes. The configuration is changed using fine grain reconfiguration.
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As explained for the fine grain reconfigurable parameters, the number of BbNN
columns do not change the number of frames that have to be reconfigured. However,
the number of BbNN rows does change the number of frames to be reconfigured. For
this reason, increasing the number of rows results in a longer reconfiguration time
than increasing the number of columns.

Table 4-5: Performance comparison for different BbNN sizes.

BbNN size BbNN computation (µs) Input data (µs) Output data (µs) BbNN configuration (µs)
1x3 BbNN <0.21 4.3 1.3 8.8
3x3 BbNN <0.63 4.3 1.3 22.2
3x5 BbNN <1.05 4.5 2.1 26.2
7x5 BbNN <2.45 4.5 2.1 58.8

The BbNN proposal has been tested with three applications. Two of them
oriented to the control domain using OpenAI [Brockman’16] applications (mountain
car and inverted pole), and one application oriented to the classification domain
(XOR application). All the applications have been tested in an xc7z020clg400-1 SoPC.

4.4.1 Use Case: Mountain Car

The mountain car is an OpenAI application that involves a car on a one-dimensional
track, positioned between two mountains. The goal is to drive the car to the
top of the right mountain. As the car’s engine is not powerful enough to scale
the mountain in a single pass, it has to oscillate back and forth to build up
momentum [Mountain car repository]. A graphical representation of the mountain
car application is shown in Figure 4-17.

The mountain car is represented as a physical model whose behavior has been
ported to the ARM processor of the Zynq SoPC, while the BbNN implements the
controller. The model provides two observable variables (car position and its speed)
that represent the state of the car. These variables are defined with floating-point
types and therefore have to be converted to fixed-point values before passing them
to the BbNN. With the state of the car, the BbNN has to control the output of the car
using three different actions: push left, push right, or do not push. The force of the
engine is a parameter of the system and remains constant.

To evaluate the fitness of a chromosome, the EA runs an episode that consists in
controlling a car that is initially placed in a random position of the valley. The EA
evaluates its performance after 200 control steps or after it has reached the top of the
mountain. The value of 200 control steps has been chosen experimentally as it has
been observed that if the car does not reach the top of the mountain in these steps, it
is highly improbable that it will reach it in the subsequent ones.
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Figure 4-17: OpenAI Mountain Car environment and coordinate system used to determine
the car’s position. The hills are generated with the sin(3x) function.

The fitness function shown in Equation 4-4 has been designed to test how good
the BbNN controller is. The function contains two members. The first one favors
solutions that reach the end with the least number of iterations, while the second
member favors solutions closer to the top of the mountain when the car has not
reached the final position. If the car reaches the top of the mountain in 200 steps, its
fitness value would be 0.05. Values below 0.05 indicate that the car has not reached
the top of the mountain, while values above 0.05 indicate that the car has been able
to scale the mountain in fewer steps. A value of 0.3 has been considered as the fitness
target, which is obtained when the car reaches the top of the mountain in 150 or
fewer steps. An example of the fitness evolution for a 2x2 BbNN is shown in Figure
4-18.

f i tness =
(
1 − steps

200

)
+ f i nalPosi t i on

10
(4-4)

Different BbNN sizes have been considered to solve the mountain car problem.
The number of columns is usually determined by the maximum number of inputs
or outputs, while the number of rows can be changed to increment or reduce the
complexity of the network. For this application, the BbNNs has been implemented
with two columns and a variable number of rows, ranging from 1 to 4. Figure 4-19
exposes how the BbNN size influences the number of generations required to find
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Figure 4-18: Example of the fitness value progression during the Mountain Car training using
a 2x2 BbNN.

a valid solution. The EA has been trained 100 times to categorize the number of
generations. The most suitable BbNN size for this application is the 1x2 network,
as 81% of its executions solve the problem with less than 100 generations.

4.4.2 Use Case: Inverted Pendulum

The Inverted Pendulum or cart pole is an OpenAI application that aims at controlling
an unstable inverted pole by moving the car that upholds it. The OpenAI offers
a python-based physical model simulation with a graphical representation, which
is shown in Figure 4-20. This application can be used to test different controller
implementations using a hardware-in-the-loop platform. In order to speed-up the
training phase, the physical behavior of the inverted pendulum has been ported to
the ARM processor of the Zynq SoPC.

The physical model of the inverted pendulum provides four observable variables:
the position and speed of the car, the angle of the pole, and the speed at the end of the
pole. These variables are represented with floating-point types and therefore have to
be converted to fixed-point values before passing them to the BbNN. The network
has to control the car’s movement by either pushing it to the left or right. The force of
the engine is a parameter of the system and remains constant.

To evaluate the fitness of a chromosome, the EA runs an episode to control the
inverted pendulum during 200 steps. An episode finishes prematurely if the pole
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4-19: Mountain car: number of generations needed to find a solution for different
BbNN sizes. Each graph has been generated with the data of 100 executions. The generations
needed to achieve a solution are segmented in intervals, from 0 to 1000 generations.
Executions over 1000 generations are stopped. As it can be seen, all the BbNN sizes are able
to solve the problem. The 1x2 configuration is the preferred one, as in 81% of the cases the
EA is able to find a solution in less than 100 generations.

Figure 4-20: Inverted Pendulum application.
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angle is over 12° or if the cart’s position exceeds the scenario boundaries. The cart
and pole initial positions are chosen randomly between specific boundaries to avoid
overfitting solutions. The fitness function for this application has been designed to
test how stable the pole is during the whole episode. After each step, the processor
computes a partial error representing how far from the ideal position the cart pole is.
This error is computed using the formula shown in Equation 4-5. First, for each of the
four observable variables, the value of the variable is normalized by dividing its value
by the maximum error allowed. Then, this value is multiplied by itself to convert
it to a positive value. To obtain the average partial error of the four variables, it is
necessary to sum the error of each variable and divide it by four. Finally, the partial
error is divided by 200, as this is the total number of errors that will be computed and
accumulated in a single episode.

The fitness function is obtained by accumulating the partial error of the 200 steps,
as shown in Equation 4-6. An additional term in the fitness function penalizes the
chromosomes that finish before 200 evaluations. The best possible fitness value is
one, which means that the pole has remained in the vertical position without any
movement whatsoever. In contrast, a fitness value close to 0 means that the pole has
fallen during the first episode. A fitness value of 0.95 has been chosen as the target to
consider that the application is solved. An example of the fitness evolution for a 3x4
BbNN is shown in Figure 4-21.

par ti al er r or j = 1

4

1

200

(
4∑

i=1

xi

maxi

2
)

(4-5)

f i tness = 1 −
(

200∑
j=1

par ti al er r or j + 200 − steps

200

)
(4-6)

Where:

• xi : is the ith variable in the observation space (e.g., angle of the pole, speed at
the end of the pole, car position, or speed of the car).

• maxi : is the maximum value tor th ith variable in the observation space.

• par ti al er r or j : represents the instability of the pole after the jth control
action.

Different BbNN sizes have been considered to solve the inverted pendulum
application. The minimum number of columns is four to pass all the state variables.
The number of rows can be changed to modify the complexity of the network. In
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Figure 4-21: Example of progression of the fitness value during the Cart Pole training for a
3x4 BbNN.

this application, the number of rows has been varied between 1 and 4. Similar to the
mountain car application, the EA has been trained 100 times to assess the influence
of the BbNN size with the number of generations required to find a valid solution.
Figure 4-22 categorizes the number of iterations required to solve the application for
a given BbNN size. As in the previous application, the 1x4 BbNN is the most suitable
size, as 79% of its executions solve the problem with less than 100 generations.

4.4.3 Use Case: XOR Classification

The last use case involves the XOR classification problem that aims at implementing
a BbNN that behaves as a logic XOR gate. The XOR function is widely used to test
neural networks for classifications applications since it is a non-linear function. The
fitness function to evaluate a chromosome configuration is shown in Equation 4-7.
The fitness is based on the computation of the mean square error of the network
outputs with respect to the XOR gate truth table results. A fitness value over 0.9 is
required to validate a BbNN configuration.

XOR f i tness = 1 −
(

1

4

4∑
i=1

(yi − yr eal )2

)
(4-7)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4-22: Inverted pendulum: number of generations needed to find a solution for
different BbNN sizes. Each graph has been generated with the data of 100 executions. The

generations needed to achieve a solution are segmented in intervals, from 0 to 1000
generations. Executions over 1000 generations are stopped. As it can be seen, all the BbNN
sizes are able to solve the problem. The 1x4 configuration is the preferred one, as in 79% of

the cases the EA is able to find a solution in less than 100 generations.

Where:

• yi : is the output of the BbNN.

• yr eal : is the actual value of the XOR function.

In this application, an EA iteration is performed by computing the fitness of
the network over the four input pairs. The XOR application has been tested with
networks with two outputs and a variable number of rows ranging from 2 to 5. The
1x2 BbNN has been discarded since experiments carried out showed that it is not
able to find a valid solution. Figure 4-23 shows an example of the fitness evolution
for a 2x2 network. Figure 4-24 show the influence of the network size on the number
of iterations required to find a solution. Contrary to the previous applications, in this
case, it is more beneficial to use larger networks. The 4x2 and 3x2 networks are the
best sizes, as 68%-71% of its executions solve the problem in less than 100 iterations.
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Figure 4-23: Example of the fitness value progression during the XOR training using a 2x2
BbNN.

Contrary to the previous applications, in the XOR classification problem a BbNN
with one row is not capable of solving the problem. Therefore, it is possible to
use the dynamic scalability of the proposed EA to increase the size of the network
automatically, as shown in Figure 4-25. The system starts with a 1x2 BbNN and trains
it. When the EA detects that it cannot achieve a solution, it adds a new row to the
network to compose a 2x2 BbNN and trains it again from scratch until it finds a valid
solution. This is a proof of concept of how dynamic scalability can help the EA to
train more efficiently without the intervention of the designer.

4.4.4 Online Adaptation for Control Applications in Dynamic
Environments

One of the main benefits of integrating the EA and the BbNN in the same device is the
ability to adapt the network to external changing environments. This has been tested
with the mountain car and inverted pendulum applications by training the systems
for specific conditions and then changing them, forcing the retraining of the system
to find a new solution. Table 4-6 shows the changes applied to both applications.
In the mountain car, the engine power is reduced, emulating a loss of power in the
engine. In the inverted pendulum, the gravity and the car mass are incremented,
while the pole length is decreased.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4-24: XOR classification: number of generations needed to find a solution for
different BbNN sizes. Each graph has been generated with the data of 100 executions. The

generations needed to achieve a solution are segmented in intervals, from 0 to 1000
generations. Executions over 1000 generations are stopped.

Figures 4-26 and 4-27 show the evolution of the fitness value for both
applications. Once the EA finds a valid solution, the conditions change, which
results in a sudden reduction in the fitness of the controller. Then, the EA retrains
the system using the previous solution as the initial state. As it can be seen, after
several generations, the EA finds a new controller implementation adapted to the
new conditions in both applications.

4.4.5 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced a dynamically scalable BbNN whose size can be changed
at run-time to match the computational demands required by a given application.
The BbNN can be composed dynamically by allocating individual PEs inside a RR of
the static system. The proposed PE has been designed as a fine grain reconfigurable
architecture that can adopt any PE style (see Figure 4-2). Moreover, to reduce the
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Figure 4-25: The EA dynamically scales the size of the network to solve the BbNN
classification application.

Table 4-6: Initial and modified conditions for online training.

Problem Parameter Normal value Modified value

Cart Pole
Gravity 9.8 m/s 20.0 m/s

Pole length 0.5 m 0.1 m
Cart mass 1.0 Kg 1.5 Kg

Mountain Car Engine power 0.001 0.0008

number of logic resources, the PE includes a single DSP block that is reused during
seven cycles to compute all the PE outputs.

The BbNN is trained using an EA. The main benefit of using an EA is that it
requires fewer computation resources than gradient-based algorithms. Therefore,
it is possible to implement the EA in an embedded processor, which can be used
to train the BbNN in the same device where it is implemented. For this reason, the
BbNN is suited for edge applications working in changing environments where it is
necessary to retrain the network regularly. A custom EA has been designed to train
the BbNN. The main advantage over other proposals in the state of the art is that it
can automatically scale up the network’s size if it cannot find a valid solution after
a specific number of generations have elapsed. Therefore, the EA tries to find the
smaller BbNN size for a specific application without user intervention.
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Figure 4-26: Cart Pole adaptation using a 3x4 BbNN.

Figure 4-27: Mountain Car adaptation for 2x2 BbNN.
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The BbNN has been tested with three different applications to test the suitability
of the proposed BbNN to implement controllers for physical devices and to use it in
classification applications. The first two applications are the mountain car and the
inverted pendulum applications found in the OpenAI framework. These applications
have shown the ability of the EA to retrain the BbNN when the external condition
change. The last application is the XOR classification, which has been used to
validate the ability of the EA to automatically scale the size of the network to find
a valid solution.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES

This chapter presents the conclusions of this thesis and provides a summary of the
main contributions. It also includes a section detailing the impact of the thesis in
terms of publications, research projects, awards, and co-supervised works. At the
end, the future research lines that arise from this thesis are presented.

5.1 CONCLUSIONS OF THE THESIS

The work developed in this thesis has provided a new design methodology that
facilitates the run-time composition of accelerators. This methodology can be used
in applications that use 2D modular architectures, such as overlays and BbNNs.
Instead of implementing an application from scratch, the proposed methodology
uses Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) to allocate different preimplemented
PEs to compose the 2D architecture on the fly. Having a set of preimplemented
Processing Elements (PEs) that can be automatically combined in a tile-based
fashion reduces two of the main problems of FPGA design: long implementation
times and a steep learning curve requiring hardware expertise. The proposed
methodology partially removes from the user’s path the need of using FPGA
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools, thus reducing the long implementation times.
CAD FPGA tools are only used once by an expert user to implement the PEs, which are
stored in a library for using them in multiple applications. Moreover, the proposed
methodology also makes FPGAs more accessible to users with a software background
by removing the need of designing accelerators with HDL descriptions.

The proposed methodology has been automated with a series of tools,
architectures, and applications. The first part of this thesis has been devoted
to improve the DPR capabilities of Vivado. First, a new classification of DPR
techniques based on the reconfiguration granularity has been proposed. Coarse
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grain reconfiguration is used to implement monolithic accelerators that usually
span large Reconfigurable Regions (RRs). In contrast, medium grain reconfiguration
is used to build 1D/2D modular, interconnected architectures. Finally, fine grain
is used to reconfigure individual elements of the FPGA fabric, such as LUTs.
Different from other tools available in the state of the art, the three reconfiguration
granularities can be used and combined in a design with IMPRESS, a reconfiguration
tool that has been designed from scratch in this thesis. IMPRESS extends the
reconfiguration capabilities provided by Vivado, including the following features:
Reconfigurable Module (RM) relocation, RM stacking, isolation between the static
system and the RMs, direct RM-to-RM communication, easy-to-define interfaces,
and the inclusion of ready-to-use fine grain components.

The combination of medium and fine grain reconfiguration has been the
foundation of just-in-time hardware composition, allowing to build configurable
2D architectures on the fly. Medium grain is used to stitch different PEs to
compose the 2D architecture, while fine grain reconfiguration is used to configure
each PE. This thesis has proposed two approaches to determine the composition
and configuration of the PEs. The first one follows a deterministic approach in
which applications described in high-level software languages (e.g., C/C++) are
automatically offloaded to the FPGA. The second alternative uses an evolutionary
approach to compose accelerators by specifying the goal or reference that the circuit
has to reach.

The deterministic composition approach has been implemented using scalable
overlays. Users can automatically select computing-intensive, loop-based sections
of code to offload them to a custom overlay. This has been achieved by designing
a framework that takes an application described in C/C++ and transforms it into
an annotated DFG that is then mapped onto an overlay. The proposed framework
generates an overlay bitstream that can be used to compose and configure the overlay
at run-time, and an equivalent C/C++ application that, instead of computing the
application, manages the data transfers between the processor and the FPGA. The
time to compose a custom overlay from scratch ranges from 15 ms to 70 ms, while
the time to configure the overlay ranges from 172 µs to 780 µs. The speed-up of the
overlay with respect to the processor depends on the number of loop iterations, the
number of operations of the application, and the input/output data size. The speed-
up of the overlay can be increased by using loop unrolling techniques that exploit the
parallelism of the loop iterations, achieving up to 3.18× speed-ups compared with
the software execution in the processor.

The evolutionary approach has been implemented using a scalable Block-based
Neural Network (BbNN) that is trained with an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). One
of the main benefits of using medium and fine granularities is that the size of the
BbNNs can be adapted to the requirements of the applications. Furthermore, in this
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thesis, the EA has been designed to automatically increment the size of the network
if it is not able to find a solution with the current size. This approach removes
the need for a human operator to select the most appropriate size of the network,
as the EA is in charge of finding the minimum BbNN size for a given application.
The proposed BbNN has been tested to control physical systems provided in the
OpenAI framework. The BbNN has shown its ability to implement controllers for the
mountain car and inverted cart pole applications, including the ability to retrain the
system if the external conditions change. Moreover, the proposed solution has been
tested in the XOR classification application, which has been used to test the ability
of the EA to automatically find the minimum size of the network that can solve the
classification problem.

The two aforementioned approaches can be used to implement multiple
applications. However, most applications require to be implemented as monolithic
accelerators designed with HDL or HLS. For these scenarios, IMPRESS has also
been integrated within the ARTICo3 framework to enhance the productivity of
reconfigurable multi-accelerator systems. The resultant toolchain provides three
elements: (1) a reusable, reconfigurable architecture with support for dynamic user-
driven adaptation to trade-off computing performance, power consumption, and
fault tolerance, (2) a run-time library to automatically manage the reconfiguration
of accelerators and the movement of data between the processor memory and
the FPGA, and (3) an automated methodology to implement relocatable, ARTICo3-
compliant accelerators using HDL or HLS. The advanced reconfiguration features
of the coarse reconfiguration granularity are used to reduce the implementation
times, having speed-ups of 2.66× to 2.96× while also reducing the partial bitstreams
memory footprint 4.54×.

5.2 SUMMARY OF MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

This section summarizes the main contributions of this thesis that fulfill the goals
outlined in Section 1.2. The contributions have been categorized as: classification
of DPR, DPR design-time support, DPR run-time support, architectures, and
applications. The main contributions are:

• [classification of DPR] A classification of DPR techniques motivated by their
floorplanning granularity that categorizes DPR into coarse, medium, and fine
grain reconfiguration. The proposed classification includes a discussion on
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how to combine multiple granularities in the same design to take advantage
of the strengths of each one.

• [Design] A design methodology targeting multi grain reconfigurable systems.
This methodology is supported by IMPRESS, a design tool for Xilinx series 7
FPGAs that extends the capabilities of commercial reconfiguration tools.

• [Architectures] Just-in-time composition of 2D scalable architectures using
a combination of medium and fine grain reconfiguration. In particular, two
different architectures have been proposed and implemented: (1) a spatially-
configured overlay whose size and composition can be dynamically adapted to
map different software-defined applications, (2) A scalable BbNN architecture
with reduced usage of DSPs and BRAMs, capable of supporting feedback loops,
and with a hardware-optimized activation function.

• [Run-time] Run-time support to seamlessly compose and configure the
aforementioned 2D scalable architectures, hiding the low-level reconfiguration
details from the user.

• [Design and Run-time] A toolflow integrating ARTICo3 and IMPRESS that
improves design productivity for coarse grain multi-accelerator reconfigurable
systems. The proposed toolflow reduces the implementation time up to 2.96×
while also reducing the partial bitstreams memory footprint by 4.54×.

• [Application] A complete automated overlay framework capable of offloading
complex loop-based segments of code from the embedded processor to the
FPGA, achieving up to 3.18× speed-ups compared with the software execution
in the processor.

• [Application] An evolutionary algorithm that can automatically scale the size
of the BbNN accelerator to optimize the number of resources used by the BbNN
for a given application.
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5.3 IMPACT OF THE THESIS

This section details the impact of this thesis in terms of publications, research
projects, co-supervised works, open-source tools & tutorials, and awards.

5.3.1 Publications

Journals Publications

[Zamacola’20] R. Zamacola, A. Otero, A. García, E. D. La Torre, “An Integrated
Approach and Tool Support for the Design of FPGA-Based Multi-Grain
Reconfigurable Systems”, in IEEE Access, vol. 8, pp. 202 133–202 152, 2020, doi:
10.1109/ACCESS.2020.3036541. 2020 JCR impact factor: 3.367 (Q2).

This article presents a classification of the reconfiguration granularities, a
theoretical discussion on how to combine them in a design, and presents the
reconfiguration tool IMPRESS to use the different reconfiguration granularities
in designs implemented in Series 7 and Zynq Xilinx SoPCs. This article is the
foundation of Chapter 2.

[García’20] A. García, R. Zamacola, A. Otero, E. de la Torre, “A Dynamically Re-
configurable BbNN Architecture for Scalable Neuroevolution in Hardware”, in
Electronics, vol. 9, no. 5, 2020, ISSN 2079-9292, doi:10.3390/electronics9050803,
https://www.mdpi.com/2079-9292/9/5/803. 2020 JCR impact factor: 2.397
(Q3).

This article presents a multi grain reconfigurable BbNN for scalable hardware
neuroevolution. This article is the foundation of Chapter 4.

[Zamacola’21] R. Zamacola, A. Otero, E. de la Torre, “Multi-grain reconfigurable
and scalable overlays for hardware accelerator composition”, in Journal of
Systems Architecture, p. 102302, 2021. 2020 JCR impact factor: 3.777 (Q1 in
computer science, software engineering and Q2 in computer science, hardware
& architecture)

This article presents a multi grain reconfigurable overlay to automatically
offload loop-based sections of code. This article is the foundation of Chapter
3.
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Conference Publications

[Zamacola’18] R. Zamacola, A. García Martínez, J. Mora, A. Otero, E. de La Torre,
“IMPRESS: Automated Tool for the Implementation of Highly Flexible Partial
Reconfigurable Systems with Xilinx Vivado”, in 2018 International Conference
on ReConFigurable Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig), pp. 1–8, 2018, doi:
10.1109/RECONFIG.2018.8641703.

This article presents the first version of IMPRESS and shows its advanced
features with an application using image filters.

[Zamacola’19] R. Zamacola, A. García Martínez, J. Mora, A. Otero, E. de la Torre, “Au-
tomated Tool and Runtime Support for Fine-Grain Reconfiguration in Highly
Flexible Reconfigurable Systems”, in 2019 IEEE 27th Annual International
Symposium on Field-Programmable Custom Computing Machines (FCCM), pp.
307–307, 2019, doi:10.1109/FCCM.2019.00048.

This article presents the fine grain reconfiguration capabilities of IMPRESS.

[Ortiz’20] A. Ortiz, R. Zamacola, A. Rodríguez, A. Otero, E. de la Torre, “Automated
Toolchain for Enhanced Productivity in Reconfigurable Multi-accelerator
Systems”, in F. Rincón, J. Barba, H. K. H. So, P. Diniz, J. Caba, editors, Applied
Reconfigurable Computing. Architectures, Tools, and Applications, pp. 45–60,
Springer International Publishing, Cham, 2020, ISBN 978-3-030-44534-8, doi:
10.1007/978-3-030-44534-8_4.

This article presents the integration of IMPRESS within the ARTICo3 framework
to enhance the productivity of reconfigurable multi-accelerator systems. This
article has received the ARC2020 best paper award.

[Zamacola’22] R. Zamacola, A. Otero, A. Rodríguez, E. de la Torre, “Just-in-Time
Composition of Reconfigurable Overlays: A Tile-based Multi-grain Approach”,
in To be published as Dagstuhl OASIcs OpenAccess Series in Informatics, Volume
100, special issue for PARMA-DITAM, 2022.

This article present an overview of how to use overlays to compose accelerators
on the fly. It also introduces the capabilities of the proposed overlay to use loop
unrolling, map complex loops, and reuse multiple elements in the feedback
loop.
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5.3.2 Research Projects

CERBERO - Cross-layer modEl-based fRamework for multi-oBjective dEsign of
Reconfigurable systems in unceRtain hybRid envirOnments

H2020-ICT-2016-1 (732105)

The core of this thesis has been developed in this project to allow the just-in-
time hardware composition of accelerators.

PLATINO - Plataforma HW/SW distribuida para el procesamiento inteligente de
información sensorial heterogénea en aplicaciones de supervisión de grandes
espacios naturales

Spanish R&D National Program TEC2017-86722-C4-2-R

In this project, IMPRESS has been integrated within the ARTICo3 framework to
enhance the productivity of reconfigurable multi-accelerator systems.

5.3.3 Co-Supervised Works

Below are listed the B.Sc and M.Sc theses that have been co-supervised to assist in
the development of this thesis.

Alberto García Martínez - Desarrollo de un framework para la implementación
de sistemas dinámicamente reconfigurables para el procesado de vídeo sobre
FPGAs. B.Sc thesis, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Jun. 2018.

Alberto García Martínez - Hardware architecture and algorithms for evolutionary
block-based neural networks. M.Sc thesis, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid,
Sept. 2019.

Dejan Lukíc - Automated Design of Reconfigurable Hardware Accelerators. M.Sc
thesis, University of Belgrade, Feb. 2020.

Mariví J. Flores Riveros - Implementing finite state machines with fine grain
dynamic partial reconfiguration. M.Sc thesis, Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, Oct. 2021.
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5.3.4 Open Source Tools and Tutorials

IMPRESS has been released as an open-source tool [IMPRESS respository] which
includes tutorials on how to use each of the granularities [IMPRESS website].

5.3.5 Awards

The article Automated Toolchain for Enhanced Productivity in Reconfigurable Multi-
accelerator Systems [Ortiz’20] was awarded with the ARC2020 best paper award.

5.4 FUTURE RESEARCH LINES

Several aspects of the proposed acceleration composition methodology could be
further improved in the future. These future research lines are explored in this
section, grouping them by area of improvement.

Reconfiguration tools - IMPRESS

The main area of improvement in IMPRESS is providing new fine grain com-
ponents, such as FFs-based readable registers, more complex FUs, or configurable
FSMs. The implementation of the configurable FSMs has already been initiated by
implementing a configurable BRAM-based FSMs architecture [Cooke’15]. The FSM
architecture can implement multiple FSM by changing the memory contents of the
BRAMs using fine grain reconfiguration. However, this work is not yet fully integrated
in IMPRESS. Another area of development is to make IMPRESS available for other
devices, such as UltraScale+ SoPCs.

Deterministic approach - Overlays

The performance of the overlay is limited by the time spent moving data between
the processor memory and the FPGA. One solution to improve the performance
in applications with a large number of iterations is to pipeline the input/output
transfer and the computing stages by dividing the loop into smaller segments that
are offloaded to the overlay sequentially. Another alternative would be adapting the
overlay to other devices with higher performance buses (e.g., PCI bus) or devices with
tighter memory interconnections (e.g., Intel devices with shared cache memories).

Moreover, other overlay memories and interconnection infrastructure schemes
could be tested. As an example, it could be possible to use an individual FIFO
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memory for each input/output port with an interconnection component that
manages the destination of the data. The different interconnection schemes could
be compared in terms of resource consumption and performance for different
applications.

Regarding the applications that can be offloaded, there are several areas that can
be further researched. For example, the overlay currently works only with loops with
a fixed number of iterations. In the future, it may be useful to allow applications
with nested loops where the number of iterations of the inner loops depends on
the iteration value of an outer loop. Another area that could be improved is the
implementation of overlays with floating-point data that include new operations,
such as divisions, trigonometric functions, and logarithmic operations. The loop
unrolling feature could be further improved by automatically deciding the largest
factor that can be applied in a given overlay without user intervention.

Another area of great interest to fully exploit the medium grain reconfiguration
capabilities of the overlay would be implementing PEs with complex operations
specific to an application domain (e.g., Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) operations).
The user could design loops that include functions that are recognized by the
compiler and transformed to a complex PE, thus offloading complex applications
more efficiently.

Finally, another area that could be further researched is using overlays that
include control FSMs that could implement not only data flow applications, but more
complex functions with a limited amount of control.

Evolutionary approach - BbNNs

In this area, the future research lines should focus on applying the BbNN to
complex applications that require larger networks to find a valid solution. Besides
showing the capacity of BbNNs to solve complex tasks, this would further validate
the ability to automatically scale the size of the network in the training phase. Larger
networks would probably need to improve the current EA to make it more efficient,
for example, by using crossover operations or distinguishing the mutation of the
weights and biases from the evolution of the network topology to keep it more stable
over several iterations.
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List of acronyms

ACP Accelerator Coherency Port

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit

ANN Artificial Neural Network

API Application Programming Interface

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

AXI Advanced eXtensible Interface

BB Basic Block

BbNN Block-based Neural Network

BRAM Block RAM

CAD Computer-Aided Design

CDFG Control Data Flow Graph

CGRA Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architecture

CLB Configurable Logic Block

COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf

CPS Cyber-Physical System

CPU Central Processing Unit

CSV Comma-Separated Values

DDPU Data-Driven Pipeline Unit

DFG Data Flow Graph

DMA Directed Memory Access
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DPR Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration

DSL Domain Specific Language

DSP Digital Signal Processor

EA Evolutionary Algorithm

EB Elastic Buffer

EBbNN Extended Block-based neural networks

FF Flip-Flop

FIFO First In First Out

FIR Finite Impulse Response

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array

FR Fork Receiver

FS Fork Sender

FSM Finite State Machine

FU Functional Unit

GFSM Global Finite State Machine

GOPS Giga Operations per Second

GPP General-Purpose Processor

GPU Graphic Processing Unit

HDL Hardware Description Language

HLS High-Level Synthesis

II Initiation Interval

ILP Integer Linear Programming

I-LVT Invalidation-based Live-Value-Table

IP Intellectual Property
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IR Intermediate Representation

LMBbN Link-Multiplexed Block-based Neuron

LUT Look-Up Table

LVT Live-Value Table

MAC Multiply Accumulate

MLP Multi Layer Perceptron

MPPA Massively Parallel Processor Array

NN Nearest Neighbor

NoC Network on Chip

OCM On-Chip Memory

PaR Place and Route

PBS Partial BitStream

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect

PE Processing Element

PWQ PieceWise Quadratic

RAM Random Access Memory

RE Reconfiguration Engine

RM Reconfigurable Module

RR Reconfigurable Region

RTL Register Transfer Language

SBbNN Smart Block-based neural network

SoPC System on Programmable Chip

VA Virtual Architecture

VI Virtual Interface

XDL Xilinx Design Language
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